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ABSTRACT 

The thesis set out to find whether climate change affects migratory and resident 

Arctic whales differently, and the role of international law for their conservation 

in these uncertain times. The method is desktop research, and information was 

simply gathered and analysed.  

The thesis found that the resident Arctic whales are more severely affected by 

the changes since they are highly ice dependent. The declining sea ice is the 

main challenge with all its repercussions, such as increasing human traffic in the 

Arctic for longer periods of time as the sea ice keeps decreasing. 

International law does not at present have a vast amount of legislation to offer 

towards the protection of the marine environment and the whales as the treaties 

presented in this thesis generally directs the obligations to the national legislation 

of the states. The regional level is somewhat more beneficial towards the 

protection of the ecosystem, but also the regional agreements leave most of the 

decisions up to the individual states. The reason for this might partly be because 

on the regional level more research are carried out that is directed towards the 

conservation of the marine environment and the whales. In order to improve the 

current situation, the creation of more MPAs in the Arctic could be a good, or 

even the best, solution and use of international law moving forward. There are 

several avenues, and in this thesis OSPAR and the AC are highlighted.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The Arctic is changing rapidly and this thesis works from an assumption 

that these changes are mainly caused by climate change, which in turn is 

strongly influenced by anthropogenic emission of greenhouse gasses 

(GHGs), such as carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide. As a result 

of climate change air and water temperatures are slowly rising, and this, 

in turn, causes the snow and ice cover in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) 

to decrease. Sea ice in the Arctic is decreasing quickly and the area might 

experience ice free summers in just a few decades.
1
 With the oceans and 

seas being able to store more carbon than the atmosphere,
2
 it likely is, and 

will continue to affect the populations of various species, including the 

six species of whales chosen for this thesis. The six species are three 

species of migratory whales: the gray (Eschrichtius Robustus), the 

humpback (Megaptera Novaeangliae), and the killer whale (Orcinus 

Orca), and three species of resident Arctic whales: the beluga 

(Delphinapterus Leucas), the narwhal (Monodon Monoceros), and the 

bowhead whale (Balaena Mysticetus).  

This thesis chose to focus on three species of migratory whales and three 

species of resident Arctic whales in order to uncover if the effects caused 

by climate change are likely to be vastly different or quite similar in 

                                                             

1 The Core Writing Team IPCC, Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report. Contribution 
of Working Groups I, II and III to the Fifth Assessment Report of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Rajendra K Pachauri and Leo Meyer 
eds, IPCC 2015); Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, ‘Climate Change 
2014 Synthesis Report Summary Chapter for Policymakers’ [2014] Ipcc. 
2 The Core Writing Team IPCC. 
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nature. The focus is on the whales when they are in the Arctic, seasonally 

or permanently.  

As climate change is a vast topic, the dissertation focuses on a few aspects 

related to the oceans: 1) warming oceans, 2) changes in ocean current 

circulation, 3) ocean acidification, 4) change in salinity, and 5) declining 

sea ice. Additionally, it will investigate 6) increased shipping and human 

activity in the Arctic and what effects these six aspects have on the 

populations of whales in question.  

Regarding the role of international law towards the conservation of the 

whales, seven international treaties have been chosen as well as five 

regional initiatives/bodies. The international treaties that are of the most 

significance to this study are the United Nations Convention on the Law 

of the Sea (LOSC), the International Convention for the Prevention of 

Pollution from Ships (MARPOL), the Convention on International Trade 

in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), the Convention 

on Biological Diversity (CBD), the Convention on the Conservation of 

Migratory Species of Wild Animals (CMS), and the International 

Convention for the Regulation of Whaling (ICRW), and the International 

Maritime Organization‟s (IMO) International Code for Ships Operating in 

Polar Waters. The regional agreements and institutions that are relevant to 

the Arctic are the Arctic Council (AC), the Convention for the Protection 

of the Marine Environment of the North-Atlantic (OSPAR), the North 

Atlantic Marine Mammal Commission (NAMMCO), the Northwest 

Fisheries Organization (NAFO), and the North-East Atlantic Fisheries 

Commission (NEAFC). 
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The thesis aims to uncover whether international law plays a sufficient 

role towards the conservation of the whales, and the marine environment 

by examining the multilateral and regional treaties and agreements 

mentioned above. As a whole the treaties and regional bodies embrace the 

marine environment, the whales and the Arctic. Hence, it is intriguing to 

examine whether the instruments already in use are sufficient for the 

future conservation of the whales in question and their environment.  

Lastly, the thesis will look into the possibility of Arctic MPA(s) as a 

potential additional solution for the protection and conservation of the 

Arctic ecosystem. Climate change is an on-going challenge and the 

effects of the changes will likely escalate and be more severe for the 

marine environment as more sea ice melts and leaves the Arctic ice free 

for longer periods of time during the year. Consequently, increased 

human activity, such as shipping, fishing, tourism, seismic exploration 

and oil drilling will be a greater presence in the Arctic, and that increased 

activity needs to be properly regulated in order to enable the survival of 

the Arctic species.   

The thesis is divided into five chapters with the first chapter introducing 

climate change and the six effects chosen. The second chapter focuses on 

the six whale species, while the third chapter looks at the whales 

regarding the six effects of climate change, and how they affect the 

whales. Chapter four introduces the legal aspect of the thesis, on both 

international and regional levels with the treaties and bodies mentioned 

above. The final chapter, five, looks at gaps in knowledge as well as what 

we are currently fairly certain of, and the possibility of MPAs in the 
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Arctic for additional protection of the environment and the whale species 

that inhabit the area.  
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PART I SCIENCE AND BIOLOGY 

 Chapter 1 The effects of climate change 

ARCTIC OCEAN  

According to Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program‟s (AMAP) 

„Arctic Ocean Acidification‟ report of 2013, the Arctic region is generally 

divided into the high, low and sub-Arctic. The high Arctic covers the 

central Arctic Ocean (AO) which still has more or less permanent ice 

cover, mostly of multiyear ice, and the water is constantly cold.  
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Figure 1 Central Arctic Ocean. Source: AMAP/CAFF/SDWG (2013). Institute of 

Marine Research (IMR), Bergen, Norway3 Figure 1 indicates the boundaries of the 

central AO as seen in the orange field in the middle of the map. The seas around 

belong to the Arctic region. 

There are maps with slightly different boundaries than Figure 1, 

depending on who is creating the maps and what the boundaries indicate.
4
 

The map above was chosen because it is a map used by the working 

groups of the AC, and more of their maps will be used throughout the 

thesis.  

                                                             

3 Though the original source of Figure 1 is given above, the map was found at this 
WWF website: WWF, ‘Exploring the Arctic’ (2017) <http://wwfarcticmaps.org/> 
accessed 6 February 2017. 
4 A Google search of central AO maps will quickly reveal this. 
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The low Arctic covers the zone with seasonal ice and it extends to 

shelves
5
 surrounding the AO basin. The sub-Arctic covers adjacent areas 

which have little or no sea ice, but still experiences quite low 

temperatures during the winter months.  

The Arctic Ocean basins (Canada and Eurasian basins 

separated by the Lomonosov Ridge) are connected to the deep 

basins of the Nordic Seas through the deep Fram Strait. The 

basin of Baffin Bay is separated from the Arctic Ocean by 

passages through the Canadian Arctic Archipelago with sill 

depths of about 150 m. The Bering Sea basin is separated 

from the Arctic Ocean by roughly 1000 km of very shallow 

areas, mostly <50 m deep.
6
 

The deeper waters, 200 to 1000m, of the AO are quite temperate with 

between 0 and 3
o
C, while the surface water is generally near freezing 

point due to sea ice cover. At the shallow shelf areas, however, the cold 

water may extend to the very bottom of the basin, as it is not very deep – 

usually maximum 200 m deep.  

[However, when] the sea ice melts in summer, the lighter 

meltwater floats as a buoyant upper layer and shields the 

deeper layer from seasonal warming … [cold] Arctic water 

therefore prevails over shelves as a seasonally persistent layer 

at depths from about 25 m to 100–150 m. Shallower than this 

the nearshore waters may be warmed to some degree in 

summer, while at greater depths warmer water from the 

intermediate layer in the Arctic Ocean may intrude onto the 

outer shelf.
7
  

The temperature of the AO determines the types of species and their 

distribution in the Arctic. The resident Arctic species, including the 

                                                             

5 The AO shelves are the most extensive shelves of all the world’s oceans.  
6 AMAP, AMAP Assessment 2013: Arctic Ocean Acidification (2013) 40. 
7 ibid. 
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whales, are mainly found in the cold waters in the shallow shelf areas or 

in the deep basins of the AO. In both these areas the waters are 

persistently cold.  

In comparison to the world‟s oceans, the central AO and the marginal 

seas
8
 are among the least known basins and bodies of water. This is 

because of its remoteness, the hostile weather often occurring, and the sea 

ice that covers much of the central AO for most of the year. Though the 

Norwegian Seas and Barents Sea are quite well studied, even those areas 

are covered by ice during the winter making it difficult to gather 

information during that time.
9
  

It is well documented that the AO is warming at a more rapid rate than the 

rest of the globe and that the annual sea ice cover is decreasing fast, and 

especially during the summer months.
10

 But, also the amount of multiyear 

ice has decreased drastically during the last decades. The central AO has a 

deep central basin of about 4000m deep, it is surrounded by extensive 

shelves and it is covered by ice most of the year. Due to this, a diverse 

range of habitats have been created from the shape of the seabed, the 

latitude of the AO, being surrounded by shelves and coastlines with rivers 

                                                             

8 Chukchi, Laptev, Kara, White, East Siberian, Beaufort, Greenland, Bering Seas, 
Baffin Bay and the Canadian Archipelago.  
9 The Group of Experts of the Regular Process, ‘The First Global Integrated Marine 
Assessment World Ocean Assessment 1’ (2016) 1 United Nations 1752. 
10 Timo Vihma, ‘Effects of Arctic Sea Ice Decline on Weather and Climate: A Review’ 
(2014) 35 Surveys in Geophysics 1175; Gudmundur Alfredsson and others, ‘Polar 
Law Textbook II’ [2013] Nordic Council of Ministers 245 
<http://books.google.com/books?id=qDYXm4cDCVAC&pgis=1>; ACIA, ‘Impacts of 
a Warming Arctic: Arctic Climate Impact Assessment’ [2004] Cambridge University 
Press 1046 <http://amap.no/acia/>; Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. 
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and glaciers, the oceanic currents and also the seabed itself, and the ice 

covering much of the AO. 

Differences in ice cover, mixing between warm- and cold-

water currents, or currents with different nutrient content, 

create a mosaic of nutrient-poor areas which is reflected in 

species diversity [ ]. Despite this heterogeneity, the Arctic is 

less diverse than lower-latitude areas for several taxa, 

including mammals and birds, but equal to, or higher than 

those areas for bottom animals [ ], marine crustaceans and 

phytoplankton (algae plankton) [ ].
11

 

The sea ice creates barriers within the AO and thus creates separate 

habitats for the various subpopulations of marine mammals. The many 

polynyas in the AO create important foraging and refuge areas for some 

of the Arctic marine mammals, and thus contribute to the Arctic 

biodiversity.
12

 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

In the „Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report‟ of the Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), under the section for policy makers, it 

clearly and simply states: „Human influence on the climate system is 

clear, and recent anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases are the 

highest in history. Recent climate changes have had widespread impacts 

on human and natural systems.‟ 13  This quote simplifies the observed 

changes and their causes, while the following quote abridges the observed 

                                                             

11 The Group of Experts of the Regular Process 1301-02.    
12 ibid. 
13 The Core Writing Team IPCC, Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report. Contribution 
of Working Groups I, II and III to the Fifth Assessment Report of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Rajendra K Pachauri and Leo Meyer 
eds, IPCC 2015) 2. 
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changes in the climate change system: „Warming of the climate system is 

unequivocal, and since the 1950s, many of the observed changes are 

unprecedented over decades to centuries. The atmosphere and ocean have 

warmed, the amounts of snow and ice have diminished, and sea level has 

risen.‟14 There is still not complete confidence that the last three decades 

have been the warmest in the Northern Hemisphere the last 1400 years,15 

as recordings only go back to the mid-1800s. What is known, however, is 

that since the recordings of temperature started, each of the last three 

decades have increasingly been warmer at the Earth‟s surface, and are the 

warmest since 1850.16 The dominant cause for the warming is very likely 

the anthropogenic emissions of greenhouses gases (GHGs), such as 

carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide, and other anthropogenic 

drivers.17 What scientists are also deeming at a high confidence level is 

„that annual mean surface warming since the 20
th 

century has reversed 

long-term cooling trends of the past 5000 years in mid-to-high latitudes of 

the Northern Hemisphere (NH).‟18 

                                                             

14 ibid. 
15 The IPCC uses the word ‘likely’ about this scenario.  
16 ibid. 
17 ibid 4. 
18 Working Group I IPCC, Climate Change 2013 The Physical Science Basis (Thomas F 
Stocker and others eds, Cambridge University Press 2013) 37. 
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Figure 2 IPCC statistics. Source: IPCC WG 1. 
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As Figure 2 illustrates,
19

 the snow cover in the northern hemisphere is 

decreasing (a), and so is the sea ice during the summer in the Arctic (b). 

This is caused by warming land surface temperatures, as well as by 

increased temperatures in the oceans, as Figure 2 illustrates (c). Due to 

warming oceans and declining sea ice, the sea level is rising (d). Land and 

ocean temperatures have risen in the last decades and so has the sea level. 

Moreover, „[o]cean warming dominates the increase in energy stored in 

the climate system, accounting for more than 90% of the energy 

accumulated between 1971 and 2010 (high confidence)
20

, with only about 

1% stored in the atmosphere.‟21 Due to increased uptake of CO2 in the 

oceans, the oceans have become more acidic. The pH of the ocean surface 

water has decreased by 0.1 pH. Furthermore, due to global warming, the 

Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets are melting and losing mass, 

permafrost is thawing, the NH snow cover in spring has continually 

decreased, and the sea-ice extent in the Arctic are estimated to decrease 

with 3.5-4.1% per decade.22  

The „IPCC Fifth Assessment Report‟ (AR5) defines what they call 

„abrupt climate change‟ as large scale changes occurring very rapidly over 

just a few decades causing massive disruptions to both natural and human 

systems. The abrupt climate change will persist for at least a few decades 

after the changes have occurred. Luckily, however, the IPCC deems it not 

                                                             

19 ibid 10. 
20 On page 257 of the AR5 IPCC report, the report’s use of terms to indicate 
likelihood, is explained: virtually certain is used for 99-100% certainty/probability, 
very likely is for probably scenarios at 90-100%, likely is at 66-100%, about as 
likely as not is between 33-66% probability/certainty, unlikely is at 0-33%, while 
very unlikely is between 0-10% and exceptionally unlikely is between 0-1%. 
21 The Core Writing Team IPCC. 
22 ibid. 
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very likely that such abrupt climate change will occur within the 21
st
 

century. Nevertheless, what is very likely, and given high confidence in 

the AR5 report, is that the changes we are already seeing will continue 

throughout the next decades, but slowly as opposed to abruptly.
23

  

Because the domain of this thesis is the ocean, the short, general 

introduction to climate change given above will suffice. However, a little 

more detail on how climate change and global warming has affected and 

will likely continue to affect the water on this planet, is needed. The 

systems of the planet are interconnected, and thus it is not possible to 

separate them completely, i.e. the land, the ocean and the atmosphere, but 

the affects that are seen in the oceans of the world are what will have the 

main focus. As stated in the introduction, the thesis will look into the 

changes that have been, and likely will continue to happen, with 1) 

warming oceans, 2) changes in ocean current circulation, 3) ocean 

acidification, 4) change in salinity, and 5) declining sea ice, and 6) 

increased shipping and human activity in what was previously ice-

covered areas, such as much of the Arctic waters, and the effect that has 

on the population of whales in question  

The reason the five direct affects (number 6 is not a direct effect as it is an 

effect of warming oceans and decreasing sea ice) were chosen is because 

they are the changes that likely will change the environment in the oceans 

enough to affect the whales and the environment they live in. A warming 

ocean might affect distribution and migration of the whales and their prey, 

ice cover, and so may of course declining sea ice, and increased 

                                                             

23 Working Group I IPCC; The Core Writing Team IPCC. 
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acidification. Impact will particularly be on their prey, as there is already 

some evidence of acidification reducing the development of mollusks in 

the early stages of their life.
24

 A change in salinity might affect the 

whales, for example the narwhal,
25

 but hopefully by the end of this thesis, 

more certain answers can be given. What is known is that a difference in 

salinity, and temperature, can cause seawater to stratify into separate 

layers. This again can lead to variation of distribution of oxygen and 

nutrients, and also affect how light penetrates the water, which can affect 

photosynthesis and where it takes place.
26

 Looking into possible changes 

in ocean current circulation is also important because changes in the 

ocean current mean changes in distribution of warm and cold water, and 

salt. As the AR5 states:  

Diagnosis and understanding of ocean salinity trends is 

important because salinity changes, like temperature changes, 

affect circulation and stratification, and therefore the ocean‟s 

capacity to store heat and carbon as well as to change 

biological productivity. Salinity changes also contribute to 

regional sea level change.
27

  

This quote reveals how interconnected the causes of climate change are, 

and therefore, it is virtually impossible to deal with them separately – 

though an attempt will be made.  

If changes are big enough, this will of course affect life in the ocean, 

including the whales, their habitat and their prey. Going into a little more 

                                                             

24 Kristy J Kroeker and others, ‘Impacts of Ocean Acidification on Marine 
Organisms: Quantifying Sensitivities and Interaction with Warming’ (2013) 19 
Global Change Biology. 
25 I will come back to why the narwhal is thought to be affected by salinity changes 
in chapter 2 under the section of the narwhal.  
26 The Group of Experts of the Regular Process. 
27 Working Group I IPCC 265. 
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detail about the changes that have already been registered with the six 

effects of climate change, and likely future predictions, will be done 

under the heading of the six effects of climate change, starting with 

warming oceans. 

1) WARMING OCEANS  

Because the land and ocean temperatures are increasing, the sea ice is 

declining.  Figure 3 below gives a good illustration of the increase in land 

and ocean temperatures:  
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Figure 3 Land and ocean temperatures. Source: IPCC WG 1. This figure from AR5 

2013 shows that the ocean heat content has increased during the last decades in 

the North and South Atlantic, North and South Pacific, the Indian Ocean and the 

Southern Ocean (blue panels). Consequently, the sea ice extent in the Arctic and 

Antarctic has decreased over the same period (white panels). Also, the land 

surface temperature on all the continents of the Earth have increased the past 

few decades (yellow panels). 

Figure 3 is seen on page 18 in the AR5 and illustrates that the majority of 

increase in temperature and sea ice decline is anthropogenic – apart from 

in Antarctica, which seems to be an even mix of natural and 
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anthropogenic causes. 28  It is also estimated that the global ocean 

temperatures will continue to increase throughout this century and heat 

will penetrate from the surface of the ocean, reach the deep ocean, and 

eventually seriously affect ocean circulation.  

The strongest warming of the ocean is happening near the surface (0-

700m), and the global energy change inventory is dominated by the 

warming ocean. „Warming of the ocean accounts for about 93% of the 

increase in the Earth‟s energy inventory between 1971 and 2010 (high 

confidence), with warming of the upper (0 to 700m) ocean accounting for 

about 64% of the total (italics in original).‟
29

 The upper 75m of the ocean 

surface warmed by 0.11
o
C per decade from 1971 to 2010. The confidence 

in these numbers has increased since the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report 

2007 (AR4) and is general for the ocean globally. It is uncertain whether 

the warming of the ocean between the surface and 700m depth warmed 

slower between 2003 and 2010 than the years prior to 2003. What is 

likely, however, is that from 1993 to 2002, the ocean heat between 700 

and 2000m increased faster than between 2003 and 2010 for the same 

depth. 2000 to 3000m depth has shown no signs of warming during the 

same period, but it is deemed likely that the ocean has actually warmed at 

depths 3000m and deeper in the mentioned period.
30

 Concerning the AO, 

it is thought, with medium confidence, that the sea surface temperatures 

have been the highest in about 1500 years.
31

 

                                                             

28 ibid 18. 
29 ibid 257; the remainder of the energy is from the melting ice and warming of the 
atmosphere and continents. 
30 ibid. 
31 ibid. 
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2) CHANGES IN OCEAN CURRENT CIRCULATION  

As mentioned, the warming oceans also affect the ocean circulation, and 

due to this it is possible that the Atlantic Meridional Overturning 

Circulation (AMOC) will weaken during the 21
st
 Century.32 One of the 

most important parts of the ocean system is the meridional overturning 

circulation system, where the AMOC plays a fundamental role due to the 

unique geography of the Atlantic Ocean floor.  

 

                                                             

32 ibid 24. 
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Figure 4 AMOC. Source: R. Lumpkin, NOAA. This image shows the AMOC as a 

vertical and north-south vertical cell with cold, dense water moving southward at 

depth and warm, light waters moving northward nears the surface. The different 

colours indicate warm, cold or mixed water.  

Below this main circulation cell, seen in Figure 4, is a weaker circulation 

cell with denser water which is formed near Antarctica that mixes with 
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deep water, which is formed in the Atlantic and is returning southward.33 

However, the AR5 states with high confidence that the AMOC can 

recover from a „short-lived freshwater input into the sub-polar North 

Atlantic.‟
34

 Moreover, an abrupt climate change in the AMOC is regarded 

as not likely during the 21
st
 century. On the other hand, it is regarded as 

very likely that the AMOC will weaken during the 21
st
 century, and that 

the weakening will continue to cool the North Atlantic. Measurements 

taken since the AR4 show that change in the AMOC are occurring, but 

numbers are not severe enough to indicate an abrupt change or a collapse 

of the AMOC within this century.
35

 However, the report also informs that 

„the observational record of AMOC variability is short, and there is 

insufficient evidence to support a finding of change in the transport of the 

AMOC.‟
36

  

Wind force, fresh water input, and atmospheric heating are also part of the 

ocean circulation system, in addition to the meridional overturning 

circulation (MOC). Of these components, the MOC is one of the most 

important parts, and the „MOC transfers water, heat, [oxygen] and salt 

northward and southward within individual ocean basins and eastward 

and westward between all of the ocean basins, playing a major role in 

global and regional heat and salt budgets.‟
37

  

                                                             

33 Renellys C Perez and others, ‘Measuring the Atlantic Meridional’ (2015) 49 NOAA 
167. 
34 Working Group I IPCC 70. 
35 ibid; The Core Writing Team IPCC. 
36 Working Group I IPCC 284. 
37 Perez and others 167. 
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Figure 5 MOC. Source: Windows to the Universe. The map/image is an 

illustration of the MOC that the AMOC is a part of. 

The „MOCs are responsible for much of the ocean‟s capacity to carry 

excess heat from the tropics to middle latitudes, and are also important in 

the ocean‟s sequestration of carbon.‟
38

 

Climate models indicate that changes in the AMOC are likely to make 

changes in climate phenomena, such as „Atlantic hurricane activity, 

precipitation, and air temperature variability over North America and 

Western Europe, and changes in African and Indian monsoon rainfall.‟
39

 

Thus, understanding the AMOC is important for our understanding of 

how climate systems function, such as weather patterns, distribution of 

salt, oxygen and heat in the oceans, and also carbon uptake and 

distribution.  

                                                             

38 Working Group I IPCC 281. 
39 ibid 168. 
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3) OCEAN ACIDIFICATION 

The carbon uptake in the ocean will continue with high certainty 

throughout this century, and „Earth System Models project a global 

increase in ocean acidification for all RCP [representative concentration 

pathway] scenarios.‟40 There are four RCPs and all four models indicate a 

corresponding decrease in pH during this century. 41  Even if all GHG 

emissions are stopped now, most aspects of climate change will continue 

to persist for (perhaps) centuries. The ocean is capable of storing vast 

amounts of carbon, roughly 50 times that of the atmosphere.
42

 Though 

this fact is known, the report discloses that „[o]cean observations are 

insufficient to assess whether there has been a change in the rate of total 

(anthropogenic plus natural) carbon update by the global ocean.‟
43

 

However, the AR5 also states that:  

the high agreement between multiple lines of independent 

evidence for increases in the ocean inventory of Cant 

[anthropogenic carbon] underpins the conclusion that it is 

virtually certain that the ocean is sequestering anthropogenic 

carbon dioxide and very likely that the ocean Cant inventory 

increased from 1994 to 2010.
44

  

The mean pH level of surface water ranges between 7.8 and 8.4 in the 

open ocean, indicating that the ocean surface is mildly alkaline. Although 

the chance of the ocean becoming acidic, pH below 7 is very unlikely, 

ocean uptake of CO2 yields the end result of a gradual acidification of 

seawater. To date, as mentioned earlier, it is believed that the overall 

                                                             

40 Working Group I IPCC 27. 
41 ibid. 
42 For scientific details and explanation, see the AR5 p. 291 onwards.  
43 ibid 293. 
44 ibid. 
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decrease in the ocean pH is 0.1. This decrease in pH has occurred since 

the industrial revolution, and the consequences of this drop in pH are just 

beginning to be understood.
45

 The largest reduction in pH has happened in 

the northern North Atlantic, while the lowest reduction has been seen in 

the subtropical South Pacific. Over a longer period of time, 

„anthropogenic changes in ocean chemistry are expected to become 

increasingly prominent relative to changes imparted by physical and 

biological variability.‟
46

 Moreover, „[e]stimates of future atmospheric and 

oceanic carbon dioxide concentrations indicate that, by the end of this 

century, the average surface ocean pH could be lower than it has been for 

more than 50 million years.‟
47

  

Because this thesis focuses mainly on the AO and how the changes 

happening there, due to climate change, affects the whales, a little more 

detail about ocean acidification specifically for the AO is included. In the 

„Arctic Ocean Acidification‟ (AOA) assessment of 2013, it is not clear 

what the implications for the AO ecosystems might be if ocean 

acidification increases. The assessment merely states that acidification of 

the AO has a number of potential consequences, both of a biological and 

ecological nature. The Arctic food web is characterized as simple with a 

low biodiversity. Though not much research has been done on Arctic 

response to acidification, parallels drawn from other studies, indicate that 

the Arctic ecosystem, however simple, is likely at risk from acidification 

                                                             

45 ibid. 
46 ibid 294. 
47 ibid 295. 
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– and particularly as the AO is one of the regions where acidification is 

happening fastest.
48

 

A reason for the AO being so prone to acidification is because climate 

models project a continued significant decrease in sea ice, from multiyear 

to seasonal ice, as well as loosening of pack ice, and all these changes 

affect the CO2 content in the ocean, and thus ocean acidification. 

However, it is difficult to predict the future ocean acidification, because it 

will be the result of various factors, such as „excess CO2 uptake, changes 

in ocean circulation, land-ocean exchanges, biological productivity and 

respiration, freshwater contributions and sea ice dynamics.‟
49

 The models 

that have been used thus far have been for global scenarios, but have 

limited resolution and skill on Arctic regions, as they are vastly different 

than the rest of the world‟s oceans.
50

 

Though changes in the aragonite levels have been observed in the AO, 

acidification might not lead to local or regional extinction of species that 

rely on aragonite for structure. However, the stage might still be set for 

invasive species to slowly replace the species that rely on aragonite as 

they are unable to compete due to stress from increased acidification.
51

 

Another „weak point‟ for the AO is the Arctic shelves, where there tends 

to be a higher primary productivity than the interior ocean. High primary 

productivity is especially seen in the Chukchi and eastern East Siberian 

Seas, and the „downward flux of organic-rich particulate matter associated 

with this production then supplies a powerful metabolic engine that 

                                                             

48 AMAP. 
49 ibid 27. 
50 ibid. 
51 ibid. 
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releases CO2 and thus contributes low pH.‟
52

 Moreover, the thawing 

permafrost along the coastlines is also observed in the Arctic, and a 

continuation of the releasing of methane, CH4, into the water, will likely 

result in enhanced acidification, as well as oxygen depletion.
53

 All these 

factors are aiding in acidification of the AO, though not evenly 

throughout the area.  

In the AOA on page 21 Table 2.3. is presented and it illustrates the 

different pH levels in the different regions of the AO.
54

 The table shows 

that Nordic Seas
55

 are less acid than the Bering Sea, while the surface 

column and the bottom of the Bering Sea differ a great deal in pH – more 

than any of the other sections
56

 of the AO. At the surface, the Nordic Seas 

section is the most alkaline, while the Central Arctic (CA) is most 

alkaline at the bottom or at the deeper levels of the ocean. The most acidic 

at the surface are the Siberian shelves, but then again, the changes in the 

pH have not changed as much as for example in the Nordic Seas. Hence, 

though the Nordic Seas are still quite alkaline, it is still that area where 

the biggest changes seem to occur.
57

  

 

                                                             

52 ibid 4. 
53 ibid. 
54 For a detailed look and in depth information about this, see AOA page 21 
onwards.  
55 The Nordic Seas comprise of the Greenland Sea, Norwegian Sea and Icelandic Sea. 
56 The AOA divided the AO into 6 sections: the Nordic Seas, the Bering Sea, Siberian 
shelves, Chukchi & Beaufort shelves, Canadian Archipelago and the Central Arctic.  
57 ibid; the AOA goes into deeper detail as to why there are changes between the 6 
sections, about what causes it and what implications that might have. However, due 
to the nature and intent of this thesis, it is not needed to go into detail about this in 
the text, so for those who are interested, see the AOA page 21 onwards.  
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4) CHANGE IN SALINITY  

Due to climate change, it is also very likely that geographical changes in 

ocean salinity are occurring. For example, the Atlantic has become saltier 

while the Pacific has freshened. Moreover, „saline surface waters in the 

evaporation-dominated mid-latitudes have become more saline, while 

relatively fresh surface waters in rainfall-dominated tropical and polar 

regions have become fresher.‟58 As it states in the AR5, trends in sea 

surface salinity have been documented since the AR4, and as seen with 

the increase in the Atlantic and the decrease in the Pacific, illustrate that 

salinity tends to increase in regions of high mean salinity and decrease in 

regions with a lower mean salinity.
59

 However, the only possible way to 

change the salinity is by adding or reducing freshwater content, as the 

amount of salt in the oceans stays constant, and the only significant 

source of adding freshwater is through the melting of ice sheets and 

glaciers.  

Nevertheless, the global change in salinity remains small, and between 

1950 and 2008, it was only +0.003.
60

 As mentioned, the Pacific has 

become less saline while the Atlantic has become more saline. The largest 

increase in salinity is in the upper 700m of the ocean, and it was seen in 

the Gulf Stream.
61

 It is known that a significant amount of sea ice has 

melted into the AO in the last decades. However, even though one should 

                                                             

58 ibid 40. 
59 However, no well-defined trend is found that supports a trend in the sub polar 
North Atlantic; it is rather dominated by the variations in the North Atlantic 
Oscillation (NAO), see p. 267.  
60 See AR5 p. 271 onwards for more technical details regarding the slight global 
change in salinity the past few decades.  
61 For more details, see the AR5 p. 271.  
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think that this would mean a clear increase in freshwater in the AO, and 

thus a decrease in salinity, salinity observations between 2005 and 2010 

only indicate a medium confidence regarding increased freshwater 

content in the AO for the long term. During 1992 to 1999, and 2006 to 

2008, the AO freshened, also including those areas of the AO that had 

previously become more saline. During the same period, it was also 

discovered that the freshwater transport out of the AO increased.
62

  

The Atlantic Ocean is getting saltier while the Pacific Ocean is turning 

less saline, and as the waters from these two oceans enter the AO, the 

heavier water from the Atlantic Ocean falls towards the bottom while the 

lighter water from the Pacific Ocean forms a distinct layer on top of the 

water from the Atlantic Ocean. Additionally, there is the polar mixed 

layer on top of the water from the Pacific Ocean, which is formed from 

the large amount of fresh water from melting glaciers and rivers that run 

into the AO. The polar mixed layer is a light layer with a low level of 

salinity that thus floats on the top, horizontally, of the layers from the 

Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans. Thus, variations in salinity form the 

horizontal layers of water effect how light penetrates the water and 

creates barriers that hinder mixing of nutrients and different groups of 

primary producers thrive under different conditions of salinity.
63

  

                                                             

62 ibid. 
63 Christine Michel et al, ‘Chapter 14: Marine Ecosystems’, Arctic Biodiversity 
Assessment (Arctic Council CAFF 2013). 
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Figure 6 Ocean stratification. Source: AMAP 1998. This figure gives a good illustration 

of the various vertical layers caused by the heavier or lighter water columns formed by 

various degrees of salinity in the AO.64 

5) DECLINING SEA ICE 

The reason one can be reasonably confident in the increased freshwater 

content in the AO is, of course, the melting ice. The AR5 labels the 

melting of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, shrinking glaciers 

worldwide and melting Arctic sea ice with high confidence.
65

 Because of 

satellite passive remote sensing data, the measuring of the sea ice is quite 

accurate, and has been since 1979.
66

 Between 1979 and 2012 the annual 

mean Arctic sea ice content decreased at a rate between 3.5 to 4.1% 

yearly, and also very likely a decadal decrease between 9.4 and 13.6% for 

the summer ice minimum. Consequently, the decline in sea ice is one of 

the most dramatic indicators of a warmer Arctic. Not only is the extent of 

ice steadily decreasing, but also the thickness of the ice and the length of 

                                                             

64 Figure 5 was found in Len Barrie and others, ‘The Influence of Physical and 
Chemical Processes on Contaminant Transport into and within the Arctic’, AMAP 
Assessment Report: Arctic Pollution Issues (1998) 69. 
65 Working Group 1 IPCC. 
66 Vihma. 
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the season are seeing declines. The summers are where the annual mean 

decrease in sea ice is at the highest, though it is also seen to have 

decreased during all seasons, including the winter since 1979 – this is 

given a high confidence label.
67

 Though the confidence regarding the 

extent of ice is higher than the thickness of the ice, it is also fairly certain 

that the ice in the Arctic has become thinner, and keeps thinning. It is 

estimated that since 1980 the thickness of the ice has reduced by about 

1.8m, which is 50%, in the winter. If this continues, it is likely that the 

Arctic will experience an ice free September by 2050.
68

 

The AR5 expects the global oceans to keep warming throughout the 21
st
 

century, and it is expected that the heat will penetrate from the surface 

layer of the oceans to the deeper levels and also eventually affect ocean 

circulation. Surface layers in tropical waters and the NH subtropical 

regions are expected to warm the most. Moreover, it is expected that the 

Arctic sea ice cover will continue to shrink and that glacier volumes will 

decrease during the 21
st
 century.  

There are some key uncertainties raised in the AR5, particularly those 

affecting the oceans and the six effects of climate change chosen for this 

thesis. One key uncertainty is the subsurface ocean temperatures between 

0 and 700m and whether they are increasing due to climate change, as the 

temperature varies at different times and different periods. Thus it can be 

difficult to be certain about both current and future predictions. The 

temperature at depths below 700m is another key uncertainty because 

sampling in space and time was too sparse globally prior to 2005 to know 

                                                             

67 Working Group I IPCC; Vihma. 
68 ibid. 
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whether it has in fact increased. Ocean depth deeper than 2000m is even 

more uncertain due to limitation of access and thus sampling. Though the 

AMOC is expected to slow down during the 21
st
 century, the difficulty in 

continuous observational measurement of climate relevant features of 

ocean circulation is limited, and thus certainty regarding changes is 

difficult to state or forecast.
69

 

6) INCREASED SHIPPING AND HUMAN ACTIVITY  

The increase in human activity (including shipping and its associated 

environmental effects) is also an important consideration. Figure 7 is an 

image of possible shipping routes through the Arctic.  

                                                             

69 Working Group I IPCC. 
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Figure 7 Arctic shipping routes. Source: The Arctic Institute. This map shows the 

four main shipping routes through the Arctic region, and as indicated in the 

lower, left corner the four routes are indicated by separate colours in order to 

easier see which go where. The arrows on the map indicate the direction of the 

routes. 

Due to decreased sea ice in the Arctic, and longer ice free periods, 

shipping in the Arctic has increased the last few years. Countries such as 

China and Russia aim to send more ships through the Northern Sea Route 

(NSR) as ice free routes through the Arctic are quicker and thus more 

profitable than having to sail around. Struzik (2016) states that „the 

Chinese government and its state-run shipping company are touting trans-

Arctic shipping routes as a pivotal development that will boost the 
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country‟s export driven economy.‟
70

 Additionally, Russia currently has 11 

Arctic ports, which is more than any other state, and 40 icebreakers, also 

more than any other state. Hence, Russia is the leading State regarding 

Arctic shipping. The US and Canada currently have no significant ports in 

the Arctic, but the US is looking to transform Portland into an Arctic port. 

The reason for the increased interest in Arctic shipping is commercial. It 

is several days shorter to sail through the Arctic than having to go around, 

and saved time is saved money.
71

 For example, going through the NSR 

saves up to 40% in distance on a journey from northern Europe to 

northeast Asia or the northwest coast of North America, compared to 

sailing through the Suez or Panama Canals.
72

  

Each of the four possible trans-Arctic routes has both opportunities and 

challenges for shipping. First, the North-West Passage (NWP) is located 

across northern Canada, from the Beaufort Sea to Hudson Strait through 

the Canadian archipelago. Though sea ice observations have shown 

negative trends in ice coverage in both eastern and western regions of 

Canada, it is indicated by climate models that the sea ice will be present 

for about nine months per year for some time yet.
73

 For the brief period 

the NWP can be utilised, it is for commercial purposes mainly; „bulk 

shipments of raw materials, supplies and exploration activity for resource 

                                                             

70 Ed Struzik, ‘Full Speed Ahead: Shipping Plans Grow as Arctic Ice Fades’ (YALE 
Environment 360, 2016) 
<http://e360.yale.edu/feature/cargo_shipping_in_the_arctic_declining_sea_ice/305
6/> accessed 21 November 2016. 
71 ibid. 
72 ACIA, ‘Impacts of a Warming Arctic: Arctic Climate Impact Assessment’ [2004] 
Cambridge University Press. 
73 PAME, ‘Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment 2009 Report’ [2009] Arctic Council 1. 
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development operations; and tourism.‟
74

 However, aside from small 

tourist cruise operators, currently no commercial vessels transit the NWP 

regularly.
75

 But, as with the other Arctic shipping routes, it is expected 

that the NWP will become more available for passage as the Arctic sees 

additional ice free weeks in the years ahead. A challenge, however, is that 

the NWP will continue to be controlled by ice conditions for some years 

still, and the need for icebreakers remains. To date, the Canadian Arctic 

does not have many ships that can carry out all year commercial 

navigation through the Canadian archipelago.
76

  

Secondly, Russia is the leading state in Arctic shipping, and this 

development along their Arctic territory is due to the NSR and the 

opportunities it provides Russia. The NSR is historically a Russian 

national transportation route along the northern coast of the nation. It 

covers Russian internal waters, territorial sea (TS) and their exclusive 

economic zone (EEZ), and it includes tracks suitable for navigation.
77

 

Navigation through the NSR has to be done in compliance with Russian 

legislation and international agreements that Russia is party to. Between 

2011 and 2015 there were 207 transits through the NSR.
78

 The peak year 

was 2013 with 71 transits, and though the number of ships through the 

NSR was lower in 2014 and 2015 than in 2013, this does not mean that 

                                                             

74 ibid 113. 
75 ibid. 
76 ibid. 
77 Northern Sea Route Information Office, ‘NSR | Northern Sea Route Information 
Office’ (Northern Sea Route Information Office, 2016) <http://www.arctic-
lio.com/NSR> accessed 22 November 2016. 
78 A transit through the NSR can be defined as a ship navigating between the Pacific 
and the Atlantic Ocean.  
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shipping through the Arctic has become less interesting.
79

 The drop was 

due to low oil prices and due to high insurance costs and safety issues.
80

  

Thirdly, the Arctic Bridge Route (ABR) is the major polar shipping route 

extending from north-west Russia to the Canadian coast in central 

Hudson Bay. The ABR can be a crucial alternative for shipping between 

Asia and Europe and North America, as it saves much time, and thus 

money. There are two principal harbours along the ABR, Murmansk in 

Russia and Churchill in Canada. However, it is due to Canadian initiative 

that the route is a possibility. Though the ABR can make cargo movement 

in the northern most regions of the globe easier, it is also a challenge with 

the limited time-span the route is operational. For about eight months a 

year it is not viable for shipping due to ice cover.
81

  

The forth and final Arctic shipping route, the Transpolar Sea Route 

(TSR), as can be seen on Figure 7, is the most direct route through the 

Arctic. It is shorter than both the NWP and the NSR. Moreover, it is a 

mid-ocean route, rather than a coastal sea route and therefore evades 

EEZs and national jurisdiction. Thus, international regulations for 

navigation and the annual sea ice conditions are determinants for the use 

of the TSR. Though rapid decrease in multiyear ice is seen in the Arctic, 

and this might open up for more commercial use of the route, the TSR 

                                                             

79 PAME, ‘Northern Sea Route Shipping Statistics’ (PAME, 2016) 
<http://www.pame.is/index.php/projects/arctic-marine-shipping/northern-sea-
route-shipping-statistics> accessed 22 November 2016. 
80 Struzik. 
81 Sharda, ‘What Is Arctic Bridge Sea Route?’ (Marine Insight, 2016) 
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Arctic Shipping Along the Transpolar Sea Route’, Arctic Yearbook 2012 (Arctic 
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will still be dangerous due to ice conditions with icebergs and floating sea 

ice. However, if predictions are correct, multiyear ice will disappear and 

with it, one of the greater hazards of the TSR.
82

  

However, no matter the commercial value of increased shipping through 

the four Arctic routes, experts worry that opening up for large-scale 

Arctic shipping, may have too negative an impact on the Arctic 

environment.
83

 With increasing sea ice decline during the summer, the 

Arctic environment is more and more exposed to human activity and the 

possible dangers, such as oil spills, chemical waste, noise pollution, ship 

strikes and the like. It is known that the effects of oil spills in a cold ocean 

environment are far worse than in warmer waters, and also worse than 

previously suspected. The Exxon Valdez accident in 1989 gave some idea 

of the devastating effect of oil spill in cold waters.
84
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Figure 8 Arctic sea ice cover. Source: The Arctic Institute. This map illustrates the 

ice cover in the Arctic region has decreased vastly since 1970, and will likely 

continue to diminish throughout this century. 

Figure 8 indicates that Arctic sea ice cover has decreased quickly and by 

the end of this century, the Arctic may be totally free of sea ice during the 

summer. However, even with declining sea ice, the Arctic is still a cold, 

remote place that makes it very challenging to clean up after an accident, 

and it also makes it challenging to manage rescue operations for people 

and animals that are involved and affected.  

For the Arctic resident species, and especially the marine mammals, this 

will naturally have a great impact. With increased human activity in the 
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Arctic, risks of direct mortality due to oil spills and ships strikes, and 

displacement from critical habitats disturbing calving and feeding areas, 

are real threats to marine mammals. 
85

 There is also evidence that Arctic 

carnivorous marine mammals have increased levels of contaminants, such 

as heavy metals and organochlorines, in their systems due to increased 

delivery of these pollutants to the Arctic environment via air and sea. The 

greater impacts have been seen in the low Arctic region and will likely 

continue, as human activity is greater in that region.
86

 

For the three resident Arctic whale species, the narwhal, the beluga and 

the bowhead, increased human activity in the Arctic might have various 

impacts. With increased commercial shipping and tourism, and northward 

expanding fisheries, increased changes in bycatch, entanglement, resource 

depletion, ships strikes, pollution, and disturbance of calving and feeding 

grounds, the future for these three whales seems to hold many challenges. 

These challenges and opportunities for the Arctic whales and the 

migratory whales in the Arctic region will be covered in chapter 3. 

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 

This chapter has highlighted five main effects of climate change, and a 

sixth effect which is more of side effect of the main effects; namely 

increased shipping and human activity in the Arctic. Warming oceans is 

happening and it is thought that the ocean temperatures will continue to 

rise, with the strongest warming so far being in the top 700m of the 

ocean. The confidence level regarding this has increased since the AR4. 
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Regarding changes in ocean current circulation it is seen as very likely 

that the AMOC will weaken during the 21
st
 Century, but an abrupt 

climate change in the AMOC is not likely. However, it is likely that 

changes in the AMOC, and also MOC, will cause several changes in 

weather patterns around the world. It is high certainty that the carbon 

uptake in the oceans will continue throughout this century, but it is very 

unlikely that the pH of the oceans will ever be as low as 7. It is believed 

that to date the pH has decreased with 0.1, but the drop is not consistent 

all over the world, and the North Atlantic has seen the biggest reduction. 

As for the change in salinity, it is noted that the Atlantic has become 

saltier while the Pacific has freshened, but on a global scale, however, the 

change in salinity is very little, with only +0.003. Concerning the 

declining sea ice, it is decreasing between 3.5 and 4.1% yearly, and the 

summers are where the evidence of this is seen more drastically. It is even 

possible that we will experience an ice free Arctic (in the summer) as 

soon as 2050. Less sea ice in the Arctic opens up the possibility of more 

shipping and as the Arctic is ice free for longer each year, more human 

activity in the area is very likely. In the following chapter the whales will 

be introduced, their habitat, prey, feeding methods and the status of their 

projected thriving and survival.   
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Chapter 2 Introducing the whales 

The cetacean fauna consists of about 89 species. Like other mammals, 

cetaceans are warm-blooded, they have lungs, and they give birth to live 

calves that drink their mother‟s milk. However, though they are 

mammals, they are marine mammals, and spend all of their time in the 

sea.
87

 The cetaceans are divided into two main groups, mysticetes (baleen 

whales) and odontocetes (toothed whales). The mysticetes are divided 

into four families, six genera and fifteen
88

 known species of baleen 

whales. The odontocetes are subdivided into ten families, forty genera and 

a minimum of seventy species. The odontocetes are a much more diverse 

group, as both whales and dolphins are counted among these. 

Morphological differences between the mysticetes and the odontocetes 

are primarily baleen plates versus teeth, and one versus two blowholes 

respectively.  In addition, the odontocetes use echolocation to locate prey, 

while the mysticetes are not known to use this method.
89

 Of the six 

species of whales presented here, the bowhead, the humpback and the 

gray whale are baleen whales, while the narwhal, the beluga and the killer 

whale are toothed whales.  

In general, the baleen whales have the most rigid migrations, as they have 

to move between feeding grounds in colder waters and breeding grounds 

in warmer waters. The calves of baleen whales are born without the layer 

of blubber, and thus they have to be born in low-latitude warm waters for 

                                                             

87 Anthony R Martin, Whales and Dolphins (Salamander Books Ltd 1990). 
88 The number of baleen whales is not a constant number. It is now fifteen due to 
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the calves to survive. However, the warmer waters have little or no food 

for the baleen whales, so they have to migrate to nutrient rich, high-

latitude, colder waters in order to feed. The whales have adapted over 

time to store energy in their layer of blubber so they can survive up to six 

months without feeding. Because the gestation period of baleen whales is 

about twelve months, mating and calving occur in the same area. 

Therefore, the male baleen whales as well as the females have to migrate 

between feeding and breeding grounds.
90

  

The whales chosen for this thesis belong to different families. The gray 

whale belongs to the Eschrichtiidae, the humpback whale belongs to the 

Balaenopteridae, the bowhead belongs to the Balaenidae, the Orca 

belongs to the Oceanic dolphin family (Delphinidae), and the beluga and 

the narwhal belong to the Monodontidae family. On the whole,
91

 none of 

these six types of whales are currently threatened as a species. On the 

International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) red list, the 

beluga and narwhal are listed as „near threatened‟, the killer whale as 

„lacking information‟, and the three remaining whale species as „least 

concern‟.
92

 

Prior to the 1970s, surveys and research dedicated to cetaceans were rare; 

fisheries-based data was the focus. During the 1980s, however, it became 

clear that cetaceans were important to study in their own right, as opposed 

to part of fisheries or commercial whaling. With the decline of whaling 

                                                             

90 Martin. 
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and with the moratorium on commercial whaling by the International 

Whaling Commission (IWC) in 1986, it became known that surveys were 

needed in order to understand stocks, distribution and abundance of 

cetaceans.
93

 Thus, we have seen an increase of research dedicated to 

cetaceans in the last three decades.  

During the last few years, research done on whales and the impending 

effects on climate change, have been part of the picture as well. Due to 

whaling still being performed only by Norway, Iceland and Japan, on a 

commercial level, most of the whale species are recovering. Hence, we 

need to make sure that climate change and its various linked changes, do 

not threaten the continued recovery of most whale populations. One 

obvious challenge, however, regarding the collection of information and 

gaining knowledge about whales, is that we and they live in very different 

worlds. They are marine mammals and live below the surface only to 

surface briefly for breathing oxygen, while we live most of our lives on 

land. Consequently, our knowledge about some species is greater than 

others, depending on their behaviour and our ability to study them.
94

 

For the purpose of this thesis, the whales focused on are divided into two 

groups, migratory and Arctic resident whales. One of the main purposes 

of the dissertation is to uncover whether climate change affects the Arctic 

resident whales differently than the migratory whales, and thus, they are, 

for simplicity‟s sake, divided into those two groups. However, within the 

„groups‟ migratory and Arctic whales, there are differences between the 
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individual species, and the migratory whales were chosen specifically due 

to their differences, in order to investigate what affects climate change has 

on the different whales and their differing feeding methods, migration 

routes, calving grounds, distribution, feeding grounds and so on.   

MIGRATORY WHALES 

GRAY WHALE (ESCHRICHTIUS ROBUSTUS)   

The gray whale is the only member of its family; it is quite a slow 

swimmer, and it prefers shallow and coastal waters. Of all the baleen 

whales, the gray whale has the shortest baleen plates. It is believed that 

this evolved due to the gray whales‟ favoured way of feeding; bottom-

ploughing.
95

 The gray whale is unique among the baleen whales in this 

method of feeding. Scientists have found that the baleen plates usually are 

shorter on the right side than on the left side on gray whales. They allege 

this indicates that most of the foraging is done on the right side, as the 

gray whales gather most of its pray from just above, or within the layer of 

mud on the ocean floor. Through stomach samples and visibly observing 

the trail of mud behind gray whales as they surface, it is thought that the 

gray whale eats mud-living beings, such as „gammaridean amphipods, 

molluscs, crabs and polychaete worms‟.
96

 It is believed that the gray 

whales gather the food as they bulldoze their way through the mud 

continuously filtering the sediments that are shifted as the whale „moves 

through‟ the mud. However, it is also assumed that it could be that the 

organisms that are moved by the presence of the whale are scooped up by 
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the whale as they float just above the mud. Additionally, the gray whales 

are known to feed on mid-water prey.
97

 In sum, the gray whale is a 

generalist feeder, which is to its advantage as there are more types of pray 

to feed on, and it also makes the gray whale more adaptable to change. 

The gray whale has a large body with an uneven grey colouration. The 

gray whales are darker as calves than as adults. They can grow to about 

15 metres long and weigh as much as 35 tonnes. The baleen plates of the 

gray whale are creamy to yellow in colour, about 25 cm long and between 

130 to 180 plates on each side of the upper jaw, with coarse bristles on the 

inside of the plates.
98

 The gray whale does not have ventral pleats like the 

rorquals, but instead it has two to five deep creases along the underside of 

the head.
99

  

Gray whales are usually found in shallow coastal waters, but today the 

gray whale is only found in shallow coastal waters in the North Pacific, 

after the Atlantic population became extinct. Of the Pacific gray whales 

there are two populations, the western North Pacific (Asian) and the 

eastern North Pacific. More research has been done on the eastern North 

Pacific population, and hence more information is available.  

The gray whales migrate from northern summer feeding grounds to winter 

calving grounds in warmer, southern waters. Only humpbacks have 

similar, long migration routes, and they can migrate as far as 8000 km 

annually. The eastern population of gray whales migrates between the 

Bering, Chukchi and western Beaufort Sea (summer feeding grounds), 
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and Baja off the coast of California, where they breed and calf in the 

winter. The western population, also known as the Korean stock, migrates 

between the Sea of Okhotsk and probably the waters off southern China – 

though this is unknown.  

The present population of gray whales is estimated to between 17.000 and 

22.000 individuals by the IWC.
100

 The eastern Pacific population is not 

listed as endangered, as a general estimate is at 19.000 whales.
101

 

However, the western Pacific population is protected and is regarded as 

one of the most critically endangered whale stocks in the world, with as 

little as one hundred individuals remaining.
102

 There are no certain 

numbers, but it is estimated that there remains between 113 and 131 

animals, with a probable 26-35 reproductive females enabling the 

population to increase with a projected 2-4% annually. Thus, though this 

population of gray whales is critically endangered and is the most 

threatened population of whale globally, it is deemed to be slowly 

increasing, like most other whale populations.
103

 It is also believed that 

the two populations of gray whale may be genetically isolated from one 

another.  
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HUMPBACK WHALE (MEGAPTERA NOVAEANGLIAE)  

In the Balaenopteridae family there are 8 species, also known as rorquals, 

and the humpback whale is one of them. Though belonging to the 

Balaenopteridae family, the humpback is distinct enough from the other 

rorquals to merit its own genus, namely Megaptera. Megaptera means big 

wing and refers to the long pectoral fins of the humpback whales.
104

 Of all 

the whales, the Balaenopteridae family is the „racing‟ family of the 

whales. They are very hydrodynamically shaped and have long, sleek 

bodies that enable them to move fast through the water. The members of 

this family are lunge-feeders, and the rorquals can be distinguished from 

one another by different lengths, general size, shape of the body, the size 

of baleen plates and pigmentation.
105

 Common for all the rorquals are 

their pleated and elastic tissue covering the entire underside of their body 

from the lower jaw to their umbilicus. These rorquals or ventral grooves 

are a vital part of the feeding apparatus and method for the rorquals as it 

allows them engulf large amounts of water with the food, before they 

close their moth to filter the water back out.  

The humpback is a gulp feeder and it has coarse baleen fibres enabling 

them to feed on schools of fish and large swarms of crustaceans, mainly 

krill.
106

 The humpbacks, and the other rorquals for that matter, have 

learned that krill is easier to feed on, if the krill is herded. One such 

example for the humpbacks is the bubble cloud feeding mechanism they 

have developed, to increase their feeding efficiency of krill and small fish, 
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such as herring. The bubbles blown by the humpbacks create a barrier for 

the krill, and the whale can scoop them up as it swims vertically up 

through the centre of the net it created with the bubbles. Since humpbacks 

are believed to be „gulp-feeding‟ rather that skimming, gathering up the 

pray is much more efficient, as the whale will close its mouth after a 

mouthful, expel the water and surface before diving down to take another 

gulp. The whales can lunge horizontally or vertically at the surface, 

middle layer or the bottom of the water. Humpbacks are commonly 

feeding individually, but they also occasionally feed in small groups. 

Group feeding is not common among the cetaceans, and is more 

developed and sophisticated in humpbacks than in any of the other 

mysticetes.
107

  

In general, humpback whales do not feed at depths deeper than 40-60 

metres, but they can feed deeper if their food is lingering just above the 

bottom.
108

 But in general, they are not believed to dive deeper than about 

120 metres while feeding or otherwise.  

Humpbacks usually grow to between 13 and 17 metres, with the average 

size being around 12-14 metres, and they generally weigh about 25–45 

tonnes. The long pectoral fins, or flippers, that gave the humpback its 

genus name, are about one third of the length of the whale‟s body. 

Humpbacks have between 12 and 36 ventral grooves enabling them to 

take in large gulps of water as they feed. Another special feature of the 
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humpback whale is the tubercles seen on the rostrum, underneath the jaw 

and on the leading edge of the pectoral fins. The humpback is also a bit 

rounder than the other rorquals, though still quite long and sleek. The 

colouration is black on the upper body, while the underside, the pectoral 

fins and the fluke vary in coloration from white to black depending on 

subpopulation and individual specimens. The fluke is the feature most 

commonly used for identification as each humpback has a unique pattern 

on the underside of the fluke. It will vary from white to black, and in most 

individuals it is a mix of both colours. The baleen plates of the humpback 

whales are either grey or dark brown and they tend to be between 80 and 

100cm, and each whale will have between 300 and 400 plates, with quite 

coarse bristles compared to the other baleen whales‟ bristles.
109

 The 

bristles of the humpback whale are somewhat comparable to a brush of 

twigs, as opposed to the thinner and much finer bristles on the minke 

whale, for example.  

Humpback whales are found in all the world‟s oceans, and are generally 

divided into three subpopulations: the North Atlantic, the North Pacific 

and the Southern Hemisphere humpbacks. Within these three main 

subpopulations, there are also subpopulations, such as for example the 

Arabian Sea humpback whales – which are believed to be residential. The 

humpback whale migrates from summer feeding grounds in higher 

latitudes to winter breeding and calving grounds in tropical waters. It is 

the longest migration of any mammal; it is about 16.000 km annually. 

The humpback is the best studied of all the whale species and several 

populations have been under long-time study since the 1970s. Humpback 
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whales have a tendency to concentrate in coastal shelf areas, but they 

have also been found in deeper waters,
110

 such as in the Norwegian Sea.  

Like many other types of whales, the humpbacks do not feed in the 

winter, but survive on energy reserves stored in their blubber. Humpbacks 

mainly feed on krill and a variety of small types of fish, such as capelin 

(Mallotus villosus), herring (Clupea harengus) and sandlance 

(Ammodytidae), and they often lunge feed or bubble feed. When they 

lunge feed, they lunge into a school of fish. When they bubble feed, the 

humpback use bubble „nets‟ or „clouds‟.  

As mentioned, there are three main subpopulations of humpback 

whales,
111

 but only the two populations in the northern hemisphere are 

included in this thesis. Regarding the North Atlantic subpopulation 

sightings from the 1980s and onwards have increased in the North 

Atlantic, and most prominently in the waters around east and west 

Iceland.
112

 This is also confirmed by sighting rates and ship surveys done 

between 1987 and 2003 in Icelandic waters. The other areas, such as 

Norwegian and Canadian waters, do not seem to have the same increase 

of humpback whales, and the number of sightings remains stable.
113

 As 

the increase of humpback whales have been deemed a natural growth 
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process after the cessation of whaling, in e.g. Norwegian waters and 

Canadian waters, the rapid growth in Icelandic waters likely also includes 

immigration of humpback whales from other areas of the North Atlantic. 

It is however uncertain whether the reason is merely the increase of the 

proper nutrition for the humpback whales in Icelandic waters, or whether 

there are additional factors.
114

  

Humpbacks are relatively long-lived,
115

 they are widely distributed, they 

migrate vast areas and they have a rather low reproduction rate, which 

makes it more difficult to ascertain information about them, also about 

their population status.
116

 A challenge, therefore, is that assessment of 

abundance requires surveys over a long period of time.  

The North Atlantic humpback whale migrates to the Caribbean to breed 

and calf after they have ended their feeding season in cold, Arctic waters. 

And according to the „First Global Integrated Marine Assessment‟, the 

North Atlantic humpback whale is one of the endangered species in the 

Caribbean marine biodiversity. Reasons for the decline and endangerment 

of the marine biodiversity are both internal and external, and among the 

external drivers is climate change.
117

 Naturally, if the North Atlantic 

humpback whale is endangered in the Caribbean, they are endangered as a 

subpopulation because they migrate between the Caribbean and the Arctic 

waters.  
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Humpbacks are listed as „least concern‟ on the IUCN red list because they 

have made a strong recovery, in general. Currently, it is estimated that 

there are more than 110000 humpbacks worldwide, with the highest 

number in the Southern hemisphere.
118

 Recent numbers from the North 

Atlantic and the North Pacific do not seem to be available, as the 

estimates are calculated from IWC‟s numbers from 1993 and 2006, 

respectively. In 1993 it was estimated that between 11000 and 13500 

existed in the North Atlantic, while about 21000 exist in the North Pacific 

according to 2006 estimates.
119

 However, according to the „First Global 

Integrated Marine Assessment‟, the humpback whale is one of five
120

 

Southwest Atlantic Ocean cetacean species that are considered vulnerable 

or endangered worldwide.
121

  

KILLER WHALE (ORCINUS ORCA)  

Killer whales are the largest delphinid, and are odontocetes, or toothed 

whales. The Orca has ten to fourteen pairs of pointed teeth in both the 

upper and lower jaws, and they use their teeth to catch the prey and they 

tend to swallow their food whole. The killer whales are not limited by 

water temperature or depth and are found in all the world‟s oceans and 

seas, though most reside in the northern hemisphere and higher latitudes 

where there is an abundance of prey. Moreover, killer whales are known 
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to take advantage of prey vulnerability, such as during fish spawning and 

seal pupping.
122

  

The Orca is a medium-sized cetacean, with a size of almost 10 metres for 

males in large specimens, and maximum 8.5 metres for females. Their 

weight is between 7.5 and 10.5 tonnes, depending on gender and size of 

the individual killer whale. The Orca is a stocky species and it has a 

characteristic dorsal fin that can be as tall as 2 metres in the largest males. 

In females, the dorsal fin is smaller than and not as straight as the dorsal 

fins of the males. They have a rounded head and distinct beak, very 

rounded pectoral fins and a notched fluke. The colour is white and jet 

black with black on top and white underneath, a white patch near the eyes 

and a grey saddle-like pattern just behind the dorsal fin.
123

  

The killer whales are rarely seen alone, as they tend to live in pods of 

anything between a few individuals to twenty and thirty whales. Each pod 

usually has at least one large male, but the pod structure is matriarchal. 

The killer whales, as mentioned, are found throughout the oceans of the 

world, but due to ice cover, their presence is, for now, limited in the polar 

regions. They are also usually spotted close to land and in waters rich in 

nutrition, i.e. colder waters. Though killer whales are seen seasonally in 

the higher latitude colder waters, and most subpopulations are seen to 

migrate, they do not have to migrate similar distances and as regularly as 

the baleen whales. Killer whales can feed and breed in colder or warmer 

water, if they choose to, as killer whales along the coastal waters of both 

the north-eastern Pacific and the southwestern Atlantic, are known to take 
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advantage of seasonal prey. Hence, they are not specialised feeders, and 

are more adaptable than some of the other species of cetaceans. The killer 

whale is in fact known to have the most diverse diet of all the cetaceans. 

They eat anything from smaller types of fish to the big blue whale. They 

are even seen to prey on various types of seabirds.
124

 However, some 

subpopulations of killer whales are known to be specialised feeders, such 

as for example the Southern Resident killer whales in the Salish Sea that 

prey mainly on Chinook Salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha).
125

 They 

generally do not feed deeper than a hundred metres, but members of the 

group are working to keep the food relatively near the surface when they 

hunt and feed.
126

 In the Arctic, killer whales tend to position themselves 

close to or along pack ice thao take advantage of the feeding 

opportunities.   

Though the Orca is seen in all the oceans of the world, estimates of a total 

number is unknown.
127

 There is only data for certain local 

subpopulations, such as the Norwegian waters with an estimated 1500 

killer whales, and an estimate of about 7000 individuals around Iceland. 

However, the killer whale is nevertheless regarded as abundant and there 

are no fears for the species‟ survival.
128
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ARCTIC RESIDENT WHALES 

The Arctic is a very special environment that has been developing for 

about 5 million years under a permanent cap of ice. Among its unique 

physical characteristics are complete winter darkness and ongoing 

daylight during summer, cold temperatures, „and the presence of 

extensive shelf seas around a deep central ocean basin.‟
129

 In addition, the 

permanent cap of ice is also a unique feature, and it consists of multiyear 

and first year ice. Eleven
130

 species of marine mammals have made this 

unique habitat their home, and the three resident whales, the beluga, the 

narwhale and the bowhead, are among them. The Arctic habitat is 

spatially extensive, does not have many surface predators and due to the 

cold, it is virtually free of diseases.
131

  

In the last couple of decades, the Arctic environment has started showing 

signs of changing. Due to climate change sea ice is decreasing – both 

multiyear and first year. In the past decade alone, the multiyear sea ice 

has been reducing with three times the speed as in the previous decades, 

and in 2008 the multiyear sea ice loss was recorded at a staggering forty 

percent.
132

 It is also recorded that the AO sea ice thickness has decreased, 

and this has resulted in the seasonal ice becoming the dominant type of 

sea ice in the Arctic. Moreover, it has become seasonally asymmetric and 

the greatest impact is seen in summer and autumn. If the decline 
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continues, it is expected that the Arctic can experience ice free summers 

by the year 2050.
133

 For the Arctic resident species, including the whales, 

this will of course have various impacts, and both challenges and 

opportunities might be seen.  

Among the challenges are the loss in sea ice and how it directly affects 

the habitat availability, ability to hide from predators in or near the ice, 

and how the ice decline is causing changes to the Arctic food web. In „the 

longer term, it is expected that foraging success, fertility rates, mortality 

rates etc. will be impacted for additional populations and species of 

resident Arctic marine mammals.‟
134

 The specialist feeders are expected 

to be the ones that are affected the most by changes that are happening 

already, and the changes that are predicted to occur in the next few years.  

Of the resident Arctic whales, the beluga and the bowhead have a 

circumpolar distribution, while the narwhal is mostly in the North 

Atlantic Arctic. In general, the Arctic resident whales are forced to 

migrate when ice encroaches on their feeding areas in the winter. 

However, the migration is still fairly limited, and the whales remain 

within the „boundaries‟
135

 of the AO.  

THE BELUGA (DELPHINAPTERUS LEUCAS)  

In the Monodontidae family there are two species, the beluga and the 

narwhal, and they are also known as the white whales. Both whales are 

small and round, very slow swimmers, bulbous, round heads, no dorsal 
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fins, and the cervical vertebrae of both species are not fused, thus giving 

the whales a great range of neck flexibility. The beluga whale is one of 

the resident Arctic whales, and thus restricted to the cold Arctic waters.  

The beluga whale is also called white whale due to the light colouration 

of its skin in adult individuals. Calves are born with a darker colour that 

becomes lighter as the whale reaches adulthood. The beluga is a very 

small whale, varying in size from about 3.5-4.5 metres, depending on 

whether the individual is female or male, respectively. They usually 

weigh between half a tonne to about one and a half tonnes in adult males. 

On average, a beluga has nine pairs of conical teeth in their upper jaw and 

eight pairs in the lower jaw.
136

 

Belugas have a varied diet, including different types of fish, molluscs and 

other invertebrates living at the bottom, and zooplankton. Hence, this 

indicates that the whales feed both at the surface and the bottom, and that 

they are not specialised feeders. They migrate between ice-free winter 

quarters to the most ice-free areas in the summer, and most belugas show 

some level of site fidelity and inhabit the same winter and summer 

grounds year after year. However, belugas are on occasion sighted outside 

of their stock areas.
137

 Beluga whales are usually found near the ice-edge 

offshore in the winter and they seek out shallow coastal waters and 

estuaries in the summer. Belugas are toothed whales and thus live in pods. 

They are known to be very social animals and can at times be seen in 

groups of thousands of individuals. Seeing a beluga whale alone is very 

rare, indeed.  
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Because of their coastal and ice-edge habitation, it is quite easy to 

estimate the beluga populations. The beluga population as a whole is 

thought to be rather good with perhaps as many as 150.000 animals 

currently. This makes the beluga the most numerous of the Arctic resident 

whales.
138

 The beluga population is divided into five main 

subpopulations:
139

 Bering Sea/Chukchi Sea, Hudson Bay/James Bay, 

High-Arctic Canada and West Greenland, Spitsbergen and Gulf of St. 

Lawrence. It is only the latter one that is regarded as threatened overall, 

with only a few hundred individuals. However, overall trends in 

abundance for the most of the beluga subpopulations are unavailable, and 

thus numbers and trends are not certain, the beluga whale as a species is 

not threatened. However, that the Cook Inlet, the Eastern Hudson Bay and 

the White Sea stocks are declining.
140

  

Currently, the belugas are still hunted sustainably by the people of the 

Arctic, but the catch is at a very low level and is not seen as a threat, apart 

from to the Gulf of St. Lawrence stock. However, there is a global 

concern for the beluga whales due to climate change and how that could 

                                                             

138 Randall R Reeves and others, ‘Distribution of Endemic Cetaceans in Relation to 
Hydrocarbon Development and Commercial Shipping in a Warming Arctic’ (2014) 
44 Marine Policy 375 <http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.marpol.2013.10.005>. 
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stocks according to NAMMCO Scientific Committee, ‘Report of the 24th Scientific 
Committee Meeting’ [2017] NAMMCO. However, according to NAMMCO, ‘Report of 
the Global Review of Monodontids’ [2017] NAMMCO 7, there are 21 stocks of 
beluga whales. This is likely due to the various methods used to define a stock, see 
page 7 of the latter report in this footnote for more information on how stocks are 
defined. 
140 the Group of Experts of the Regular Process. 
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affect the whales and their future prospect for survival as the sea ice in the 

Arctic is diminishing rapidly.
141

  

The beluga whales have a wider range than the bowhead and the narwhal. 

Some of the populations of beluga are fairly local, for instance the Cook 

Inlet and the Svalbard populations, while some of the other stocks 

perform longer annual migrations, for example in the Beaufort Sea. 

Figure 9 below is a beluga distribution map by CAFF and Figure 10 is a 

beluga distribution map made by NAMMCO. 
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Figure 9 Beluga distribution. Source: CAFF. This map illustrates the beluga 

distribution areas in the Arctic region. The main summer distribution is indicated 

with the diagonal stripes, while the orange shows the current annual range of 

the beluga whale.  
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Figure 10 Beluga distribution. Source: NAMMCO. This map indicates the 

distribution of the beluga and shows the various stocks winter (dark blue) and 

summer (light blue) grounds, assumed winter grounds (checkered blue/white), 

migratory areas (sky blue), and resident stocks (orange). The arrows indicate the 

migration routes. 
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From what we can see from Figures 9 and 10 the distribution of the 

beluga stocks are very similar according to CAFF and NAMMCO, though 

Figure 9 from CAFF has a wider distribution area in areas 19 and 20 of 

Figure 10 from NAMMCO. Figure 10 is very good to include as it has all 

the stocks listed on the map. The figure from NAMMCO is more recent 

than the figure from CAFF. However, the author thought both recent 

enough to include in the dissertation. 

THE NARWHAL (MONODON MONOCEROS)  

As mentioned previously, the narwhal belongs to the Monodontidae 

family along with the beluga. As information covering both species was 

given under the beluga section, it is not necessary to repeat. What is 

specific for the narwhal, however, is the long tooth or tusk, which is most 

generally the only tooth the narwhal has, the longest tooth of the 

odontocetes. The narwhal tooth is commonly found in male specimens of 

the species, but on occasion it has been seen in females, and also an 

individual has been seen with two tusks.
142

  

The narwhal is a very stocky whale with no dorsal fin, very short pectoral 

fins and an often concave fluke, though the shape of the fluke changes as 

the whale ages, and it is often more rounded in the male individuals. Like 

the fluke changes as the narwhal comes to age, so does the colour of the 

whale. As calves they are often uniform grey to brownish grey, but as 

they grow older, whitish patches develop, starting on the underside 

extending towards the flanks and upper side of the body. The famous tusk 

of the narwhal can reach a length of about 2 metres and will weigh around 
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8 kilos, if intact.
143

 Compared to the length of the tusk, narwhals do not 

get very big, as they generally reach a length of about 4.5 metres in males 

and 3.5-4 metres in females, and a weight varying between 800–1600 

kilos depending on the gender and size of the whale.
144

 

The narwhal is the most specilised feeder of all the ice whales, and is, like 

the beluga, restricted to the cold Arctic waters. Narwhales rarely range 

very far from ice. During the summer they can sometimes be seen in 

shallow bays and estuaries, but it does not occur regularly. Narwhals 

„occur regularly from the central Canadian Arctic eastwards to central 

[Russia], but are infrequent or rare to eastern Siberia, Alaska and the 

western Canadian Arctic.‟
145

 Narwhals primarily occur in Arctic waters 

connected to the North Atlantic Ocean.
146

 However, in their range, they 

remain above the Arctic Circle for the most part of the year. Due to the 

retreat and advance of the sea ice in their favoured habitat, narwhals are 

forced to migrate, though only within the AO, and they are very rarely 

seen below 60
o
.  

It is thought that there are at least four geographically distinct populations 

of narwhal. There is the High-Arctic Canadian, the Greenlandic, the East 

Greenland/Svalbard and the northwestern Europe/Siberian stocks. The 

Canadian subpopulation is thought to be the largest with an estimate of 

about 60000 individuals. The others range in the lower thousands to about 

a thousand individuals.
147

 Overall, narwhal populations are thought to 
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exceed 100000 individuals. Hence, on the whole, the narwhal is not in 

any danger as a species. However, though not in danger, and though 

population estimates are available for most narwhal subpopulations, it is 

not sufficient to establish population trends.
148

 However, it is a concern 

that all stocks of narwhals
149

 will be affected by the changes due to 

climate change as the distance to ice will be longer – and they need it for 

habitat, protection, and feeding. It is assumed that warmer waters are 

inhabitable for narwhals as they are highly ice dependent. It is thought 

that the narwhals disappearing from southern Greenland are due to the 

warming of the waters in the area – however this is not verified.
150

 

Throughout the centuries, the tusk of the narwhal has been the centre of 

speculation, and many varying theories for its purpose have been 

proposed. Theories such as the tusk being a steering aid, a breathing 

organ, a self-defense tool, and an ice breaker have been suggested. 

However, after performing various analyses and tests, comparing the 

narwhal tusk with teeth of other toothed whales and human beings,
151

 the 

results indicate that the tusk is in fact a sensory organ for the narwhals. It 

is known that: 

[h]uman and other mammalian teeth have sensory function 

and exhibit a highly adapted ability to sense variables 

including temperature, ion concentration gradients, physical 

pressure during loading, and proprioceptive position. It is 

                                                             

148 the Group of Experts of the Regular Process. 
149 It is very likely that the southern stocks will be affected sooner than the 
northern stocks. 
150 NAMMCO, ‘Report of the Global Review of Monodontids’. 
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therefore reasonable to expect that this function of dentition 

is also found in the narwhal.
152

  

It was found that the narwhal reacts to changes in their environment, such 

as change in salinity, temperature, pressure, hydration status and the 

presence of other beings, as changes in heart-rate in the narwhal was 

detected when the outer changes occurred. It was also discovered that the 

sensitivity in the tusk decreased with a broken tusk, and the more of the 

tusk that was broken off, the less sensitive the tusk was. Thus, it is 

believed that the tusk, in its complete form, is a very important sensory 

organ for the narwhals and that they sense the state of their surroundings 

through their tusk, as it physically effects the whale as a result of changes 

to their environment.
153

 

All narwhal populations are believed to be migratory, though within the 

AO and above 60
o
N. The narwhal migration routes that have been studied 

have revealed that the narwhals‟ movements between summer and winter 

grounds are very predictable. The distribution of the narwhals is also 

more limited than the beluga and the bowhead whales. Moreover, it also 

has a rather narrow feeding niche.  

Narwhals mostly feed on fish, for example Arctic cod (Boreogadus saida) 

and Greenland halibut (Reinhardtius hippoglossoides), but also on shrimp 

and squid, and stomach content shows that they feed in depths up to 

several hundred metres.
154

 And it is believed that the tusk is used to push 

through the bottom substrate, in order to flush out prey. However, since 
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most females do not have a tusk, feeding in general for narwhals is not 

dependent on the tusk.
155

 Unlike the baleen whales, the toothed whales 

live in pods, and the narwhal is no different, as it is often seen in small 

groups of two to ten animals.  

There is no commercial hunting of narwhals, but subsistence hunting is 

still allowed, and narwhals are a prized catch for Inuit hunters, both for 

the tusks and for their thick skin and the meat. The narwhals off Svalbard 

and Russia are protected.
156

 Figure 11 below is a narwhal distribution 

map by CAFF and Figure 12 is a narwhal distribution map from 

NAMMCO.  
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Figure 11 Narwhal distribution. Source: CAFF. This map indicates the narwhal 

distribution range in the Arctic region. The purple shows the regular, annual 

range and the diagonal striped areas illustrate the main summer grounds.  
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Figure 12 Narwhal distribution. Source: NAMMCO. This map, like Figure 11, 

shows the distribution of the narwhal. It includes the various stocks around the 

Arctic region, the summer grounds (lighter orange), winter grounds (darker 

orange/light brown), assumed winter grounds (checkered brown/white), and 

migratory area (sky blue). Moreover, the arrows indicate the migration routes.  
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As we can see from Figures 11 and 12, the distribution range of the 

narwhals is depicted quite differently. This could of course be due to 

NAMMCOs map being more recent than the one from CAFF, but this is 

not certain at all as it is not suggested anywhere in the research that the 

narwhals have changed their distribution this extensively.
157

 From what 

we remember from the text above, narwhals regularly occur from the 

Central Canadian Arctic and eastwards towards central Arctic and Russia, 

and the four main stocks are the High-Arctic Canadian, the Greenlandic, 

the East Greenland/Svalbard, and the northwestern Europe/Siberian 

stocks. Thus, it appears that Figure 12 is more correct than Figure 11.
158

 

THE BOWHEAD (BALAENA MYSTICETUS)  

The Balaenidae family includes four species, one being the bowhead 

whale. In general, these whales are massive with lengths up to twenty 

metres and nearing a hundred tonnes. The bowhead whale is divided into 

four subpopulations: the Berin/Chukchi/Beaufort Sea, Okhotsk Sea, 

Svalbard/Barents Sea and the Hudson Bay/Foxe Basin/Baffin Bay/Davis 

Strait populations.
159

 The bowhead whale has no dorsal fin, it has a large 

head (about a third of the total body length), dark in colour, a triangular 

head when seen in profile, and it has very long
160

 and fine baleen plates 

used for skim-feeding. It is the bowed appearance of the mouth that gives 

                                                             

157 Anywhere in the research being used for this thesis. 
158 Even though it might appear that Figure 12 is more correct than Figure 11, the 
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whales.  
159 OSPAR, ‘Background Document for Bowhead Whale Balaena Mysticetus 
Biodiversity Series’ [2010] Biodiversity Series 20. 
160 The baleen plates can reach a length of 4 metres.  
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the bowhead its name. The bowhead whales have a very thick layer of 

blubber keeping them insulated from the cold water they live in, and 

covered by a skin up to 2.5 cm thick.  

Bowhead whales are generally seen between 55
o
 and 80

o
N, and their 

seasonal distribution is strongly influenced by the pack ice. They inhabit 

the Arctic and sub-Arctic waters and migrates between northerly feeding 

grounds and more southerly breeding grounds. During the winter the 

bowheads can be found „near the ice edge, in polynyas, and in areas of 

unconsolidated pack ice.‟
161

 In the summer they are to be found in areas 

where the zooplankton is plentiful or where high concentrations of 

calanoid copepods are found. The bulk of the bowhead‟s diet comes from 

small to medium-sized pelagic crustaceans, particularly krill, and 

copepods. However, they also feed on various species of mysids and 

amphipods. However, the bowhead is still regarded as a specialist feeder. 

The bowheads skim feed near the surface of the water, but recent studies 

have suggested that they also feed near the bottom.
162

 Skim feeding is the 

name used for the type of feeding bowheads do when they filter feed at 

the surface of the water, i.e. they are skimming the surface layer of the 

water for food.  

The four subpopulations of bowhead are today kept separate from one 

another by the cool temperatures keeping the east-west passage mostly 

covered in ice. However, due to global warming and melting of ice, 

changes might occur and the separated subpopulations might not be 

separated for much longer. The subpopulations might find new migration 
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routes and new feeding grounds, and thus the genetic isolation might 

come to an end.
163

  

All four stocks of this family are slow moving whales and were thus 

massively hunted in previous centuries. Of all the whales, this family has 

been the slowest to recover; nevertheless subsistence whaling of the 

bowhead is still practiced.
164

 Like most of the other whales, the only 

natural predator of the bowhead is the killer whale. Though certainty 

about how many bowheads exist today is extremely difficult to determine, 

the species is seen as rare, and that counts for all the four subpopulations. 

Of the four stocks, the Bering Sea stock is believed to be the healthiest 

counting most individuals.
165

 However, research on bowhead whales is 

challenging, due to their remoteness from human beings. Long over-ice 

treks or airplane surveys are the only viable methods, and they are 

insufficient for good quality research results.
166

  

However, the IWC has done some population estimates of the bowhead 

whale, and it is estimated that the North Pacific, the 

Bering/Chukchi/Beaufort Seas stocks was between 15.700 and 19.000 

individuals in 2011. The North Atlantic, the West Greenland feeding 

areas stock, was estimated between 900 and 1600 in 2012.
167

 There is no 

previous estimate for the North Atlantic stock, but for the North Pacific, 

there were estimates back to 2001, and the bowhead whale stocks in this 

area are steadily increasing. If we look at the „First Global Integrated 
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Marine Assessment‟ from 2016, they merely state that 

Bering/Chukchi/Beaufort and the West Greenland bowhead 

subpopulations have increased since the late 1970s and since 2000, 

respectively. The Svalbard/Barents Sea and the Sea of Okhotsk 

population trends are unknown though.
168

 

The bowhead whale is also called the Greenland right whale, but for 

simplicity‟s sake, in this thesis it will only refer to it as „bowhead‟ whale.  

Figure 13 below is a bowhead distribution map used by CAFF.  
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Figure 13 Bowhead distribution. Source: CAFF. This map illustrates the bowhead 

distribution with the main summer distribution shown with diagonal lines, and 

the regular, annual range in green.   
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 

 

Figure 14 Feeding table, gives an outline of the food web. The black lines are 

main prey while the blue lines are prey that is still sometimes consumed by the 

bowhead and the gray whale.169 

To summarise this chapter, it is noted that all the six species of whales 

prefer shallow coastal waters and they all depend on colder waters for 

feeding. The most versatile of the six species is the killer whale, as it is 

not dependent on warmer waters for breeding and calving, and it has the 

most varied diet of all the cetaceans. The three resident Arctic whales are 

the most ice-dependent and they have adapted to living year-round in the 

colder Arctic and sub-Arctic waters. The baleen whales feed on 
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zooplankton, benthos and a variety of small fish, while the toothed whales 

feed on bigger types of fish, squid and also other marine mammals.  

In the following chapter information about climate change will be 

evaluated in order to assess whether enough research has been done to 

determine what challenges and possible opportunities the changing Arctic 

marine environment poses for the migratory and the resident Arctic 

whales.  
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Chapter 3 Adaptability and challenges regarding climate 

change 

The focus of this thesis is the NH, but more importantly, and more 

specifically, the AO and how being permanently, or seasonally, in the 

Arctic affects the three resident Arctic whales and the three migratory 

whales chosen for this thesis. Changes have already been observed in the 

Arctic; changes such as abundance of key species, distribution, extension 

of range, and new species coming in and interacting with the Arctic 

species. Moreover, unique habitats such as ice shelves and multiyear ice 

are rapidly decreasing as the Arctic is warming.
170

 Arctic sea ice supports 

a biodiversity ranging from unique microbial communities to unique 

Arctic species, such as the ice dependent resident Arctic whales. 

As stated by the World Wildlife Fund‟s (WWF) „Whale and Dolphin 

Conservation Society‟ (2007) on the impact of a changing climate on 

whales, dolphins and porpoises: „trying to predict the precise 

consequences of these changes for cetacean species (whales, dolphins and 

porpoises) is difficult.‟
171

 It is difficult because very little is known about 

many of the stocks of cetaceans. Information such as basic status, habitat 

preference and adaptability to changes, is lacking.
172

 As noted by the 

WWF report, even the IUCN red list of threatened species, lists about 60–

70% of the cetacean species as „data insufficient‟. Hence, predicting the 

effects of climate change for many of the cetacean stocks is nearly 
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impossible. However, many of the marine mammals have adapted 

throughout time to various changes to their environment, but it is 

uncertain whether the changes brought on by climate change are too fast. 

It is uncertain whether the marine mammal‟s ability to adapt might be too 

slow compared with the rapid changes caused by climate change.
173

 

However, though changes are expected to be diverse and varying 

depending on the different species of cetacean, some direct changes such 

as changes in distribution are expected. Particularly in the AO, where the 

sea ice is melting rapidly, changes in habitat and distribution are 

expected. Some challenges and opportunities are already noted with less 

ice. Less sea ice is, for example, making is easier for killer whales to stay 

longer in the Arctic during the summer, their range is greater and they can 

more easily prey on the Arctic resident species as there is less ice-cover 

for them to hide under or nearby.
174

  

A challenge for researchers in assessing the status of Arctic resident 

whales, and the temperate species feeding in the Arctic at certain times of 

the year, is the difficulty of working in the region and the large ranges of 

the whales. As stated by the „First Global Integrated Marine Assessment‟, 

„[d]ocumenting changes in the abundance and distribution of marine 

mammals requires study on long time-scales.‟
175

 The Arctic is a complex 
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place, it is vast, it has extreme conditions, low population density and 

conditions across the Arctic are dissimilar.
176

 

However, even with challenging research conditions, an impressive 

amount of research is still being done, and though the majority does not 

focus directly on the effects climate change has on the whales, since the 

end of the 1990s more knowledge has been gathered regarding new 

stressors for the animals,
177

 which are associated with climate change.
178

 

Still, thus far, regarding climate change, there are more concerns for 

future affects than answers to how climate change might affect the 

various whale species.
179

  

For instance, in the Russian Arctic research has been done on the beluga 

stock in the area, and the studies covered abundance estimate, health, 

genetic analysis, contaminant level (an initial study) and satellite 

tracking.
180

 Though numbers of most of the stocks are seen to be good, 

exact numbers and trends are unknown. Major threats are seen to be 

interaction with coastal fisheries, competition for salmon, ship traffic, and 

contaminants in the waters of the area. Some stocks were found to be 

more „skittish‟ than usual – which is likely due to human activity in the 

area the whale inhabit.
181

 Similar studies have been carried out for the 
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other stocks and also for the other two species of Arctic resident whales 

and estimates of abundance and trends are mostly unknown. 

Because „climate change‟ is a broad-ranging topic, and too vast to cover 

as a whole for this thesis, six key elements were chosen that reflect the 

potential major impacts on the oceans: warming oceans, changes in ocean 

circulation, ocean acidification, change in salinity, declining sea-ice, and 

increased human activity in the Arctic a result of declining sea-ice.  

In chapter 1 of this dissertation a brief introduction to climate change was 

presented, along with a little deeper dive into the chosen effects of climate 

change. In this chapter, the science from chapter 1 is more or less merged 

with chapter 2, as some of the characteristics of the six whale species 

(gray, humpback, orca, beluga, narwhal and bowhead whale) will be 

examined to see if research has come far enough to know whether and 

how these effects of climate change affect the whales. Because many of 

the whales will face the same challenges and opportunities due to climate 

change, they will be discussed together for those points. On individual 

challenges and opportunities, the whale species will naturally be dealt 

with separately. When speaking of direct and indirect effects, direct is 

thought to be the effects the whales might feel on their body, for example 

changes in skin condition, ability to breathe or the ability to function 

properly physically. Indirect effects are effects needed for survival, for 

instance habitat and food availability.  
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WARMING OCEANS  

Overall, the ocean is getting warmer, but particularly in the upper 

700m.
182

 In the Arctic, the warming is happening faster than anywhere 

else on earth, and in the last four decades the sea ice in the Arctic has 

decreased by as much as 4.1% per decade. Anthropogenic emissions of 

GHGs are seen as a likely cause of the warming of the oceans, which in 

turn is part of the cause for the reduction in sea ice.
183

 The warming of the 

oceans is closely tied with the other effects of climate change, and in the 

Arctic, the reduction of sea ice, particularly in the summer season, is the 

most notable affect. From the research, it appears that the bowhead might 

be the whale that feels the effect of a higher temperature in the ocean 

most severely.
184

 The bowhead is thought to be heat intolerant due to its 

very thick layer of blubber, the thickest of all the whales, and its very 

strong ice association. Also, as was seen in chapter 2, the narwhal 

displayed changes in heart rate when the temperature of the water around 

them changed. It is still unclear what this means, but it might indicate that 

the narwhals are somewhat aware of, and possibly affected by, the 

warming oceans as well. Perhaps not as directly as the bowhead, which is 

believed to perhaps not manage the increasing temperature at all, but the 

narwhal is also highly ice adapted for feeding, protection and habitat. If 

the narwhal is affected by warming waters in a way that stresses their 

system, it is possible to imagine that also the beluga whale might be 

affected by warming oceans. But, without any research confirming or 

disconfirming this, it is mere speculation – though worth mentioning.  
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Though, as the ocean keeps warming, it is likely that all the polar 

specialists will experience great challenges, possibly the greatest of all 

marine mammals, as loss of habitat follows, loss of ice cover for 

protection from predators, fewer and unstable polynyas , changes in the 

food web, competitors coming further north competing for the food, and 

bringing with them diseases previously unknown to the pristine Arctic 

ecosystem, and changes in feeding ground areas or the timing of the 

plankton bloom.  

Consequently, apart from possibly the bowhead and perhaps also the 

narwhal, it seems that a warming ocean on its own does not have a direct 

effect on the whales.
185

 From what the author could gather, it is generally 

the consequences of the warming oceans, rather than the temperature 

increase, that might be detrimental or pose the greatest challenges for the 

whales. The warming oceans is a greater challenge for the polar 

specialists, the three Arctic resident whales, which have adapted to a life 

closely associated with ice. The migratory baleen whales, the humpback 

and the gray whale need to feed in colder water as there is little food in 

their warmer breeding and calving grounds in southern parts of the 

northern hemisphere. If their usual feeding grounds change location or 

disappear altogether, or have less available prey, this will affect the 

migratory whales‟ opportunity to feed and increase their layer of blubber, 

which functions as energy storage during their fasting period in warmer 

waters. Thus, if they are not able to feed sufficiently to build up energy 

storage, this will probably affect their migration back to warmer waters 

and their breeding and calving. However, as the migratory whales are not 
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ice adapted, but also function well in warmer waters, it is the possible side 

effects of warming oceans that will likely affect them most.  

Another challenge for the baleen whales, in particular with regards to the 

warming oceans, is the following decline of sea ice and the long term 

affects that is very likely to have on the distribution and abundance of 

krill – which is the primary source of food for many of the baleen whales, 

for instance the humpback which is part of this thesis.  

Sea ice affects biological productivity through the growth of 

algae on the base of floes which provides food for grazers, 

particularly krill larvae, through the melting sea ice seeding 

the spring bloom and through its role as a platform and as an 

excluder of particular species. Because sea ice is intimately 

linked to biological production, any changes in the extent and 

duration of sea ice cover will have significant ecological 

effects.
186

 

As we remember from the first chapter, sea ice has been declining rapidly 

the last few decades and is thought to continue its decline, with a possible 

ice free Arctic summer season by the year 2030.
187

 Consequently, the 

future distribution and abundance of krill in the Arctic waters for both the 

resident and the migratory whales do not look too optimistic. However, 

currently, there are plenty of krill in the subarctic waters, for example in 
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the water around Iceland. In Eyjafjörður, a fjord in northern Iceland, the 

humpbacks are thought to mainly feed on krill. The humpbacks have had 

their feeding ground in this fjord only for the last few years, as the krill 

has increased in the fjord and the area around Iceland.
188

 

Of the six whale species presented here, it looks like the killer whale is 

the species for which warming oceans are presenting more opportunities 

along with the challenges. The killer whale is at the very top of the food 

chain. It hunts everything in the ocean, including whales and even the 

great white shark,
189

 though the killer whales in the NH are very rarely 

seen to hunt the bigger whales, such as the blue whale, humpback or 

minke whale. However, the killer whales in the NH, and those migrating 

to the Arctic to feed, are known to prey on various types of fish, seals, 

walruses (Odobenus rosmarus), and also the Arctic resident whales. The 

killer whales are already seen to have expanded their ranges northward, 

and the number of killer whale sightings is increasing annually.
190

 With 

less sea ice and longer and bigger ice free areas, the killer whales also 

remain in the Arctic longer due to more accessibility through less ice, 

which also means they have more accessible prey for a longer period of 

time.  

                                                             

188 This information was gathered and learned by the author when she worked as a 
whale watching guide in Eyjafjörður in north Iceland.  
189 Orca Spirit Adventures, ‘Why Do Orcas Hate Great White Sharks So Much? | Orca 
Spirit Adventures’ (2014) <https://orcaspirit.com/2016/07/orcas-hate-great-
white-sharks/> accessed 19 January 2017; National Marine Fisheries Service 
(DFO), ‘Recovery Plan for Southern Resident Killer Whales (Orcinus Orca)’ 251; 
NOAA, ‘10 Years of Research & Conservation Southern Resident Killer Whales & 
Conservation’ [2014] NOAA Fisheries 1. 
190 Kit M Kovacs and Christian Lydersen, Climate Change Impacts on Seals and 
Whales in the North Atlantic Arctic and Adjacent Shelf Seas, vol 91 (2008).  
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As the sea ice decreases, there is less ice to seek cover under or within for 

the resident Arctic whales, and for other marine mammals hunted by the 

killer whale. Thus, for the Arctic resident whales, the killer whale 

represents a growing challenge, but for the killer whales, the warming 

ocean followed by decreasing sea ice represents an increased foraging 

opportunity.
191

 Due to this, the killer whales are actually thought to have 

had quite a negative impact on some Arctic marine mammal populations 

in the North Pacific in the last decades.
192

  

Nevertheless, in the midst of all the likely challenges, there are some 

possible opportunities for the five other whale species as well. For 

example, the bowhead might have expanded foraging opportunities as the 

ice cover reduces, since they skim feed the surface layer of the water 

column, as well as feeding near the bottom.
193

 An example of this has 

been seen in several stocks of bowhead reported to have increased both in 

number and body conditions. This is linked to improved feeding 

conditions resulting from a reduction in sea ice.
194

 Moreover, 

„[o]ceanographic modeling suggests that the extreme sea-ice retreats in 

the Pacific Arctic sector may favor upwelling of prey onto the Beaufort 

Sea shelf, which improves foraging opportunities for 

Bering/Chukchi/Beaufort bowheads, especially in late summer and 

                                                             

191 Peter O Thomas, Randall R Reeves and Robert L Brownell, ‘Status of the World’s 
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autumn.‟
195

 Though it is not certain, it is still thought that warmer waters, 

and thus less sea ice, might open up new habitat opportunities for all the 

Arctic cetaceans, and will probably allow a longer feeding season for the 

seasonally visiting baleen whales, i.e. humpback and gray in this case.
196

  

Thus, the greater challenges, such as change in or loss of habitat and 

changes in the food web, might also prove to be opportunities in some 

cases, for all the six whale species.  

CHANGES IN OCEAN CURRENT CIRCULATION  

During research for this section, the author was unable to find any direct 

correlation between changes in ocean circulation and marine mammals 

and/or whales. What was found is that the changes that might occur in the 

Arctic will naturally affect the whales whose habitat is in the AO, and the 

whales that seasonally migrate to the Arctic to feed. These include 

changes in the food web and distribution of food, changes in oxygen and 

salinity as an effect of changes in the AMOC. Hence, for changes 

affecting the whales more directly, it is more prudent to look to the other 

sections in this chapter. In an article
197

 from 2006, it is stated that effects 

of climate change are uncertain as we do not know exactly how, for 

instance, the weather or ocean circulation will be affected. Hence, it is 

also uncertain how the marine environment will be affected because of 

the complexity in the interaction between ocean processes and climate, 

                                                             

195 Kit M Kovacs and others, ‘Impacts of Changing Sea-Ice Conditions on Arctic 
Marine Mammals’ (2011) 41 Marine Biodiversity 186.s 
196 Reid and others. 
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and the variations differing between areas. Though this was written in 

2006, it seems we can say that it is still uncertain what effects ocean 

circulation will have on marine environments – also in the Arctic.  

Because changes in ocean current circulation will affect the whales‟ prey 

and their habitat, some information about what such changes may cause, 

will be included. However, the information is very simplified because 

going into too much detail would be derailing from the subject of the 

thesis.
198

 Nevertheless, as stated in chapter 1, the meridional overturning 

circulation (MOC) „is a system of surface and deep current linking all 

ocean basins. It transports water (and, with it, heat) salt, nutrients and 

other substances around the globe, and connects the surface ocean and the 

atmosphere with the deep sea.‟
199

 Changes in the ocean circulation has a 

profound global affect and „changes in African and Indian monsoon 

rainfall, atmospheric circulation of relevance to hurricanes, and climate 

over North America and Western Europe‟
200

 are a consequence if the 

ocean circulation changes. Regarding the AO, „the declining trends in the 

Arctic sea ice have been found to be robustly linked to the rise in surface 

                                                             

198 For those who are interested in reading about changes in ocean circulation in 
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air temperature (SAT) over the Arctic in the past decades‟.
201

 A study 

presented in 2011
202

, indicates that the AMOC is linked to the SAT in the 

Arctic, and an intensification of the AMOC is linked with an increased 

release of heat from the ocean and to the atmosphere. „The Arctic 

warming and the reduction in sea ice thickness/extent associated with an 

intensifying AMOC are strengthened in the fall and strongest in the 

winter and become much weaker in the spring and summer in the 

Labrador, Greenland, and Barents Seas.‟
203

 Moreover, „coherent spatial 

patterns of the Arctic SAT and sea ice concentration/thickness associated 

with the AMOC in the fall and winter [ ] suggest that locally the SAT and 

sea ice variations in the Arctic are coupled.‟
204

 It also shows that the 

AMOC affects the North Atlantic Ocean more drastically than the North 

Pacific Ocean, and thus the part of the Arctic connected to the North 

Atlantic Ocean are more affected by changes in the AMOC. For example, 

the North Seas, Barents Seas, the Labrador Sea and Greenland Sea.
205

  

The process of ocean circulation is delicately balanced, and if changes 

happen, it can upset the balance.
206

 Adding more fresh water through 

melting sea ice and glaciers in the AO causes the water to become less 

salty, it floats on top of the heavier, saltier water, and thus capping the 

saltier layer. „This inhibits vertical mixing, slows the formation of 
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203 ibid 6576. 
204 ibid. 
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deepwater, and slows the thermohaline circulation.‟
207

 Should the AMOC 

slow down, this will have consequences, such as less CO2 taken up by the 

oceans, and thus more being absorbed by the atmosphere, resulting in 

increased global warming. A slowing down of ocean currents can also 

lead to regional cooling, for instance in the Arctic, if changes in the 

AMOC is big enough.  

Reducing bottom water formation in the Arctic would also 

reduce the amount of heat and nutrients carried back toward 

the surface elsewhere in the world by the upward moving 

components of the thermohaline circulation. This would 

increase the rate of sea-level rise (due to greater thermal 

expansion) while reducing the supply of nutrients available to 

near-surface marine life and the transport of carbon to the 

deep ocean as carbon-containing living things die and sink.
208

  

Changes in the AMOC „can have large effects on marine ecosystems and 

biogeochemical cycles, even in areas remote from the Atlantic, such as 

the Indian and North Pacific oceans. Changes in salinity and temperature 

will cause shifts in populations of marine plants and animals.‟
209

 Though, 

it has to be mentioned that „AMOC-induced changes in the Arctic are, 

however, difficult to quantify.‟
210

 Moreover, as was mentioned in chapter 

1, it is not very likely that any abrupt changes in the AMOC will happen 

within the 21
st
 Century. Though smaller changes have occurred, as also 

stated in chapter 1.  
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OCEAN ACIDIFICATION  

Acidification of the oceans is happening, but on average the change is 

only by 0.1 pH over the last decades. However, a danger for the AO is the 

fact that solubility of gases, including CO2 is greater in colder waters. 

Thus, with the AO, being fairly cold all year round, it is especially prone 

to acidification.
211

  

Ocean acidification reduces the concentration of carbonate 

ions (CO32-) and directly impacts a large and diverse group 

of marine organisms that require carbonate ions to build their 

calcareous skeleton or shell, in the form of aragonite or 

calcite. This taxonomically-diverse group includes protists 

such as coccolithophores and foraminiferans, small planktonic 

animals such as pteropods, pelagic and benthic taxa such as 

mollusks including sea urchins, shellfish and corals, and 

fishes. Under typical conditions, the surface ocean is saturated 

with calcium carbonate (CaCO3), and calcareous shells or 

exoskeletons are subject to dissolution only at depths below 

the lysocline, where CaCO3 is undersaturated. Model 

simulations predict that surface waters of the Arctic Ocean 

will become undersaturated with aragonite within a decade [ ], 

thereby reducing suitable habitat for calcifying species 

requiring aragonite.
212

 

The gray whale, the beluga and the bowhead whale all feed on benthos. If 

the acidification of the AO becomes so severe that organisms requiring 

aragonite to form shells and skeletons cannot form these, changes in the 

AO chemistry is expected. Changes „are expected to affect populations of 

calcifying species as well as other species affected by changes in the 

inorganic carbon cycle, thereby impacting biodiversity and trophic 
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pathways within polar marine ecosystems.‟
213

 One trophic level is of 

course the whales mentioned above.  

In the Arctic marine ecosystem phytoplankton comprise the dominant 

primary producers, but ice algae also contribute to production. Most 

studies on ocean acidification have been done on phytoplankton and the 

changes that have occurred. Earlier booms of phytoplankton and 

„increased dominance of blooms by picophytoplankton has been 

attributed to ocean acidification [ ] and freshening [ ] of the Arctic Ocean. 

The extent to which these changes will have flow-on effects in the Arctic 

food web is unknown, but could be substantial.‟
214

 On the other hand, it 

has been found that ocean acidification reduces the development and 

survival rate of mollusks and sea urchins, and particularly in the larval 

stage of the mollusks.
215

  

From the various sources found and used for the section on ocean 

acidification, one issue seems to be agreed upon in all of them: to date, 

there has not been sufficient research done on ocean acidification and its 

impact on the marine ecosystems.
216

 Some studies have been carried out 

in warmer waters over a period of a few weeks, but no long term studies, 

and information about Arctic ecosystems‟ response to ocean acidification 

is very limited.
217

 There are mostly comparative studies, where the results 

from studies in lower latitudes are used to indicate what might happen in 
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the Arctic. Thus, the long-term impact of ocean acidification on the 

various organisms and species in the ocean is unclear.
218

 It is assumed 

that the effect of ocean acidification on the animals higher up in the food 

chain, are indirect changes, such as changes in phyto- and zooplankton 

composition, time of bloom and distribution changes. An example was 

seen in a study on pteropods and ocean acidification presented in the 2013 

AOA assessment by AMAP. Pteropods can make up as much as 93% of 

the zooplankton biomass in the Arctic, and it was found that „ocean 

acidification decreases calcification in pteropods [ ], increases respiration 

rates (especially in combination with increased temperature; [ ]) and 

increases mortality of pre-winter juveniles.‟
219

 Pteropods are important in 

the Arctic food web, and are a food resource for many species, including 

salmon, whales and seabirds. One model indicated that if ocean 

acidification leads to a 10% reduction in pteropods, this in turn would 

lead to a 20% reduction in the mature salmon‟s bodyweight.
220

 Though 

the indications are not spelled out in the AOA, it seems clear that if the 

model is correct, ocean acidification will affect the food chain in the 

Arctic, from the smallest to the largest species, such as the whales.  

The bowhead whale preys on large copepods, amphipods and epibenthic 

mysids; krill is important for humpbacks; pelagic and benthic prey is 

important for the beluga; narwhals prey on fish and squid, and especially 

in deep waters;
221

 gray whales‟ main prey is benthos; and the killer whale 

at the very top of the food chain preys on fish, squid and an assortment of 
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other marine species. Consequently, if there is a reduction is zooplankton, 

such as pteropods for instance, which leads to a reduction in mature 

salmon bodyweight, this will eventually affect the entire food chain.
222

 

And looking back at the quote at the start of this section, ocean 

acidification affects species such as pteropods, various pelagic and 

benthic taxa, mollusks and fishes. Though there are still many answers we 

do not have, and predictions are nearly impossible to make, ocean 

acidification is projected to eventually impact all areas of the ocean, 

which potentially will have wide ranging effect on marine life.
223

  

However, ocean acidification does not seem to affect phytoplankton 

negatively, rather the opposite, but changes in time of bloom and 

distribution of the phytoplankton can cause problems for species 

depending on the plankton as prey. However, ocean acidification seems to 

lead to reduction „in survival, calcification, growth, development, and 

abundance in response to ocean acidification across a broad range of 

marine organisms … and suggest that the effect of ocean acidification 

will be widespread across a diversity of marine life.‟
224

 Particularly 

marine life that is heavily calcified, and especially in the larval stage of 

development. Studies on fish reveal that they seem to be less affected, in 

the various stages of their life.
225

 However, as we saw earlier, a reduction 
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in pteropods can lead to a reduction in the bodyweight of fish; salmon for 

this particular study.  

From what the author was able to find of recent research on ocean 

acidification and its impact on marine life, the results appear the same, the 

impacts on the whales are through the food they eat and the various 

changes throughout the food chain due to ocean acidification. Whether 

the studies are difficult to conduct due to whales being marine mammals 

and spending most of their time below the surface, whether there is 

simply a gap, or whether it is insignificant, is unknown, but sources of 

direct impacts of ocean acidification on whales were not found. Though 

naturally, indirect impacts such as changes in prey availability, changing 

seasonal bloom of prey, changes in distribution of food and greater 

competition for the prey, will affect the whales in various ways, not all 

known yet. But, migratory species, both the resident Arctic and the 

temperate species, might have to travel greater distances to find food and 

this will affect the energetics of the whales, and might thus also affect 

their mating process and their reproductive success. It is also assumed that 

effects of ocean acidification and climate change in general, are a greater 

challenge for the species that have not yet recovered fully from extensive 

whaling, such as for example the bowhead whale.
226

 Another thing to 

remember is that whales are slow growing and long lived. Humpbacks are 

known to have a life span of about one hundred years, while the bowhead 

can reach an age of around two hundred years. Thus, the effects of 

climate change over time for the very long lived whales might be very 

different than the effects felt by species living for just a few years.  
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CHANGE IN SALINITY  

The upper 700m of the ocean is the area most affected by a change in 

salinity, thus far,
227

 and it was seen in the Gulf Stream. As was stated in 

chapter 1, the Pacific Ocean has become fresher while the Atlantic Ocean 

has become saltier. The only factor that can change the salt content in the 

ocean is adding fresh water from melting ice, either in the form of sea ice 

or for example glaciers. As the AO has seen a decrease in sea ice the last 

few decades, the AO has become fresher, and it is expected, with medium 

confidence, that the freshening will continue. As previously mentioned, it 

was also discovered that the transport of fresh water out of the Arctic has 

increased over the last decades.  

Within seawater there are important physical and chemical variations, and 

salinity is one of those variations:  

Salinity varies according to the relative balance between 

inputs of freshwater and evaporation. Differences in salinity 

and temperature of water masses can cause seawater to be 

stratified into separate layers. Such stratification can lead to 

variations in the distribution of both oxygen and nutrients, 

with an obvious variety of consequences in both cases for the 

biotas sensitive to those factors. A further variation is in the 

penetration of light, which controls where the photosynthesis 

on which nearly all ocean life depends can take place. Below 

a few tens of metres at the coastal level or a few hundred 

meters in the clearer open ocean, the ocean becomes dark and 

there is no photosynthesis.
228

 

Consequently, changes in salinity have an impact on more than simply the 

salt content of the water. Changes in stratification might have great effects 
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on Arctic marine mammals, including the whales, as the AO‟s 

stratification might change if a change in salinity occurs. Stratification of 

the water creates barriers so the nutrients in the water do not mix. 

Changes in the stratification might change where the nutrients are found, 

it might affect the non-mixing and result in mixing or a lack of upwelling 

and mixing of the waters as the seasons change.  

Of the research the author found available, most report indirect effects on 

marine mammals caused by climate change, or change in salinity, in this 

case. These are changes in the food web and food availability due to a 

change in the salinity and the stratification of the water. However, direct 

changes are not discussed widely, and the only source found by the author 

is an article by JA Learmonth
229

 and colleagues published in 2006. The 

article has no mention of whales, but it states that 

[P]opulations of bottlenose dolphins from areas of low water 

temperature and low salinity have been found to exhibit 

higher skin lesion prevalence and severity. It is thought that 

such conditions may impact on the epidermal integrity or 

produce more general physiological stress, potentially making 

the animals more vulnerable to natural infections or 

anthropogenic factors [ ]. This indicates that variations in 

environmental factors can have an important effect on disease 

in marine mammals.
230

 

It might be possible for whales to experience similar effects as the quote 

suggests, but according to Kit M Kovacs and Christian Lydersen
231

 it is 

not very likely that global climate change and its various effects, 

including change in salinity, will have any direct effects on marine 
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mammals. Their argument is that marine mammals are large, highly 

mobile beings that cope well with variations in their environment. Marine 

mammals have the physiological capacities necessary to deal with 

changing conditions in their environment.
232

 Then again, according to W 

Elliott and M Simmonds
233

 it is very difficult to predict the effects of 

climate change, also salinity, on cetacean species as not enough is known 

about most of the species.  

Thus, it appears that direct effects are either unknown or unlikely, while 

indirect effects, such as possible changes in the food web and what types 

of food are available to the individual species, will be the more 

challenging effects of change in salinity.  

DECLINING SEA ICE 

Of the six effects of climate change, sea ice decline across the Arctic is 

probably the most dramatic impact to date, and also the most dramatic 

impact on the whales. In the Arctic, ice is the major structuring element 

for the marine ecosystem.
234

 With the changes happening in the Arctic, it 

is known that some „ice-associated marine mammals are already showing 

distribution shifts, habitat loss, compromised body condition and declines 

in production/abundance in response to sea-ice declines.‟
235

 Marine 

mammals in the Arctic use all types of ice, such as multiyear, landfast, 

glacier and free-floating ice. Of all the types of ice, „loose seasonal pack 

ice is the most important as it serves as habitat for all 11 [Arctic] 
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species.‟
236

 For the whales and their calves, sea ice provides shelter, 

protection from storms, and protection from predators, such as killer 

whales and other competitors and/or predators. Moreover, changes in sea 

ice also change the distribution and timing of the whales‟ prey, as the 

food web is also affected by the changes. Though the changes are 

believed to differ by region, they are seen throughout the AO. Examples 

are increased benthic production in the Barents Sea, and a northward shift 

in primary productivity in the Chukchi Sea.
237

 Another challenge for the 

ice-associated mammals is that the temperate marine mammal species are 

showing greater adaptability to the changes, and they are seen to expand 

their range northward. This causes competitive pressure on the Arctic 

species and might introduce them to diseases and parasites formerly 

unknown to the cold Arctic environment.  

For the Arctic resident whales, changes such as killer whales now being 

able to access areas previously covered by sea ice, and remaining in the 

cold Arctic waters longer, are difficult as they have less protection from 

this predator, and the stress of having to cope with the killer whales for 

longer periods throughout the year.
238

 Moreover, it puts further stress on 

the mothers and the calves as there is less sea ice to protect the calves 

from the danger of being prey. For the killer whales, however, this is very 

likely a good change and a welcome opportunity, as they have easier 

accessible prey for longer periods of the year. Additionally, humpback 

whales and gray whales are also expected to become more important 

components in the Arctic ecosystem, as the climate warms and more sea 
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ice melts, making it easier for temperate species to travel further north 

and stay longer in the northernmost feeding grounds, due to longer 

periods of open water. However, a challenge for the species that annually 

migrate to the cold waters to feed is the possibility of the prey they seek 

having moved location due to changes in ice and water temperature, or 

that the food is simply reduced. Thus, the chosen species for this thesis 

interact in both challenges and opportunities happening from climate 

change in the Arctic.  

It is feared that the polar specialist species, such as the resident Arctic 

whales, will see significant losses as climate change changes the Arctic 

scene. As temperatures keep rising, it will be more and more difficult for 

the species seeking out and depending on colder habitats. With all three 

Arctic whales, difficulties might arise as the ice keeps diminishing. The 

belugas are „consistently associated with heavy ice cover, which may 

reflect their penchant for feeding on ice-associated arctic cod.‟
239

 The 

narwhals are also well adapted to a life in the ice, and are often seen in 

very dense ice covers with down to as little as 0.5% open water. It is not 

quite clear why they seek such dense ice cover, but it is believed to be 

seeking refuge from killer whales and/or secure access to predictable prey. 

The bowhead, on the other hand, though also seen as an ice adapted whale, 

tends to seek a more moderate ice cover than the other two species of 

resident Arctic whales.
240

 Consequently, all three are dependent on ice at 

least part of the year, and the increasing decline of sea ice will very likely 

present increasing challenges for these species.   
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It is a possibility that less sea ice could expand foraging opportunities for 

the bowhead, but alternatively reduce them for beluga whales. A problem 

for the bowhead, on the other hand, is their possible incapability to adapt 

to warmer waters. Their bodies have been very well adapted to a life in 

cold waters, and as a result they may be heat intolerant – at least at the 

rate the changes are occurring in the Arctic.
241

  

A warming Arctic does not mean uniformly warming and melting of sea 

ice, and one such concern is the recurring polynyas, which are important 

to all three resident Arctic whales. Polynyas are particular locations 

within pack ice that are almost clear of ice. They are caused by upwelling 

or by wind conditions, and provide critical places for the animals to 

surface and breathe, as well as some polynyas being feeding areas. If the 

number of polynyas and the timing of the formation changes, this can be 

critical for the whales. For instance, one concern is Baffin Bay where 

narwhals winter and return to the same area every year, irrespective of ice 

conditions. If there is more ice and smaller or less polynyas, numerous 

narwhals can be trapped in the too small opening and die. However, 

during the last years, Baffin Bay has seen a reduction in sea ice, and if 

this continues, the problem will rather be greater human presence and 

more noise pollution, for instance, that the narwhals are sensitive to.
242

 In 

any case, changes are happening to the many polynyas in the Arctic, and 

this effects all the resident Arctic whales with danger of entrapment, less 

protection from predators, loss of habitat and feeding areas, in the winter 

time.  
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Figure 15 below shows where the polynyas in the Arctic are located.
243

 

The image is used in the „Arctic Biodiversity Assessment‟ (ABA) from 

2013, and might have changed since then due to warming oceans and 

declining sea ice, also during winter. What the figure shows is that 

polynyas are located close to land where the decline of sea ice is greatest 

during the summer, but also are seeing less multiyear ice and increasing 

amount of first year ice.  
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Figure 15 Arctic polynyas. Source: CAFF, ABA 2013. This map shows the 

distribution of polynyas in the Arctic region. The dark orange shows areas with 

concentration of polynyas, while the lighter orange shows the major shore lead 

polynyas. The dark blue indicates the shore fast ice, while the sky blue illustrates 

the mobile ice.  

The Arctic is changing, and „[p]rimary producers, such as sea-ice algae 

and sub-ice phytoplankton, have lost over 2 million km
2
 of Arctic ice 
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since the end of the last century [ ], representing a loss of habitat.‟
244

 An 

example is the finding „that ice algae are essential for the development 

and survival of Calanus glacialis, a key zooplankton species consumed 

by fishes, seabirds, seals and bowhead whales across the Arctic.‟
245

 As 

this change slowly expand to cover the entire AO, and as multiyear ice is 

declining, serious challenges for the Arctic ecosystem arise.  

The seasonal timing of the ice-algal bloom, driven by light 

penetration through thinning sea ice, is critical to reproduction 

of some zooplankton, and the subsequent algal bloom is 

critical for the survival of zooplankton offspring [ ]. The 

annual zoo- and phytoplanktonic pulses of productivity fuel 

the Arctic marine food web [ ] affecting zooplankton 

production and the Arctic cod that feed on them [ ], as well as 

their seabird and marine mammalian predators.
246

 

Hence, the decrease of sea ice seen in the AO has massive implications 

for the ecosystem, from the smallest of organisms to the largest, such as 

the whales. If the decrease in sea ice changes the timing of the production 

of zooplankton, as well as the amount available, this can be detrimental to 

both resident Arctic whales and temperate whales migrating to the Arctic 

seasonally to feed. Moreover, the changes in the primary producers, „also 

[affect] the underlying benthic communities such as bivalves, crabs, sea 

urchins, which are in turn key prey for sea bottom feeding specialists, 

such as diving sea ducks, bearded seals (Erignathus barbatus), walrus, 

and gray whales.‟
247

 It is thought that earlier ice melt might for instance 

limit ice algae production, and thus its contribution to the primary 

productivity in the Arctic. However, it might cause an earlier increased 

                                                             

244 the Group of Experts of the Regular Process 1302. 
245 Michel 498. 
246 the Group of Experts of the Regular Process. 
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productivity of phytoplankton. Similarly, earlier ice melt may also result 

in a shift from benthic to pelagic dominated food web on the shelves. This 

change seems to already take place in the Bering and Chukchi Seas.
248

 

Such a shift will have implications for the beluga and the gray whale, 

whose primary sustenance is benthic organisms. As phytoplankton and 

zooplankton are key components that form the base of the marine 

ecosystem, decrease and/or shifts in growth will have implications for 

trophic transfers in the entire Arctic food web.
249

  

In addition to directly affecting the whales and their food and habitat, the 

continued loss of ice also enables more temperate species to come further 

north and with them they might bring a variety of harmful 

microorganisms and diseases. The resident Arctic whales, particularly, 

that has lived in a cold, disease-free environment, will have little or no 

defense against new diseases.  

INCREASED SHIPPING AND HUMAN ACTIVITY 

Another point of pressure for the Arctic, due to declining sea ice, is 

increased shipping and human activity in the area as a result of increased 

accessibility. The major shipping routes through the Arctic, through the 

Bering Strait to the Pacific Ocean, Baffin Bay/Davis Strait and Fram 

Strait/Barents Sea to the North Atlantic, are the key areas of Arctic 

marine mammal biodiversity.
250

 It is expected that the trend of increased 

human activity will continue with continued warming and decreasing sea 

ice. Consequently, increased tourism, exploration and development, 
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fishing, and shipping is likely to cause severe and frequent encounters 

with the Arctic species, and the temperate species during their feeding 

season in cold northern waters, including the gray whale, the humpback 

whale and the killer whale. Consequently, all the six chosen whale species, 

the three resident Arctic whales and the three migratory whales, will 

likely experience more frequent (and possibly more severe) human 

interaction in the Arctic. Increased danger of ship strikes is a factor for all 

the whales present in the Arctic waters, as is exposure to oil spills and 

leakage from various contaminants, noise pollution from ships and human 

activity and introduced diseases formerly unknown in the pristine Arctic 

ecosystem.
251

 

The ABA divides Arctic vessel activity into four main categories: cargo, 

fishing, tourism and resupply to communities.
252

 Most of this activity, 

within all four categories, takes place along the coastlines, i.e. on the 

continental shelves, which are areas of very high biodiversity and 

production. Therefore, that is also where the greater risk of oil spills and 

other types of accidents are most prominent. Moreover, large aggregates 

of the marine fauna are concentrated on the continental shelves, and they 

are all susceptible to the interference from the vessel activity. All three 

resident Arctic whales prefer shallow coastal waters, where they are most 

susceptible to the vessel activity, and all the possible effects of that. 

Though the traffic in the Arctic is still low compared with most of the 

world‟s oceans, the impact on the Arctic marine ecosystem will likely be 

significant, as the Arctic environment houses unique species, and the area 
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is limited in infrastructure and emergency response due to its 

remoteness.
253

  

Regarding the noise from shipping and human activity, the beluga whales 

are known to be sensitive to certain types of noise. Studies in Canada 

have revealed that belugas flee from ice breakers. Vocalized alarm about 

the approaching ice breakers started when the vessels were as much as 

80km away, and the whales were seen to flee as far as 35–50 km away 

from the ice breaking vessels. On the other hand, beluga whales are also 

known to be able to habituate to noise, as seen with belugas ranging 

outside busy harbours, such as Longyearbyen in Svalbard, Anadyr in 

Russia, Anchorage in Alaska, Churchill in Manitoba and in the St. 

Lawrence River in Quebec.
254

  

Narwhals are known to stop vocalisation and move away, as much as 35–

50km, even from vessels with small outboard engines, and also the 

presence of a sailboat can trigger avoidance and strange behavior, as the 

narwhals are seen as shy beings sensitive to noise disturbance.
255

 Studies 

in Canada and northern Alaska reveal that bowhead whales „exhibit 

avoidance responses to ship, seismic, and other noise at low (received) 

levels at distances of 35–50km in autumn but tend to tolerate higher noise 

levels when feeding, even though they may show subtle changes in diving, 

swimming, and acoustic behavior in these circumstances.‟
256
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As one of the key threats
257

 to the bowhead whale, noise pollution is an 

increasing danger for this species too. Particularly as the bowhead, as well 

as the other two Arctic species of whale, is distributed in areas where 

increased shipping is more than a probability. It is known that all whales 

have very good hearing which they rely on to navigate the oceans, keep 

track of their calves, find food and communicate with each other. The 

sound from one whale communicating with another whale can travel for 

several kilometers, and sound travels four times faster in water than on 

land. The baleen whales have a low-pitched sound that travels very far, 

while the toothed whales have a higher-pitched sound, and they also use 

clicks or whistles. Toothed whales are known to use echolocation to 

navigate the oceans and find food.  

Too much noise and too high a pitch in the oceans can cause 

hemorrhaging near the ears and brain tissue of the whales, and damage 

their hearing. And without well-functioning hearing, the whales cannot 

effectively navigate the waters, find food, communicate with other whales 

or even keep track of their calves. Thus, noise pollution from increased 

shipping poses a threat to the whales.
258

  

                                                             

257 The other key threats are habitat loss, chemical pollution and entanglement in 
fishing gear, see OSPAR, ‘Background Document for Bowhead Whale Balaena 
Mysticetus Biodiversity Series’ [2010] Biodiversity Series 20 for more information 
regarding this subject. 
258 Whale Facts, ‘Do Whales Have Ears?’ (WhaleFacts.org, 2017) 
<http://www.whalefacts.org/do-whales-have-ears/> accessed 14 January 2017. 
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Figure 16 Ship accidents and incidents. Source: CAFF. This map shows the 

concentrated areas where a variety of ship accidents and incidents occurred 

between 1995 and 2004. The author was unable to find a similar map from more 

recent years, but we can assume that the numbers are similar today, or perhaps 

even higher as shipping has increased the past decade. From the top (in the left 

upper corner) it is written: collision, damage to vessel, fire/explosion, grounded, 

machinery damage/failure, miscellaneous, and sunk/submerged.259 
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Recalling earlier figures
260

 illustrating the distribution of the beluga, the 

narwhal and the bowhead in chapter 2, it is clear that the areas where 

there have been the highest numbers of accidents and incidents overlap 

with areas of distribution for the Arctic resident whales. Consequently, 

there is an obvious correlation between the location of accidents and 

incidents and the distribution pattern of marine mammals – in this case 

the three resident Arctic whales.
 261

 

There is quite a high concentration of accidents and incidents in the 

Bering Sea, where both the beluga and the bowhead whales are 

distributed. In the waters between Greenland and the Canadian 

archipelago, and in the Canadian archipelago there is also a high 

concentration of accidents and incidents, and in that area, all three 

resident Arctic whales are distributed. Consequently, all three species of 

Arctic whales are in the danger zones with high levels of accidents and 

incidents due to vessel traffic.  

It is known that there is a broad geographical correlation between the 

routes used by the beluga, the narwhal and the bowhead whales, for their 

spring migration to their summer feeding grounds in the Arctic. Their 

migration routes intertwine with Arctic shipping routes through the 

Bering Strait, the Lancaster Sound and through the Kara Gate.
262

 As of 

today, most of the traffic through these shipping routes takes place after 

the whales have passed through the points, but as the sea ice decreases 

                                                                                                                                                      

<https://www.abds.is/publications/view_document/250-locations-of-sub-arctic-
and-arctic-shipping-accidents-and-incident-causes-1995-2004> accessed 17 April 
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260 Figures 9-13. 
261 Michel et.al. 502. 
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and this opens up for a longer navigational season, this opens up the 

possibility of the migration through these choke-points happening 

simultaneously with major shipping activity.
263

 The migratory whales 

tend to migrate closer to coastlines and as they migrate north or south 

they also pass by the areas of accidents and incidents seen on Figure 16.  

However, as the sea ice keeps declining and the human traffic through 

these vitally important areas for the whales increases, the shipping routes 

will be made available earlier in the year and thus coincide with the 

whales‟ migration. Naturally, this can be detrimental for the whales, and 

measures ought to be taken to ensure their protection.
264

  

Concerning oil spills, this is a particular concern for the bowhead whales 

due to their very long, thin baleen plates. In a case of an oil spill, the 

bowhead‟s ability to feed would be dramatically impaired if the fine 

baleen plates were fouled by oil, as the bowhead tend to skim feed near 

the surface of the water. Naturally, there is also the danger of ingesting oil 

from the prey.
265

 Oil spills and spills of various chemicals and pollutants 

are also a threat to the other whales and the entire marine ecosystem as 

well.  

The threat of ship strikes is also increasing as shipping is a growing 

industry in the Arctic. Ship strikes are a concern in breeding and calving 

areas, feeding grounds and migratory routes. Though it is not among the 

chosen whales for this thesis, the best documented case of ship strikes 
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having a significant impact, concerns the North Atlantic right whale.
266

 

Measures have been taken by both the US and Canada to prevent further 

ship strikes with the North Atlantic right whale, for instance a 

requirement of a speed of maximum 10 knots in areas where the right 

whales are likely to occur.
267

 This measure was found to be quite 

successful proving that such measures can be taken in areas where other 

whales, and cetaceans, are likely to occur. One area of particular concern 

where both ships and whales move in or out of the North Pacific and into 

the Bering Sea, is the Bering Strait. Though this area is of concern, the 

ship strikes that have happened in this area have usually not caused the 

death of the whale, and especially the larger baleen whales, such as blue 

and humpback whales.
268

  

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 

Though perhaps not all the factors presented in this chapter affect the 

whales and other organisms to a great extent individually, but when 

combined, the environment is altered and with it, the ability to thrive, and 

perhaps even survive.
269

 Most of the factors do not seem to effect the 

whales directly. Of the six topics, increased shipping appears to be most 

dangerous for the whales directly. As shipping increases, so does noise 

pollution, risk of oil spills, and the risk of ship strikes. Moreover, 

increased vessel activity in important breeding and calving grounds, as 

well as feeding grounds and migratory routes also pose a direct threat to 

the whales and their survival, as hearing loss can be detrimental, internal 
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hemorrhage caused by noise pollution, and vessels crashing into the 

whales as they feed or migrate.  

On the other hand, the five direct effects of climate change are more 

indirectly affecting the whales, though a change in salinity might prove to 

effect the whales directly as was seen with dolphins and increased 

problems with skin lesions, with changes to their habitat, their distribution 

area, migration routes, food availability or changes in the food web, new 

diseases coming in to the Arctic and lower latitude species moving further 

north and increasing competition for food or adding threats as predators. 

To date, the greatest challenge is the increasing warming of the ocean and 

the atmosphere that is part of the cause of the declining sea ice, which is 

crucial for the Arctic whales. However, as was revealed in this chapter, 

declining sea ice can also cause challenges for the migratory whales, as 

their feeding season time might change, their prey might have decreased 

and their feeding grounds might have moved as the food moves due to 

changes in the marine ecosystem.  

It also seems clear that it is the polar specialists that will face the greater 

challenges as the effects of climate change keep progressing. The three 

resident Arctic whales face loss of habitat as well as protection for 

themselves and their calves as the ice decreases; they also likely face the 

introduction of new diseases, and greater competition for the food, as well 

as changes in the food web. Though beluga whales can survive in 

captivity, and thus will likely adapt to warmer waters, it is uncertain with 

the bowhead whale, and perhaps also the narwhal, as the narwhal is most 

often seen in areas with heavy ice. As shipping increases in the Arctic, the 

resident Arctic whales are also more exposed to ship strikes, noise 
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pollution and spills of various kinds, in their distribution range and 

migratory routes. The migratory whales, on the other hand, are already 

adapted to both cold and warm waters, they are exposed to diseases in a 

different way as they migrate through the oceans, and not just the Arctic, 

and though they also face challenges, it appears, not so many. They will 

also (likely) face competition for food, changes in the food web, and the 

specialist feeders, such as the narwhal, are expected to feel the greatest 

impact of a changing Arctic.  

Moreover, the timing of the bloom of phytoplankton will likely affect the 

feeding season for the whales, both the baleen whales and the toothed 

whales. However, studies have already indicated that whales, and other 

marine mammals, time their migration after seasonal changes, such as ice 

cover, for instance. A study done by Donna DW Hauser
270

 and colleagues, 

found that the Eastern Chukchi Sea beluga population adapted their 

migration time to seasonal changes in autumn sea ice freeze-up. When the 

ice cover freeze-up was seasonally „late‟, so were the beluga whales, up to 

as many as four weeks.
271

 To some extent, this study reveals that whales 

are adaptable to changes, and somehow know how to change their 

migration time according to changes in the feeding seasons.  

This chapter has also shown that, as well as these challenges, there might 

be some more positive opportunities. These include increased growth of 

plankton and feeding opportunities for the baleen whales, opening up 
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more habitats and possible wider distribution, and more easily accessible 

prey, for example for the killer whales.  

The following chapter will move from science to policy and will present 

several international treaties and bodies, as well as regional agreements 

and bodies, in order to see whether there is currently enough protection 

offered for marine mammals in the legal system.  
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PART II FROM SCIENCE TO POLICY 

Chapter 4 Policy 

The first part of this thesis covered climate science and biology of the 

whales. This second part covers the legal aspects, and in particular 

whether international law is aiding in the conservation of the whales.  As 

the subject of the thesis is the AO and six whale species found there – 

though only 3 species are resident – the focus will be on international 

treaties and agreements that embrace either whales and/or the area in any 

way. More specifically this part will assess whether the laws have 

sufficient content to protect the whales and their environment both today 

and in the future, as climate change and its many effects keep progressing.  

There are many treaties and regional agreements in place, but only the 

most relevant have been chosen for this study. The multilateral treaties 

are: LOSC, MARPOL, CITES, CBD, CMS, the ICRW, and the Polar 

Code.  

At the regional level, the institutions and agreements are: the AC, OSPAR 

NAMMCO, NAFO, and NEAFC.  

MULTILATERAL TREATY LAW 

THE UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON THE LAW OF THE SEA 
(LOSC) 

The LOSC was adopted in 1982 and came into force in 1994. It is an 

extensive treaty about governing the seas and the sea bed, with 168 

Parties to date. The LOSC is today the overarching treaty regarding the 
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seas, and much of its content has become customary international law.
272

 

Thus, the few States that are not party to the treaty, including the US, 

must still abide by the treaty. The LOSC was written between 1973 and 

1982, mostly, and climate change was not then as visible as it is today, 

therefore it did not cover climate change or could foresee such challenges 

regarding the oceans. Part V Articles 64 and 65, and Annex I, relate to 

migratory species and marine mammals.
273

 The Convention mainly 

divides the ocean into zones where coastal states or other states have 

jurisdiction or rights. Regarding living resources, the LOSC has some 

directives for states to follow, but regarding marine mammals or 

migratory species, it is only the two Articles mentioned above.  

The Preamble of the LOSC states that  

Prompted by the desire to settle, in a spirit of mutual 

understanding and cooperation, all issues relating to the law 

of the sea … a legal order for the seas and oceans which will 

facilitate international communication, and will promote 

peaceful uses of the seas and oceans, the equitable and 

efficient utilization of their recourses, the conservation of 

their living recourses, and the study, protection and 

preservation of the marine environment.
274

 

Consequently, the Preamble of the LOSC states the intention with the 

treaty, which is to ensure the international cooperation regarding the seas 

and oceans. And in regards to marine mammals, this is certainly the case. 

                                                             

272 JA Roach (2014) “Today's Customary International Law of the Sea” Ocean 
Development and International Law 45(3), 239–259 
273 The LOSC is a huge treaty with several parts and over three hundred article. 
Because it is so massive a treaty only the most necessary part will be included in 
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274 United Nations, ‘The 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea’ 
[1982] The Oxford Handbook on the Law of the Sea Preamble. 
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Looking closer at Article 64, Highly migratory species, it states that both 

coastal States and other States fishing in the region of highly migratory 

species, shall cooperate regarding the conservation and optimum 

utilization of the species in question, listed in Annex I,
275

 in the region 

beyond the EEZ.
276

 Annex I also lists cetaceans to be covered by Article 

64 of LOSC. The list includes the family Balaenopteridae, which are the 

rorquals that the humpback whale belongs to, the family Balaenidae, 

which the bowhead belongs to, the family Eschrichtiidae that the gray 

whale belongs to, the family Monodontidae, which both the beluga whale 

and the narwhal belong to, and finally the family Delphinidae, which the 

killer whale belongs to. Hence, all the six whale species presented in this 

thesis, are covered in Annex I of the LOSC, and thus also Article 64 that 

refers to Annex I. However, though Article 64 and Annex I cover the 

whale species in question, there are no directions apart from coastal states 

and other states involved being encouraged to cooperate regarding the 

species in the area in question. The word „shall‟ is used in Article 64, 

which in international law means that the states involved are obligated to 

find ways of cooperating for the conservation and optimum utilization of 

the highly migratory species in the area outside of the coastal state‟s EEZ. 

However, though the word „shall‟ is used,
277

 no further directives are 

given and hence it is left open to coastal states and other states to find 

ways to cooperate regarding the species in question. Consequently, in 

assessing Article 64 and Annex I, it is necessary to examine the regional 

treaties or agreements for evidence of cooperation initiated by coastal 
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[1982] The Oxford Handbook on the Law of the Sea 1, Article 64 38. 
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states and other states involved to ensure the conservation and optimal 

utilization of the species in the AO.  

Article 65 of the LOSC on marine mammals states that coastal states or 

competent international organisations
278

 have the right to, as appropriate, 

limit, regulate or prohibit the exploitation of marine mammals more 

strictly than laid out in Part V of the LOSC. Moreover, states are 

directed
279

 to cooperate regarding the conservation, management and 

study of cetaceans through proper international organisations.
280

 Thus, 

also in the case of marine mammals, the LOSC does not have any direct 

regulations or directions other than giving broad general direction for 

states involved to cooperate through the proper international channels. 

However, the Article does specifically direct states towards cooperating 

for the conservation, management and study of cetaceans. As no more is 

mentioned, it is possible that the Article‟s meaning can be interpreted in 

various ways, but one meaning must surely be the importance of gaining 

more knowledge about many of the cetaceans, especially those about 

which little is known. Also in the case of Article 65 then, we need to look 

to international cooperation, agreements and treaties initiated by states for 

the conservation, management and study of cetaceans.
281

 

                                                             

278 A competent international organisation in this case is the IWC. Not only does the 
IWC regulate whaling, though a moratorium on commercial whaling is currently in 
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whales and their environment.  
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280 ibid, Article 65 39. 
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Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish 
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THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE PREVENTION OF 
POLLUTION FROM SHIPS (MARPOL) 

The MARPOL Convention is the main international convention for the 

prevention of pollution from ships. MARPOL is a combination of two 

treaties; the original treaty adopted in 1973 at IMO (there are currently 

173 members to IMO) and the Protocol of 1978. Additionally, there are 

amendments added after 1978. The treaty of 1973 „covered pollution by 

oil, chemicals and harmful substances in packaged form, sewage and 

garbage.‟
282

 Additionally, „the Protocol of 1978 relating to the 1973 

International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (1978 

MARPOL Protocol) was adopted at a Conference on Tanker Safety and 

Pollution Prevention in February 1978 held in response to a spate of 

tanker accidents in 1976–1977.‟
283

 The Convention includes six technical 

Annexes, and special areas with strict control concerning operational 

discharges are to be found in most of the Annexes. Moreover, the 

Convention itself „includes regulations aimed at preventing and 

minimizing pollution from ships – both accidental pollution and that from 

routine operations‟.
284

 

Annex I entered into force in 1983, but a revised edition of Annex I 

entered into force in 2007. The title of Annex I is „Regulations for the 

Prevention of Pollution by Oil‟, and covers measures for the prevention of 

pollution from oil both from accidental happenings and operational 

                                                                                                                                                      

Species, or for short, the Fisk Stocks Agreement (FSA). The FSA came into force in 
2001, but there is no mention of marine mammals in the agreement, as it is focused 
solely on fish. 
282 MARPOL, ‘International Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution from 
Ships Practical Guide’ [2015] MARPOL 3. 
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discharges. An example is that after an amendment made in 1992, it is 

mandatory for oil tankers to have double hulls.
285

 Annex II is called 

„Regulations for the Control of Pollution by Noxious Liquid Substances 

in Bulk‟, and entered into force originally in 1983. However, a revised 

edition of Annex II entered into force in 2007. Regarding the contents of 

the Annex and the title, about 250 substances are covered, and the 

discharge of the residues of these substances is permitted only to facilities 

that can handle them, and only up to certain concentrations. However, no 

matter what, no discharges of any of these substances are permitted within 

12 miles of the nearest coast.
286

  

Annex III, „Prevention of Pollution from Harmful Substances Carried by 

Sea in Packaged Form‟, entered into force in 1992. The Annex contains 

overall obligations regarding packing, labelling, marking, notifications, 

stowage, documentation, limitations to quantity and exceptions of 

harmful substances.
287

 Annex IV entitled „Prevention of Pollution by 

Sewage from Ships‟ entered into force in 2003. However, in 2011 

amendments to Annex IV were made, and the revised edition entered into 

force in 2013. This Annex contains regulations on requirements to control 

pollution at sea by sewage, and in general the discharge of sewage into 

the water is banned. However, there are exceptions, such as:  

When the ship has in operation an approved sewage treatment 

plant or when the ship is discharging comminuted and 

disinfected sewage using an approved system at a distance of 

more than three nautical miles from the nearest land; sewage 
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which is not comminuted or disinfected has to be discharged 

at a distance of more than 12 nautical miles from the nearest 

land.
288

 

Annex V deals with various types of waste and specifies the distance from 

land the different types of waste can be disposed of. The title of Annex V 

is „Prevention of Pollution from Garbage from Ships‟. The most 

important prohibition laid out in Annex V is the complete ban enforced 

on the disposal of all plastics into the seas and oceans. However, after the 

Annex was revised in 2011, all disposal of waste into the seas and oceans 

is banned, except for under certain circumstances.  

Annex VI, „Prevention of Air Pollution from Ships‟ first entered into 

force in 2005, but amendments were made in 2011 and the revised edition 

entered into force in 2013. Annex VI limits sulphur and nitrogen oxide 

emissions from the exhaust on ships and bans deliberate emissions of 

ozone depleting substances. There are controlled areas specifically 

designed for emissions of such substances. The revisions were added in 

2011 after „IMO adopted ground breaking mandatory technical and 

operational energy efficiency measures which will significantly reduce 

the amount of greenhouse gas emissions from ships‟.
289

  

There is obviously more detailed information and instruction in the 

Annexes to the Convention, but it is not necessary to go into more detail 

here.
290

 Given that MARPOL covers pollution at sea from ships it does 

not directly deal with whales, but seeing that shipping in the Arctic waters 
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is increasing due to sea ice decline, MARPOL is an important 

international treaty to include when dealing with any kind of effect on the 

marine environment. This is particularly relevant for the resident Arctic 

species that are extremely vulnerable to the changes happening in their 

environment and the new threats they are facing with the increased human 

traffic and its consequences, in addition to lower latitude species 

extending their range further north bringing with them diseases and 

increased competition for prey.  

THE CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN ENDANGERED 
SPECIES OF WILD FAUNA AND FLORA (CITES) 

CITES is, like the LOSC, an international agreement between states, with 

the aim of ensuring that trade between states of species or specimens of a 

specie, do not endanger their survival. Hence, CITES might not seem like 

the right convention to include for this thesis, seeing that it does not cover 

climate change and any related issues. However, it is included because the 

convention mitigates or removes added pressures on the whales, and aids 

in their continual growth and survival as a species.  

CITES came into force in 1975, and there are currently 183 parties to the 

Convention.
291

 Article 1 of CITES gives definitions of species, specimen, 

trade, export, introduction from the sea, among other terms. The 

Convention covers all species mentioned in the Appendices,
292

 whether 

alive or dead, whether complete specimens or parts of the flora or fauna. 

                                                             

291 CITES, ‘What Is CITES? | CITES’ <https://cites.org/eng/disc/what.php> accessed 
30 January 2017. 
292 According to www.cites.org about 35.000 species of flora and fauna are 
currently covered by the treaty.  

http://www.cites.org/
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Trade means export, re-export, import and introduction from the sea – 

meaning transportation into any state of a species taken from the marine 

environment which is not under the jurisdiction of a state, i.e. the high 

seas.
293

  

Species to be given protection under the Convention are listed either in 

Appendix I, II or III. Appendix I lists all species that are threatened with 

extinction, and which may be exposed to trade in any of the ways listed in 

Article 1 (c), and hence, species listed in Appendix I are subject to very 

strict regulations in order for trade not to endanger them further, and to 

ensure the species‟ survival.
294

 Appendix II lists species that as of now are 

not threatened, but might become threatened with extinction unless strict 

regulations are ensured for their continued thriving and survival.
295

 

Appendix III includes any species that a party to the Convention deems 

important as subject to regulation in order to hinder exploitation by any 

state. Other Parties to the convention must thus cooperate regarding the 

species in Appendix III as well.
296

 Hence, all species listed in any of the 

appendices are prohibited for trade, with the exception of abiding by the 

provisions laid out in CITES.
297

  

Of the six whale species included here, the bowhead, the humpback and 

the gray whale are listed in Appendix I,
298

 meaning that they are 

                                                             

293 CITES, ‘Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna 
and Flora’ Article 1. 
294 ibid Article II (1). 
295 ibid Article II (2). 
296 ibid Article II (3). 
297 ibid Article II (4). 
298 Cites and Cites, ‘CITES Appendices I, II, and III’ (2008) 4 Journal of minimal 
access surgery 85 <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19547689>; A quick 
search on www.iucnredlist.org reveals that IUCN has listed the bowhead, the 
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considered to be in more danger and are subject to very strict regulations, 

in order to ensure the species survival. Apart from the species listed in 

Appendix I, all other cetaceans, i.e. the killer whale, the beluga whale and 

the narwhal, are listed in Appendix II.
299

 

Consequently, all six Arctic species are protected by CITES and trade in 

living or dead, or any specimen of the species, is subject to strict 

regulation for the Parties to the Convention. As stated in the Preamble to 

the Convention, the aim of the treaty is for the parties to recognise  

[T]hat wild fauna and flora in their many beautiful and varied 

forms are an irreplaceable part of the natural systems of the 

earth which must be protected for this and the generations to 

come … Recognizing that peoples and States are and should 

be the best protectors of their own wild fauna and flora; 

Recognizing, in addition, that international co-operation is 

essential for the protection of certain species of wild fauna 

and flora against over-exploitation through international 

trade.‟
300

 

Hence, much like the LOSC, CITES has it provisions, but it also forwards 

the responsibility to protect the wild fauna and flora to states and 

encourages international cooperation among states.  

THE CONVENTION ON BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY (CBD)  

The CBD was signed in 1992 and entered into force in 1994.
301

 The CBD 

currently has 196 parties, of which 168 are signatories.
302

 The CBD was 

                                                                                                                                                      

humpback and the gray whale as 'least concern'. The listing is in general, and some 
subpopulations, like the Arabian Sea humpback whales, are 'threatened'. 
299 ibid. 
300 CITES, ‘Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna 
and Flora’ Preamble. 
301 Alfredsson and others. 
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the first convention to adopt a holistic approach to biodiversity as it 

covers all ecosystems, species and genetic resources, as well as noting the 

importance of traditional knowledge, scientific research, economic, 

cultural, aesthetic and educational values for the conservation of 

biological diversity.
303

 The CBD was also first in international law in 

expressing that conservation of biological diversity is „a common concern 

of humankind‟.
304

 Moreover, the CBD recognises the sustainable use of 

biological diversity, acknowledging the finite nature of the resources, and 

in that spirit cautions decision makers to adopt the precautionary 

principle.
305

  

[T]he „ecosystem approach‟ [of the CBD] refers to a strategy 

for the integrated management of land, water and living 

resources that promotes conservation and sustainable use in 

an equitable way. Implementing the ecosystem approach is 

intended to help balance conservation, sustainable use, and 

the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the 

use of genetic resources.
306

  

There is no direct mention of marine mammals or ocean ecosystems in the 

CBD, but in general it covers all ecosystems and species, as mentioned 

previously. As stated in Article 3 of the CBD, and according to public 

international law, states have the sovereign right to explore and exploit 

                                                                                                                                                      

302 Convention on Biological Diversity, ‘List of Parties’ (2017) 
<https://www.cbd.int/information/parties.shtml> accessed 15 February 2017. 
303 United Nations, ‘Convention on Biological Diversity’ 1; Alfredsson and others. 
304 United Nations, ‘Convention on Biological Diversity’ Preamble. 
305 ibid; Alfredsson and others. 
306 Expert Group on Ecosystem-Based Management, ‘Ecosystem-Based Management 
in the Arctic’ [2013] Arctic Council 11; there are various definitions of ecosystem-
based management, but according to the Expert Group on Ecosystem-Based 
Management 'refers to an integrated, science-based approach to environmental 
management that aims to sustain the health, resilience and diversity of ecosystems 
while supporting sustainable and equitable use by humans of the servoce they 
provide.' p. 11. 
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their own environment according to their domestic laws.
307

 However, 

parties to the convention „shall, as far as possible, and as appropriate, 

cooperate with other Contracting Parties, directly, or where appropriate, 

through competent international organizations.‟
308

 Hence, „the CBD does 

not recognise the internationalisation of biological resources, either in 

terms of their ownership or their control,‟
309

 indicating that it is national 

jurisdiction of each state which is recognised. This is confirmed by 

Article 4, where it states that other states only have rights within their 

own national jurisdiction, or in areas beyond any national jurisdiction.
310

  

Consequently, it is mainly up to the Arctic states, in whose EEZ the 

beluga, the bowhead and the narwhal have their habitat or distribution 

range, to determine the sustainable use and the protection and/or 

conservation of the whales and their habitat. However, the high seas area 

of the central AO should be an area where the Arctic states, along with 

other states which have an interest in the area, cooperate through proper 

international organisations and agreement for the conservation of the 

whales and the ecosystem they are part of. Thus, the CBD, like the LOSC 

and CITES, merely gives directions to states regarding international 

cooperation towards the protection and sustainable use of biological 

diversity.  

                                                             

307 United Nations, ‘Convention on Biological Diversity’ Article 3. 
308 ibid Article 5; Even if the word 'shall' is used, which generally means that parties 
have to abide to the direction of the convention, the statement is still very open as it 
uses ‘as far as possible’ and ‘as appropriate’. These terms can mean a variety of 
things, and this takes away the authority of using the word 'shall'.  
309 Alfredsson and others 103. 
310 United Nations, ‘Convention on Biological Diversity’ Article 4. 
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However, though national jurisdiction of a state is the recognised 

jurisdiction, the CBD offers guidelines for a state to govern its own 

biological diversity. Already in the Preamble to the Convention, it is 

stated that parties are:  

[c]onscious of the intrinsic value of biological diversity … 

States are responsible for conserving their biological diversity 

and for using their biological resources in a sustainable manner 

… it is vital to anticipate, prevent and attack the causes of 

significant reduction or loss of biological diversity at source.
311

  

Furthermore, Article 6 (a) decrees that states shall develop or adopt 

national plans or strategies for the conservation and sustainable use of 

their biological diversity.
312

 States are also urged to identify the parts of 

their biological diversity that are important for the whole and prevent, as 

far as possible, the introduction of alien species.
313

 Moreover, each party 

to the CBD shall, as far as they are able, „adopt economically and socially 

sound measures that act as incentives for the conservation and sustainable 

use of components of biological diversity.‟
314

 Thus, states can follow the 

objectives of the CBD to ensure national protection, conservation and 

sustainable use of their own biological resources, and be part of 

establishing regional and international cooperation with other contracting 

parties in relation to those resources outside their single jurisdiction.  

 

                                                             

311 ibid Preamble. 
312 ibid Article 6 (a); see also note 295 above re terminology. 
313 ibid Article 7 (a), 8 (h). 
314 ibid Article 11. 
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THE CONVENTION ON THE CONSERVATION OF MIGRATORY 
SPECIES OF WILD ANIMALS (CMS) 

The CMS was signed in 1979 and entered into force in 1983, and there 

are currently 124 parties to the Convention.
315

 The CMS aims at 

conserving „terrestrial, aquatic and avian migratory species throughout 

their range.‟
316

 As with the conventions previously presented in this 

chapter, the CMS also declares that it is the national jurisdiction of a state 

which is the legal entity applied for the protection of migratory, wild 

species living within or passing through their national jurisdictional 

boundaries. Moreover, where the migratory species move between two or 

more national jurisdiction boundaries, the CMS „requires‟ the cooperation 

of all states involved, for the ensured conservation and effective 

management of that species.
317

  

According the CMS, „“migratory species” means „the entire population or 

any geographically separate part of the population of any species or lower 

taxon of wild animals, a significant proportion of whose members 

cyclically and predictably cross one or more national jurisdictional 

boundaries.‟
318

 Using this definition, we can conclude that all six whale 

species included in this thesis fit the category of migratory species 

according to the CMS. The three migratory species of whales: the 

humpback, the gray whale and the killer whale, have stocks that migrate 

                                                             

315 CMS, ‘Parties and Range States | CMS’ <http://www.cms.int/en/parties-range-
states> accessed 17 February 2017. 
316 Alfredsson and others 107. 
317 United Nations Environmental Program, ‘Convention on the Conservation of 
Migratory Species of Wild Animals’ [1979] Journal of International Wildlife Law & 
Policy Preamble. 
318 ibid Article I 1 (a). 
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from temperate, southerly located breeding and calving grounds, to 

colder, Arctic feeding grounds. Hence, as they tend to forage in shallower 

water, these species are likely to cross the jurisdictional boundaries of 

several states. Some of the stocks of the Arctic resident whales are 

residential or only undertake shorter migration routes between summer 

and winter grounds, but there are also stocks that migrate further and thus 

cross the national jurisdictional boundaries of at least two states. For 

example, there is a stock of beluga whales that winters off West 

Greenland and summers in Arctic Canada, and that stock is thus subject to 

both Danish and Canadian national jurisdiction and the cooperation 

between the two states.
319

 Regarding the narwhal, some stocks migrate 

between West Greenland and Canadian waters, and thus cooperation 

between the Danish and Canadian states covers both the narwhal and the 

beluga whale.
320

 The Bering/Chukchi/Beaufort Sea stock of bowhead 

whale is found in the waters off Russia, Canada and the US (Alaska), and 

hence also migrates between the national jurisdiction boundaries of more 

than one state.
321

  

Furthermore, according to the CMS the „”conservation status of a 

migratory species” means the sum of the influences acting on the 

migratory species that may affect its long-term distribution and 

                                                             

319 NAMMCO, ‘Management’ <http://www.nammco.no/marine-mammals/whales-
and-dolphins-cetaceans/new-beluga/management/> accessed 17 February 2017; 
the Canada/Greenland Joint Commission on the Conservation and Management of 
Narwhal and Beluga (JCNB) is the bilateral agreement between the two states. 
320 NAMMCO, ‘Management’ <http://www.nammco.no/marine-mammals/whales-
and-dolphins-cetaceans/new-narwhal/management/> accessed 17 February 
2017.The bilateral agreement JCNB also includes the narwhals that migrate 
between waters off West Greenland and Canadian waters.  
321 OSPAR, ‘Background Document for Bowhead Whale Balaena Mysticetus 
Biodiversity Series’. 
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abundance.‟
322

 A favourable conservation status is considered when the 

migratory species is seen to be able to maintain itself over a long period 

of time; their range is not being reduced at the moment or in the 

foreseeable future; when there is sufficient habitat to maintain the 

population of the migratory species both now and in the conceivable 

future; and when wise wildlife management and suitable ecosystems exist 

to allow the distribution and abundance of the migratory species to reach 

historic levels.
323

 On the other hand, conservation of migratory species is 

deemed unfavourable if these conditions are not met: a migratory species 

is in danger of extinction; migration is hindered, whether temporarily or 

permanently; habitat requirements are not met; the species is being 

hunted; no agreement for cooperation between states is in place; and 

management of the national state‟s jurisdiction of the range of the 

migratory species is not sufficient.
324

  

Article III of the CMS deals with the reasons why a species should be 

listed in Appendix I, or be taken off it, and how best to work towards their 

protection.
325

 Article IV informs the parties about Appendix II, why 

species should be listed on it and action parties or range states are 

encouraged to take for their conservation.
326

 Appendix I lists species that 

are considered endangered
327

 while Appendix II lists „migratory species 

which have an unfavourable conservation status and which require 

                                                             

322 United Nations Environmental Program Article I 1 (b). 
323 ibid Article I 1 (c) (1-4). 
324 ibid Article I 1 (d-k) . 
325 ibid Article III (1-7). 
326 ibid Article IV (1-5).s 
327 The best possible scientific evidence available will be used to indicate whether a 
species is endangered and should be listed in Appendix I, see Article III of the CMS. 
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international agreements for their conservation and management, as well 

as those which have a conservation status which would significantly 

benefit from the international co-operation that could be achieved by an 

international agreement.‟
328

 Both states and range states shall cooperate 

towards the protection and/or conservation of species listed in Appendix I 

and II.
329

  

Of the species covered in this thesis, the bowhead and the humpback 

whale are listed in Appendix I, and the killer whale, beluga whale and the 

narwhal are listed in Appendix II.
330

 The gray whale is not listed in any 

appendices.  

This treaty, as well as the three before, also delegates the responsibility to 

the states and the cooperation between them. There are good objectives, 

but not enough force behind them, as seen for example with the term 

„shall‟.  

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE REGULATION OF 
WHALING (ICRW)  

The IWC is a global body with currently 87 member governments.
331

 All 

members are signatories to the International Convention for the 

Regulation of Whaling (ICRW) and it was through the legal framework of 

                                                             

328 ibid Article IV (1). 
329 ibid Article III and IV. 
330 CMS, ‘Appendices I and II of the Convention on the Conservation of Migratory 
Species of Wild Animals (CMS)’. 
331 International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling DEFRA, ‘The 
International Whaling Commission - the Way Forward’ [2008] IWC; IWC, ‘IWC | 
International Whaling Commission’ (IWC, 2018) <https://iwc.int/home> accessed 
13 April 2018. 
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this treaty the IWC was established in 1946.
332

 The purpose of the ICRW 

was to work towards the conservation of whale stocks and ensure that the 

whaling industry was carried out properly and not to the detriment of the 

whale stocks.
333

 This thesis will briefly introduce the most pertinent 

points of the Convention, and later on also take a look at the work of the 

IWC; which functions as a meeting of parties to the ICRW. 

According to the Preamble of the Convention, overfishing of whale stocks 

had made it clear that measures to protect whale stocks from further 

overfishing were necessary. Moreover, it was stated that whaling should 

be confined to the species that can successfully sustain exploitation, and 

whaling of species that cannot sustain exploitation, should cease entirely. 

Also, the Preamble argues that whaling should be regulated not only for 

the conservation of the whale stocks, but also to avoid causing economic 

and nutritional distress.
334

 

The Convention text itself, the Schedule and the Commission will be 

examined in more detail in this section, starting with the Convention text 

from 1946. The Convention is rather short, with only 14 Articles and a 

brief Protocol at the end of the Convention text with three Articles. Under 

Article I it is stated that the Convention shall apply to ships, land stations 

and whalers who belong under the jurisdiction of the contracting Parties, 

as well as the waters the whaling is performed in.
335

 Under Article III the 

                                                             

332 ibid. 
333 IWC, ‘International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling’ [1946] IWC 1; 
IWC, ‘History and Purpose’ (2017) <https://iwc.int/history-and-purpose> accessed 
14 March 2016. 
334 IWC, ‘International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling’ Preamble. 
335 ibid Article I. 
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Parties agree to establish the IWC, the Commission, which shall comprise 

of one member from each contracting Government.
336

 The parties can 

collaborate with each other or with independent agencies regarding 

research of whales and whaling, information regarding the current status 

of whale stocks and methods aiding in the maintaining and increasing of 

the whale stocks. The Commission shall publish reports of the activities 

done by the members.
337

 The Commission can also fund and coordinate 

conservation work done on cetacean species, and this work includes 

research, ship strikes, international entanglement response capacity, and 

the creation of conservation management plans for species. Moreover, 

recently, management plans for whale watching have been added to the 

list to ensure best practice and responsible interaction with the 

cetaceans.
338

  

Each contracting party is allowed to grant permits to any of its nationals 

for the killing, taking or treating whales for the purpose of scientific 

research under Article VIII. Such grants shall be exempt from the 

provisions of the Convention, but it shall be reported to the Commission 

once such grants have been issued. It is up to the Contracting Government 

to give directions as to how the special permit is given and how it is to be 

used, and it is up to the Government, not the Commission, to revoke it. 

This is accepted by the Convention parties because the continual study 

and collection of biological data are indispensable for the future 

conservation and management of the whales.
339

 It is also a provision of 

                                                             

336 ibid Article III. 
337 ibid Article IV. 
338 IWC, ‘History and Purpose’. 
339 IWC, ‘International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling’ Article VIII. 
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the Convention that each party shall take measures to enforce the 

provisions of the Convention and prosecution or infractions against 

persons who act against the provisions of the Convention shall be 

instituted by the Contracting Government.
340

  

The Schedule
341

 starts with a clarification of baleen whales and toothed 

whales, and which species are counted under each category.
342

 In general, 

the Schedule sets out specific measures that have been collectively 

decided by the IWC in order to ensure the conservation of the whale 

stocks.
343

 The Schedule only has six sections;
344

 each section has a few 

Articles which have very detailed information and provisions. Of the 

considerable amount of information in the Schedule, this section includes 

only that which is directly relevant to the thesis.
345

 Hence, Sections I and 

                                                             

340 ibid Article IX (1; 3). 
341 The document used for this thesis is the latest with amendments to the Schedule 
made in 2016. 
342 Section B on toothed whales does not list all toothed whales, but gives examples 
of which cetacean belong to this particular group. 
343 IWC, ‘History and Purpose’. 
344 The six sections are: I. Interpretation, II. Seasons, III. Capture, IV. Treatment, V. 
Supervision and Control, and VI. Information Required.  
345 Section I of the Schedule gives general information about the whales, and which 
whale belongs to what category, as mentioned above, and information about the 
terms used in the document. Section II covers the seasons for factory ship 
operations, land station operation and other types of operation used for the taking 
of whales. For example, it is not allowed to have a longer season than eight months 
for catching sperm whales, and the open season for each whale catcher has to be 
separate. Regarding minke whales the same regulation applies, but for maximum 
six months. Regarding all other baleen whales, it is only permitted to catch them 
between 12th of December to 7th of April in the waters below 40o South Latitude. 
Regarding land stations, it is up to each Contracting Government to declare open 
seasons, but for not more than six consecutive months out of twelve and it has to be 
more than a thousand miles between each land station – concerning all baleen 
whales except the minke whale. Similar provisions are given about the sperm 
whale. Alike provisions also apply to the minke whale, but additional information is 
given in regards to that particular whale species:  
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II are not pertinent to the text considering the moratorium which is in 

place, but is briefly mentioned in the footnotes. 

Section III. Capture, starts out by stating that all commercial whaling, 

with the exception of the minke whale, shall be prohibited from 1980/81 

pelagic season and the 1981 coastal seasons onwards.
346

 It forbids the 

taking or treating of all baleen whales, except the minke whale, in certain 

areas above 66
o
N and in the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans.

347
 

Article 8 (c) gives detailed information geographical boundaries in the 

North Atlantic for the minke whale, the fin whale and the sei whale.
348

 

Article 10 informs about the classification of stocks, and all stocks of 

whales shall be classified through one of three categories, and they have 

to be according to the Scientific Committee (SC) of the IWC.
349

 The three 

categories are: sustained management stock (SMS), initial management 

stock (IMS), and protection stock (PS).
350

 

                                                                                                                                                      

‘Except that a separate open season may be declared for any land station used for 
the taking or treating of minke whales which is located in an area having 
oceanographic conditions clearly distinguishable from those of the area in which 
are located the other land stations used for the taking or treating of minke whales 
under the jurisdiction of the same Contracting Government; but the declaration of a 
separate open season by virtue of the provisions of this sub-paragraph shall not 
cause thereby the period of time covering the open seasons declared by the same 
Contracting Government to exceed nine continuous months of any twelve months.’ 
See Article 4 (d) of Section II for quote.  
346 ibid III. Capture Article 6. 
347 For more detailed information about the areas, see the Schedule, III Capture, 
Article 8 (a-e). 
348 None of the six whale species chosen for this thesis are mentioned specifically. 
349 ibid Article 10. 
350 ibid (a-c). There are different criteria for the three categories, but the author 
does not see the need to include it in the thesis, as it is very scientific and do not 
add to the purpose of the dissertation. 
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There shall be no commercial whaling on Protection Stocks.‟
351

 However, 

even if IMSs are open to whaling according to the advice of the SC, 

Article 10 (d) states that notwithstanding the other provisions of Article 

10, there shall be a moratorium on the taking, treating or killing of 

whales,
352

 this includes killer whales, sperm whales and all baleen whales 

except for the minke whale. Moreover, Article 10 (e)
353

 sets the catch 

limit on all whales to zero for commercial whaling from all whale stocks 

from the 1985/86 pelagic season and onwards. The decision is to be kept 

under observation and assessment to see if the situation of the whale 

stocks provides for a change in the provision in the future.
354

 Tables 1 and 

2 of the Schedule illustrate that all catch limits are zero and the catch for 

the season 2016/17 in both the Northern and Southern hemisphere shall 

not exceed the catch limits given in the two tables.
355

 Ergo, the 

moratorium still stands. However, aboriginal subsistence whaling is given 

an exception to the moratorium.  

As mentioned above, the IWC was established under the 1946 

Convention. The purpose of the Commission is to work towards the 

conservation of whales and to manage whaling. However, after the 

moratorium came into effect in 1986, the whaling situation world-wide is 

                                                             

351 ibid (c). 
352 By factory ships or whalers attached to factory ships, see Article 10 (d). 
353 Article 10 (e) of the Schedule is the provision that Norway, Japan, Peru and the 
Soviet Union lodged an objection to. Peru and Japan later withdrew their objection, 
but the Governments of Norway and Russia have not, so the provision does not 
apply to these two members. Iceland also lodged a reservation to the provision 
later on. For more information, see the Schedule footnote page 5.  
354 ibid (e). 
355 ibid Article 11; 12. 
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more or less managed,
356

 and will not be covered further in this thesis.  

The IWC‟s work towards the conservation of whales, however, is 

pertinent for the thesis, and will be included, though IWC is not itself an 

international treaty.  

Within the IWC there are several sub-groups,
357

 but only the 

Conservation Committee (CC) and the Scientific Committee (SC) have 

importance for the purpose of this dissertation. The CC deals with a range 

of cetacean conservation issues, and does not focus merely on whales. For 

the best possible approach to cetacean conservation, the CC collaborates 

very closely with the SC to better understand the current threats to the 

conservation and protection of cetaceans, and how to address them.
358

   

In order to establish a long-term vision for the conservation of cetaceans 

and the management and recovery of cetaceans and whale stocks, the 

IWC CC developed a new Strategic Plan in 2016 that runs from 2016–

2026. The strategic plan is short, but covers the necessary points, such as 

objectives, threats to cetaceans, priorities, structure and partnership.
359

 

One objective worked out in the strategic plan is to „[d]eliver effective 

and relevant conservation advice to the Commission and the international 

community that contributes to global efforts for cetacean conservation.‟
360

 

                                                             

356 More or less managed since Norway, Iceland and Japan still harvest minke 
whales, and Iceland has in previous years also had a small quota for fin whales. See 
more information in footnote 99 below.  
357 To see which other sub-groups the IWC has, see https://iwc.int/conservation-
committee  
358 IWC, ‘The Conservation Committee’ (IWC, 2016) <https://iwc.int/conservation-
committee> accessed 22 March 2017. 
359 Scientific Committee, ‘Conservation Committee : Strategic Plan 2016-2026 
Healthy , Well Managed , and Recovered Cetacean Populations Worldwide Robust 
Conservation Conservation Committee : Strategic Plan 2016-2026’ [2016] IWC. 
360 ibid 1. 

https://iwc.int/conservation-committee
https://iwc.int/conservation-committee
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Some of the listed priorities are conservation management planning, 

whale sanctuaries and protected areas, ship strikes, chemical pollution and 

climate change. To achieve the goals that are prioritised, „Conservation 

Management Plans are implemented and monitored, with an ongoing 

process to develop new plans.‟
361

 Moreover, regarding the whale 

sanctuaries and protected areas, the plan for the short-term measurement 

of success is to ensure that conservation and management advice 

contributes to actions that ensure that threats to cetaceans are decreasing 

and to review possible sanctuaries and protected areas for the whales. 

Concerning ship strikes, a ship strike database and strategy are resourced 

and maintained in order for that threat to diminish and be managed so 

there are fewer collisions between whales and ships. In this endeavor the 

IWC has several international partnerships.
362

 Moreover, the CC 

collaborates with the SC and regional and international bodies to address 

threats such as chemical pollution and climate change.
363

  

On the IWC‟s webpage there is a section on climate change that briefly 

introduces the concept in regard to cetaceans and the IWC‟s work in 

understanding both climate change and the affects it has on the marine 

environment.
364

 The IWC started their work on climate in the early 1990s 

                                                             

361 ibid. 
362 IWC, ‘The Conservation Committee’. 
363 Scientific Committee, ‘Conservation Committee : Strategic Plan 2016-2026 
Healthy , Well Managed , and Recovered Cetacean Populations Worldwide Robust 
Conservation Conservation Committee : Strategic Plan 2016-2026’. 
364 IWC, ‘Climate Change’ (IWC, 2018) <https://iwc.int/climate-change> accessed 
13 April 2018. 
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and has held four workshops on the topic since 1996.
365

 Through these 

workshops long-term goals were identified, such as the improvement of 

predictive modeling techniques, long-term datasets, and collaborating 

with other international organisations, for example the AC and the 

IUCN.
366

 The workshops in 2011 and 2014 aimed at identifying the 

cetacean populations that face the greatest risk from climate change. 

Cetaceans in shallow waters, estuaries and Arctic waters were found to be 

at the greatest risk due to the significant changes climate change already 

has made to the ecosystems. However, the research on how cetacean 

populations likely will respond to climate change is ongoing, as is 

research looking into the effects of chemical pollution on cetaceans.
367

  

From the four workshops held by the IWC thus far, there are reports 

available, and it is pertinent to this thesis to reveal some of the findings as 

it concerns the whales chosen for this thesis, climate change challenges 

and the Arctic waters.
368

 The newest report was composed after a 

workshop in August 2014 held by the Climate Change Steering Group 

(CCSG). One thing that was found during the workshop was that since the 

second workshop in 2009, predictive modeling regarding climate change 

has improved. In 2009 the recommendations were:   

(i) developing more accurate models to predict cetacean 

responses to climate change, such as habitat 

                                                             

365 In 2014 the IWC Scientific Committee established the Climate Change Steering 
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April 2017. 
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links to all the reports can be found at the URL given in footnote 350. 
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preference and climate envelope models of expected 

range shifts;  

(ii) quantifying the level of uncertainty implicit within 

these models, introduced by any assumptions 

regarding the relationship between observed cetacean 

distribution and environmental data, and the accuracy 

of the climate change model selected; and  

(iii) improving understanding of the relationship between 

cetacean distribution and quantifiable climatic indices 

(such as sea surface temperature) anticipated to change 

under IPCC predictions.
369

  

 

However, today, since (i) has improved and the predictive powers are 

much greater, (ii) is also less uncertain. The latest report from 2014 states 

that „[i]mproved modelling methods predicting species- and ecosystem-

level responses to climate change are being developed, and existing 

terrestrial models such as the bioclimatic envelope model have been 

refined to include demographic parameters and population dynamics, and 

applied to the marine environment.
370

 It is also stated that climate change 

is an issue cutting across all interests of the IWC and needs to be given 

priority and support. Moreover, climate change is expected to exacerbate 

already existing threats to habitat loss, human interaction, pollution, prey 

availability and diseases. Since the issue of climate change has yet to be 

embedded as a core element of the work done by the SC, it is the main 

focus of the CCSG to research and understand climate change and its 

impacts more clearly.
371
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Maintaining long-term studies and identifying restricting habitats for 

cetaceans are priorities for the CCSG in the latest report from the August 

2014 workshop. Reviewing „recently developed statistical models that can 

integrate the demographic consequences of climate change‟
372

 and 

„further synthesis and meta-analysis applications on existing data sets to 

investigate plausible climate change scenarios‟ are also priorities.
373

  

In March 2014 the IWC held a workshop on impacts of the increased 

marine activities on cetaceans in the Arctic, as one of the affects is the 

decreasing ice and increased traffic and human activity in the Arctic. The 

workshop offered several presentations,
374

 but what the author wishes to 

highlight from the report is the common standards, measures and 

monitoring needs across the Arctic that were spelled out in the workshop. 

It was recognised that the range of the migratory and trans-national Arctic 

whale stocks need concerted action by all stakeholders in national waters 

and the high seas. For example, obtaining data on both cetacean and 

human activity is necessary in order to prioritise the threats to cetaceans, 

be able to develop and implement mitigation measures and monitoring to 

ensure the first two points are carried out. In order to do this, a high level 

of cooperation is needed, along with scientific effort, sharing of data and 

political will between the stakeholders.
375

 The issues seen in the Arctic 

waters are complex, involving several disciplines and many stakeholders 

and any action needs to be long-term. The workshop report states that the 
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AC is likely the most appropriate framework to move the issues 

forward.
376

 The issues are that shared standards for environmental impact 

assessments are necessary for new human activity in the Arctic to assess 

the effects it has on cetaceans and the environment; common standards 

for mitigation measures is crucial; common scientific research efforts are 

required in order to assess threats and monitor the status of cetaceans in 

the Arctic waters over time; there should be common resources and 

actions plans to prevent and deal with possible disasters such as oil spills; 

and there should be agreement on conflict priority in the region.
377

  

In the 2014 March workshop, the IWC listed their key provisions of 

expertise or advice by their subsidiary bodies:  

(a) Provision of advice on appropriate methods for cetacean 

status assessment, risk and population modelling, spatial and 

habitat modelling, dealing with uncertainty, monitoring 

strategies and evaluation of mitigation strategies (Scientific 

Committee and Conservation Committee); 

(b) Summary of present knowledge of cetacean population 

status, distribution and movements, density and critical habitat 

(Scientific Committee); 

(c) Identification of high risk areas for cetaceans (in time and 

space) and known/projected human activities where possible – 

identification of where data are insufficient and how to obtain 

the requisite data where not (Scientific Committee); 

(d) Evaluation of actual or potential risks by species and/or 

region based on expected timelines of human activities 

including monitoring (Scientific Committee); 
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(e) Experience in data sharing agreements and centralised 

databases (Scientific Committee);  

(f) Development and evaluation of mitigation approaches 

(Scientific Committee, Conservation Committee, Whale 

Killing Methods And Associated Animal Welfare Issues 

Working Group); and 

(g) Information on subsistence hunting and communities 

(including consideration of traditional knowledge) along with 

actual or potential threats to this way of life posed by other 

human activities (Scientific Committee and Aboriginal 

Subsistence Whaling Sub-Committee).
378

 

The SC of the IWC is the oldest and most established of the committees 

under the IWC, and it is involved in most of the work carried out by the 

IWC – it even has its own website.
379

 An important feature of the IWC is 

the emphasis on scientific research and advice, hence, the importance of 

the SC to the IWC. For example, amendments to the Schedule must be 

based on scientific findings, and that is why the SC was established in the 

first place.
380

 On the website of the SC there is a separate section covering 

whales. The section lists the great whales and gives some information 

about each species. Information such as average length and weight, 

conservation status, distribution, migration, primary prey and feeding 

method are listed.
381

 Moreover, population estimates and an overview of 

the status of the whale stocks and their threats are also given. Also, 

there‟s more detailed information about conservation and management of 

whales with links to reports and publications regarding issues such as ship 
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strikes, bycatch, strandings, environmental concerns, conservation 

management plans, and sanctuaries and MPAs. For instance, there is a 

great deal of information regarding ship strikes and the collaboration 

between the SC and the CC, quantification of the problem and mitigation 

of the threat.
382

   

The SC shares their reports from meetings, their progress with research 

and outcomes of research and findings, and what data are available 

regarding cetaceans and also the great whales.
383

 Reports from past and 

current workshops and notice of upcoming workshops are also 

available.
384

 The important point to note is that the IWC has a SC that 

works for conservation, protection and management of the whale stocks, 

and cetaceans in general. The IWC does not concern itself with issues of 

whaling only, and is an international body working for the betterment of 

the whales‟ threats – concerning every aspect from whaling to climate 

change, and the challenges they bring.  

THE IMO INTERNATIONAL CODE FOR SHIPS OPERATING IN POLAR 
WATERS (POLAR CODE) 

The Polar Code was adopted by the International Maritime Organization 

(IMO) and made mandatory through additions to both the International 

Convention for Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) and the International 
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Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL). The 

Polar Code entered into force on the 1
st
 of January 2017.

385
 The Polar 

Code is an important international treaty for safety under the IMO which 

makes it easier to operate safely in the harsh conditions of the polar 

waters, and it improves the protection of both ships (and crew) and the 

environment in the Polar Regions. The Convention refers to regulations 

set out in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, SOLAS 

and MARPOL. IMO contracting parties must abide by the regulations of 

the previously mentioned treaties as well as the Polar Code. On IMO‟s 

website, under the section of the Polar Code, there are links to short 

documents summarising the new regulations for ship safety and measures 

for protecting the environment.
386

 However, the treaty document of the 

Polar Code itself will be used in this section, and only the parts that relate 

to the safety of the whales chosen for this thesis.  

The Preamble to the Convention lays out the intention of the new 

regulations: „The International Code for Ships Operating in Polar Waters 

has been developed to supplement existing IMO instruments in order to 

increase the safety of ships' operation and mitigate the impact on the 

people and environment in the remote, vulnerable and potentially harsh 

polar waters.‟
387

 Moreover, it continues: „The relationship between the 

additional safety measures and the protection of the environment is 
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acknowledged as any safety measure taken to reduce the probability of an 

accident, will largely benefit the environment.‟
388

  

Chapter 3 of the Convention covers ship structure, and regulations such as 

ice strengthening the ships in order to resist various ice conditions. Ships 

in categories A,
389

 B,
390

 and C
391

 have to be approved by the 

Administration.
392

 These tighter regulations on ship classification 

according to potential to survive impact with ice will help to lessen the 

possibility of accidents because ships in the lower categories will not be 

permitted to enter ice fields they are not designed to be operated in. 

Additionally, ships constructed after 1
st
 January 2017 „shall be able to 

withstand flooding resulting from hull penetration due to ice impact.‟
393

 

Furthermore, ships shall make sure to prevent or remove ice and snow 

accretion around hatches and doors, whether hydraulically operated or 

not.
394

 Ships operating in polar waters also need to „have either two 
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independent echo-sounding devices or one echo-sounding device with 

two separate independent transducers.‟
395

  

There are also quite a few directions regarding planning the voyage. The 

ship master has to take many things into consideration before starting the 

journey, as for example: up-to-date information about ice conditions, such 

as icebergs in the vicinity of the intended route, and keeping up with 

statistical information about ice and temperatures for the recent years, 

stay updated on information about marine mammals and areas with 

densities and possibility of encounters, and seasonal migration routes and 

areas, speed recommendations, and especially in areas of densities of 

marine mammals and their migration routes and areas, national and/or 

international protected areas along the voyage route, and areas remote 

from search and rescue capabilities.
396

  

Safety for the environment is seen for example in the regulation of oil 

discharge, and any discharge of oil or oily mixtures into Arctic waters are 

prohibited.
397

 (In the Antarctic, the use and carriage of heavy fuel oil is 

banned under MARPOL and this ban is expected to be extended to the 

Arctic in the future.). Oil spills are potentially detrimental to the 

environment and the prohibition helps keep the environment safer from 

potential disasters in the remote Arctic waters. Moreover, the discharge of 

noxious liquid substances, or even mixtures containing these substances, 

is prohibited in Arctic waters.
398

 Discharge of sewage in Arctic waters is 
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also prohibited unless it is in line with MARPOL requirements.
399

 Strict 

regulations regarding discharge of garbage are also in place in the treaty. 

For example, food waste shall not be discharged into ice
400

 and discharge 

of any animal carcass is prohibited.
401

 Also, all disposal of plastic is 

prohibited into Arctic waters under MARPOL. Combined, all these 

regulations help keep the environment in the Arctic safer from potential 

harm and major disasters. And hence, the Polar Code is also positive for 

the whales and their environment. 

REGIONAL INITIATIVES 

THE ARCTIC COUNCIL (AC) 

The AC was created in 1996, with its foundational document, the Ottawa 

Declaration. There are eight Arctic States – Canada, Denmark (Greenland 

and Faroe Islands), Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russian Federation, 

Sweden and the United States of America, and these eight states are also 

the member states of the AC. There are 6 indigenous permanent 

participant (PP) organisations – the Aleut International Association, the 

Arctic Athabascan Council, Gwich‟in Council International, the Inuit 

Circumpolar Council, Russian Association of Indigenous Peoples in the 

North and the Saami Council. Moreover, the AC has established 6 

working groups – the Arctic Contaminants Action Program (ACAP), the 

Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program (AMAP), the Conservation 

of Arctic Flora and Fauna Working Group (CAFF), the Emergency 

Prevention, Preparedness and Response Working Group (EPPR), the 
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Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment (PAME) and the Sustainable 

Development Working Group (SDWG).
402

 

 

Figure 17 Arctic Council structure. Source: Arctic Council. The structure of the 

Arctic Council. 
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Figure 17 shows the structure of the AC. To sum up the AC, it is the 

leading intergovernmental forum for the cooperation, protection, 

interaction and coordination of Arctic affairs, including its inhabitants, 

sustainable development and environmental protection. The AC is not a 

legal body, and the forum cannot enforce its guidelines, assessments or 

recommendations; that responsibility is delegated to each of the eight 

Arctic states. However, decisions taken by the AC are made by consensus 

among the Arctic 8 – with consultation and involvement of the six PPs. 

The AC‟s recommendations and assessments are a result of the work of 

one or more of the six working groups.
403

  

In addition to the eight member states, the six PPs and the six working 

groups, the AC is also open to non-Arctic states, inter-governmental, and 

global and regional NGOs as observers and contributors to the work done 

by the AC. However, the work of the AC is primarily carried out by the 

six working groups. 

For the purpose of this thesis, it is not necessary to go into further detail 

about the AC or the PPs. The working groups, however, are important for 

a closer look, as they create the assessments and reports for the AC. 

However, in order not to include too much, the author has chosen to focus 

on some of the works of AMAP, CAFF and PAME. AMAP was chosen 

because it „monitors the Arctic environment, ecosystems and human 

populations, and provides scientific advice to support governments as 

they tackle pollution and adverse effects of climate change.‟
404

 CAFF was 

chosen due to their work towards Arctic conservation and sustainable use 
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of the resources, and PAME was selected because their focal point is the 

protection and sustainable use of the Arctic marine environment.
405

 

Through these working groups, the AC has been able produce important 

studies and reports for the benefit of the biodiversity in the Arctic. 

Examples that are pertinent for this thesis, are the „Arctic Ocean 

Acidification 2013: An Overview‟ (AOA) by AMAP; the „State of the 

Arctic Marine Biodiversity Report‟ from 2017 by CAFF; and the „Arctic 

Ocean Review‟ (AOR) by PAME from 2013. There are many documents 

from years before 2013 that could be relevant, but as changes in the 

Arctic occur rapidly, the focus will be on these three reports/assessments 

as they are the most recent and all have content that aligns with the focus 

of this dissertation. More recent reports of importance for this dissertation 

are not available from AMAP and PAME at this time.  

The presentation of the works will be done from the last one mentioned, 

the AOR, and then in order backwards so the 2013 report by AMAP will 

be the last to be described. The reports are long, so merely a brief 

summary of the most important points and findings will be included.  

The AOR found, like many AC reports before it, that the Arctic 

environment continues to experience significant changes, especially the 

difference in the reduction of sea ice between 2007 and 2013. Moreover, 

the increased interest in the Arctic region and the marine environment 

with respect to industrial development, such as shipping, tourism, 

commercial fishing, oil and gas development and other marine activities, 

was found to have an impact on the marine environment. The report has 

recommendations for each chapter, and also some overall 
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recommendations. Examples of overall recommendations include 

finalising and implementing the IMO‟s Polar Code;
406

 addressing critical, 

protected or special areas in the Arctic, and attempting to better monitor 

the Arctic marine environment. The chapters of the report that have 

special significance for the topic of this thesis are chapters 3, 4, 6, 7 and 

8.  

Chapter 3, „Arctic Marine Operations and Shipping‟, include 

recommendations of the implementation of the Polar Code and the 

support of the Arctic states towards the work of the IMO. Moreover, it 

made recommendations including developing voluntary guidelines for 

sustainable tourism.
407

 Chapter 4, „Marine Living Resources‟, 

recommends that fisheries be managed according to the LOSC, the 

precautionary approach, and with mindfulness of the indigenous peoples 

of the Arctic and their needs. Regarding marine mammals, 

recommendations are that the AC increases its collaboration with the IWC 

and NAMMCO in order to share information and cooperation, and that 

the AC should take a more proactive effort regarding the IWC and 

NAMMCO, and for example contribute to the IWC ship strike database, 

create a marine mammal density map, and advance conservation of the 

Arctic marine environment.
408

  

Chapter 6, „Arctic Marine Pollution‟, recommends that the Arctic states 

should continue their work towards identifying, monitoring and assessing 
                                                             

406 The Polar Code entered into force on the 1st of January 2017 as seen above in the 
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the effects of climate change, shipping, offshore oil and gas, ocean 

acidification, and pollution to the Arctic ecosystems, and especially the 

marine species.  

Chapter 7, „Ecosystem-based Management in the Arctic‟, recommends 

acknowledgement of the importance of identifying the ecosystem, 

describing the ecosystem, setting ecological goals, assessing and valuing 

the ecosystem, and managing human activities. Moreover, the AC should 

promote a common understanding and a mutual exchange of knowledge 

gained and lessons learned regarding management of large marine 

ecosystems, such as the Arctic.
409

  

The final chapter, chapter 8, „Arctic Marine Science‟, has several 

recommendations, such as promotion and collaboration towards the 

access of scientific research, creation of a list of research gaps and 

priorities, improvement in cooperation among the Arctic states regarding 

scientific research, such as developing a network map, informing 

ecosystem based management approaches, improving the communication 

between science and policy arms, and improving date and information 

management and accessibility through for example the Arctic Spatial 

Data Infrastructure and the Sustained Arctic Operating Network 

(SAON).
410

  

The „State of the Arctic Marine Biodiversity Report‟ from 2017 is also 

quite long, and only point 3.6 Maine Mammals from chapter 3 will briefly 

be covered here. This particular section of the report has also been 

referenced throughout the thesis, particularly in the previous chapter, and 
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will thus only be very briefly summarized. The report states that with the 

warming of the Arctic, and the water, Arctic resident mammals face 

habitat change, and extirpation of some stocks of marine mammals is 

likely. The changes underway „are affecting marine mammal behaviour, 

abundance, growth rates, body condition and reproduction, impacting the 

resilience of marine mammal populations.‟
411

 Moreover, the report 

reveals that for marine mammal monitoring to be effective, „improved 

techniques at appropriate geographic scales and detail to measure trends 

that can be evaluated relative to changes in climate (e.g., sea-ice cover) 

and human activities (e.g., hunting, shipping, mineral exploration),‟
412

 are 

needed.  

Moreover, the report confirms that there are still unanswered questions 

regarding Arctic species and their responses to the changes in ice 

conditions and the significance this has for the species and the 

environmental changes that follows.
413

 One method used to gain 

information is tracking animals and using photographic ID. The latter 

method is for example used on „bowhead whales in the Bering–Chukchi–

Beaufort Seas, killer whales in Canada, humpback whales (Megaptera 

novaeangliae) in the North Atlantic and in the North Pacific.‟
414

 

However, the most common method for abundance estimation is visual or 

photographic surveys of areas where marine mammals occur. Of course, 

this method is not accurate since the observer(s) might miss animals on a 
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dive, for instance. Thus, for a more correct estimate of abundance of 

stocks, surveys have to be repeated, and preferably, several methods 

should be used simultaneously. Stock assessments are also carried out on 

several levels; national, bilateral, regional and international.
415

 According 

to the report „[i]nternational cooperative efforts are critical for tracking 

scientific research and identifying issues of concern for shared stocks.‟
416

 

Still, with all this cooperation, abundance numbers for belugas and 

narwhals are mostly a few years old, and trends are generally unknown as 

well.
417

 For the bowhead whale, the numbers are also relatively old (up to 

five years old), and the status of two of the five
418

 stocks is unknown. 

Hence, some information is known about the resident Arctic whale, but 

there are also a lot of gaps in knowledge that need to be filled.  

The 2013 AOA is also quite a lengthy report, and only information from 

chapter 3.4.12 on the effects of ocean acidification on seabirds, and 3.5 

ecosystem-level response to ocean acidification are presented here. It is 

known that effects of ocean acidification will be through the food chain, 

and some species may have to find alternatives to their current prey, for 

example species currently feeding on calcifying species. However, 

according to the AOA the Arctic food webs have a lot of knowledge gaps 

with regards to the effects of ocean acidification, and studies are needed 

in order to gain knowledge about the ecosystem-level response to ocean 
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acidification.
419

 The AOA report concludes that though it is not known 

what effects ocean acidification will have on the Arctic ecosystem, 

though some studies from other oceans indicate that changes will occur. It 

is thought likely that some organisms
420

 will thrive while others will be 

disadvantaged
421

 or might even go extinct locally. Moreover, the gaps in 

knowledge are on ecological interactions we well as on individual species 

response and chances of adaption.
422

  

THE CONVENTION FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE MARINE 
ENVIRONMENT OF THE NORTH-EAST ATLANTIC (OSPAR) 

OSPAR is a mechanism by which fifteen States and the EU
423

 cooperate 

with the European Community to protect the marine environment of the 

North-East Atlantic. The fifteen States are of western coasts and 

catchment of Europe.
424

 The members are cooperating on joint research 

and policy-making initiatives in order to apply an ecosystem-based 

approach to the marine environment.
425

 The OSPAR Convention was 

open for signature in Paris in September 1992, and it was adopted 
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together with the Final Declaration and an Action Plan. The Convention 

has been signed and ratified by all fifteen member states, and it entered 

into force in March 1998. The Convention has a Preamble, 34 Articles, 

five Annexes and three Appendices. The Preamble states that the 

Contracting Parties recognise that the marine environment is of vital 

importance to all nations and needs protection. Moreover, it sees the 

worth of the marine environment of the North-East Atlantic and the need 

for coordinated protection of that particular marine environment and the 

fauna and flora which it supports. Furthermore, actions on global, 

international and regional levels are paramount to prevent and eliminate 

marine pollution and achieve a sustainable management of the marine 

environment.
426

  

Article 2 of the Convention states the general obligations of the member 

states. Among other things, the parties shall take all possible steps to not 

only prevent pollution, but also eliminate it. Moreover, the marine 

environment should be protected from human activity, and to this end, the 

member states shall take measures both individually and jointly, and 

harmonise their political strategies.
427

 It further obliges the parties to 

apply the precautionary principle where it is deemed necessary and 

applicable. Moreover, the polluter pays principle is also mentioned, 

meaning that the polluter is responsible for the prevention of pollution, 

controlling pollution and measurements taken to reduce pollution.
428

 

Also, nothing in the Convention shall prevent the members from taking 
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stricter measures towards hindering, controlling, and reducing pollution of 

the marine environment than what is stated in the Convention.
429

 

Measures shall also be taken to prevent and eliminate pollution from land-

based sources,
430

 by dumping or incineration of wastes as provided for in 

Annex II,
431

 and from offshore sources as provided for in Annex III.
432

 

Furthermore, the parties shall also take measures to prevent pollution 

from other sources in order to protect the marine environment, especially 

„such pollution [which] is not already the subject of effective measures 

agreed by other international organisations or prescribed by other 

international conventions.‟
433

 To ensure the protection of the marine 

environment, the Parties shall establish, either individually or jointly, 

research programs, either scientific or technical through the proper 

international channels.
434

  

Of the Annexes to the Convention, Annex IV, the Assessment of the 

Quality of the Marine Environment and V, the Protection and 

Conservation of Ecosystems and Biological Diversity of the Maritime 

Area, are the ones that are more pertinent for this thesis. Annex IV has 

three Articles and Article 1 defines, simply put, what monitoring means 

regarding the marine environment. It includes repeated measurements of 

water, sediments and biota, and the awareness that both natural and 

anthropogenic inputs may alter or affect the measurements.
435

 Article 2 
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433 ibid Article 7.  
434 ibid Article 8. 
435 ibid Annex IV, Articl 1 (a-c). 
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gives directives for cooperation between the Contracting Parties, 

developing, jointly or individually, validated scientific tools for assessing 

progress and risk, and research deemed necessary to assess the state of the 

marine environment, and especially to understand the relationship 

between inputs, concentration and effects.
436

 Article 3 outlines the duty 

the Commission has towards the parties, as per Articles 1 and 2 of the 

Annex.
437

  

Annex V also has three Articles. Article 1 states that the definitions of 

„biological diversity‟, „ecosystem‟ and „habitat‟ are the definitions laid 

out in the CBD.
438

 Article 2 merely states that the parties shall fulfil their 

duty as laid out in the OSPAR Convention for the protection, 

conservation and restoration of the marine environment, and their 

obligation to the CBD and the objectives of that convention concerning 

the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity.
439

 Also in this 

Annex, the third Article lays out the duties of the Commission in regards 

to the previous two Articles.
440

 

The OSPAR Convention does not directly deal with climate change; 

rather its goals are related to the management of pollution and protection 

of the marine environment, which the whales are directly affected by. 

                                                             

436 ibid Article 2 (a-d). 
437 For more detail about the Commission’s duty laid out in Article 3 of Annex IV, 
see ibid Article 3. 
438 ibid Annex V, Article 1. 
439 ibid Article 2; Hence, the Parties have to look to the main text of the OSPAR 
Convention as well as to the CBD for clearer directions to see what their obligations 
are. However, as has been established, the directions are often not very forceful in 
treaties as it gives much space for interpretation and what each states deems 
appropriate and possible.  
440 ibid Article 3. 
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Moreover, shipping and human activity in the Arctic are part of the six 

effects of this thesis, and with it comes the threat of pollution to the 

whales and their environment – such as from waste-water, spills of oil and 

various chemicals, dumping and pollution from land. 

The OSPAR Convention applies to the North-East Atlantic marine 

environment, and the region has been divided into five distinct regions: 

Figure 18 OSPAR regions. Source: OSPAR Commission. The map shows the five 

OSPAR regions indicated with numerals I-V. Region I is the Arctic Waters, II 

Greater North Sea, III Celtic Seas, IV Bay of Biscay and Iberian Coats, and V is 

the Wider Atlantic. 
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Region I, Arctic Waters, is of the greatest significance for this thesis, and 

it constitutes nearly 40% of the OSPAR region.
441

 In the region there are 

people, and various species of fish, birds and marine mammals, including 

whales. Of the Arctic resident whales and the migratory whales chosen 

for this thesis, it is only the bowhead whale that is mentioned as one of 

the whale species belonging to Region I,
442

 even though the OSPAR 

supposedly covers all species in the North-East Atlantic,
443

 leaving out 

both the beluga whale and the narwhal.
444

 Neither are the three migratory 

whales – humpback, gray and killer whale – mentioned in the information 

about the four other regions under the OSPAR Convention.
445

 OSPAR 

has a list of threatened and/or declining species and the bowhead whale is 

the only one of the six portrayed in this thesis that is listed in the 

document.
446

 If we look back to chapter 2 and figures 9-12 (the range of 

the beluga and narwhal) we see that both the range of the beluga and the 

narwhal are within Region I of the OSPAR Convention. This makes it a 

little curious as to why only the bowhead is mentioned as a whale species 

                                                             

441 OSPAR Commission, ‘The North-East Atlantic | OSPAR Commission’ (2017) 
<http://www.ospar.org/convention/the-north-east-atlantic> accessed 2 April 
2017. 
442 The other whales are minke, fin, blue, pilot, sperm and the northern right whale.  
443 This is because is because it is stated in the OSPAR Convention that the 
definitions used for ‘habitat’, ‘biological diversity’ and ‘ecosystems’ are the ones 
used in the CBD. See RN Hughes, DJ Hughes and IP Smith, Oceanography and Marine 
Biology: An Annual Review, Volume 51 (CRC Press 2013) 175. 
444 These two species of whales are not mentioned in the text explaining the four 
other regions under OSPAR either, see OSPAR Commission, ‘The North-East Atlantic 
| OSPAR Commission’ for more information. 
445 See the same link for more information as in footnote 142. 
446 A link to the list can be found here: OSPAR Commission, ‘Species & Habitats | 
OSPAR Commission’ (2017) <http://www.ospar.org/work-areas/bdc/species-
habitats> accessed 2 April 2017; including the bowhead whale, only four species of 
mammals are listed in the document, namely the blue whale, northern right whale 
and the harbour purpoise. 
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belonging to Region I, and also why it is the only whale species listed as 

threatened and/or declining. Particularly since the OSPAR Convention 

uses the CBD‟s definitions for „habitat‟, „biological diversity‟ and 

„ecosystems‟. In the CBD „habitat‟ is defined thus: „"Habitat" means the 

place or type of site where an organism or population naturally occurs.‟
447

 

According to figures 9-12, both the beluga and the narwhal clearly have 

their range, and their natural habitat, within Region I of the OSPAR 

Commission Regions. Whether not including the beluga and the narwhal 

is neglect or has some other scientific reason is unknown.
448

 

THE NORTH ATLANTIC MARINE MAMMAL COMMISSION (NAMMCO)  

NAMMCO has four members:
449

 Faroe Islands, Greenland, Iceland and 

Norway, and it is an international regional agreement for cooperation on 

the conservation, study and research, and management of cetaceans and 

pinnipeds in the North Atlantic and Arctic regions.
450

 The NAMMCO 

agreement was signed in Nuuk in 1992 by the four states, and entered into 

force the same year.
451

 The main focus of the Commission is to approach 

the study of the marine environment holistically, and thus gain a greater 

understanding of the marine mammals‟ role in the marine environment. 

Through the cooperation of the four members, measures are taken based 

                                                             

447 United Nations, ‘Convention on Biological Diversity’, Preamble. 
448 The definitions of ‘biological diversity’ and ‘ecosystems’ can be found in the CBD 
in Article 2 and possibly (because the author could not find a clear statement of 
definition of ecosystems in the CBD) Annex I, point 1, respectively.  
449 There are also observers, and for example to the 23rd meeting Canada, Japan and 
Russia were observers. 
450 Røst Kommunikasjon, ‘About Us – NAMMCO’ (NAMMCO, 2016) 
<http://nammco.wpengine.com/about-us/> accessed 20 April 2017; Natalia 
Loukacheva and others, Polar Law Textbook (Natalia Loukacheva ed, Nordic Council 
of Ministers 2010). 
451 Alfredsson and others. 
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on the best scientific evidence available – and both the complexity and 

vulnerability of the marine ecosystem, as well as the needs of the coastal 

communities, are taken into account in the research.
452

  

Within the NAMMCO „system‟, there is the Council, which oversees the 

Finance and Administration body, the Management Committees of Seals 

and Walrus, and Cetaceans,
453

 the Scientific Committee (SC), the 

Committee on Hunting Methods, and the Committee on Inspection and 

Observation. There is also the Joint NAMMCO Control Scheme for the 

Hunting of Marine Mammals, and the Secretariat.
454

 Only the 

Management Committee of Cetaceans (MCC) and the SC will be 

examined more closely.
455

  

The Management Committee
456

 reports to the Council and to the four 

member countries and it makes proposals for conservation and 

management measures for the members to take under advisement. The 

activity of the MCC is governed by Rules of Procedure.
457

 The MCC 

makes annual reports and the latest report available to date
458

 is from 

                                                             

452 ibid. 
453 Until 2007 there was one Management Committee for all species of seals, 
walruses and cetaceans, but from 2007 the Management Committee was split up 
into two committees: Management Committee for Cetaceans and Management 
Committee for Seals and Walruses. 
454 Røst Kommunikasjon. 
455 The other bodies of NAMMCO will not be dealt with further in this thesis, as it is 
not important for the topic, but for more information, see ibid. 
456 Both the Management Committee for Cetaceans and the Management Committee 
for Seals and Walruses.  
457 The Rules of Procedure was last revised in February 2016; see Adopted Nammco 
and At Nammco, ‘Rules of Procedure for the Management Committee for’ (2001) 
2016 NAMMCO 1 for detailed information about the rules of procedure.  
458 The release of the annual reports was checked on the 22nd of February 2018, and 
the last published annual report is still 2016. However, there is a short draft from 
March 2018, but no official report has been published yet and the draft does not 
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February 2016. The report contains detailed information about updates, 

surveys of various mammals within the waters of the four member states, 

advice and future work, and the progress and success of past proposals for 

conservation and management.
459

  

Regarding the six whale species chosen for this thesis, the report 

mentions that large numbers of killer whales were spotted around Iceland, 

which means that the SC of NAMMCO might be able to provide better 

advice concerning the killer whales in the future. Moreover, an on-going 

study
460

 on killer whales in the North Atlantic, reviews data on the 

abundance, stock structure, feeding ecology and migration of the whales 

in order to provide advice about what research is needed in order to gain 

more knowledge. Updates from the SC shows that since 2013 there have 

been no validated catch statistics from West Greenland regarding killer 

whales, and the recommendation is that these numbers be validated before 

the next meeting, in order for the SC to monitor the development of the 

hunting of killer whales in West Greenland.
461

 A summary report by the 

SC from 2017
462

 reveals that there is still insufficient information to 

answer the request of Greenland regarding the statistics of killer whale 

stocks. The Committee claims that work is on-going and it is 

recommended that the information is gathered faster than it currently is, in 

                                                                                                                                                      

offer any further details that are of use for this thesis. The draft can be seen here: 
Management Committee for Cetaceans, ‘Draft Annotated Agenda’ [2018] NAMMCO. 
459 For more detailed information, see the report: NAMMCO, ‘Report of the Meeting 
of the Management Committee for Cetaceans’ [2016] NAMMCO. 
460 R-3.7.2. 
461 ibid; the numbers from 2010 to 2013 show an average on 19 killer whales 
hunted per year in West Greenland. 
462 NAMMCO Scientific Committee, ‘Annex 2: Summary of Requests by NAMMCO 
Council to the Scientific Committee and Responses by the Scientific Committee’ 
[2017] NAMMCO. 
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order for the Committee to have an overview of the hunt and have 

updated numbers on the killer whale stocks.
463

 

Concerning the bowhead whale, Greenland has requested the SC to „give 

information on sustainable yield based on new abundance estimates 

expected from TNASS2015
464

 for all large baleen whales in West 

Greenland waters.‟
465

 The Management Committee was informed that 

there will likely be no new abundance estimate on the bowhead whale 

generated from the TNASS2015. However, in 2009 it was estimated that 

around a hundred bowhead whales were in the waters off the North East 

Water Polynya off Northeast Greenland. Moreover, in the Fram Strait 

between Greenland and Svalbard passive acoustic devices detect bowhead 

whales year-round. NAMMCO published a document with abundance 

numbers and trends for cetaceans in 2017
466

 and the numbers for the 

bowhead whales are from 2013
467

 and 2009.
468

 Hence, the latest reported 

numbers confirms that no new abundance estimates have been carried out 

for the bowhead whales. 

Regarding the beluga whale, there is an on-going plan for the SC to 

provide advice on how the belugas off West Greenland are affected by 

human disturbance including noise pollution, shipping, distribution of the 

belugas, their behaviour and conservation measures. Another fact that was 

revealed in the report is that the recovery efforts of the beluga whales in 

                                                             

463 ibid. 
464 TNASS2015 is a code for counting the number of whales internationally.  
465 ibid 15. 
466 NAMMCO Scientific Committee, ‘Abundance and Trends Cetaceans’ [2017] 
NAMMCO. 
467 East Canada – West Greenland 6745 bowhead whales.  
468 Spitzbergen and Russian Arctic are unknown. 
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Greenland are a success story. One factor in this is that the catch quota 

has been set
469

 and numbers show an increase in beluga abundance 

estimates.
470

 The quota is set at a low 320 whales in West Greenland, but 

only 120 belugas were reported caught.
471

 The latest update from 2017 

reports that the SC finds it very unlikely that they will be able to conduct 

an assessment of the existing data on beluga whales in East Greenland 

(data such as sightings, bycatch, and strandings), how the data can be 

used and advice on how the data can be improved.
472

 Also in the 

Canadian waters there are uncertainties regarding the stocks and the 

catches of beluga whales. Some data has been reported collected, but the 

results have not yet been analysed.
473

 

Greenland also requested updates on the narwhal, and the report states 

that there is an on-going investigation to advise how the narwhals are 

affected by noise pollution and shipping, and their distribution, behaviour 

and conservation status. Assessments of both the narwhal and the beluga 

are to be updated.
474

 An on-going collaboration between Canada and 

Greenland revealed that the narwhals use strict migratory corridors which 

they move through at predictable times of the year. They have strict 

wintering grounds, and they have discrete summering aggregations. 

Different stocks of narwhal do not intermingle during the summer. It was 

also reported that experienced hunters had observed differences in the 

                                                             

469 Previously there was no quota. 
470 NAMMCO, ‘Report of the Meeting of the Management Committee for Cetaceans’. 
471 ibid. 
472 NAMMCO Scientific Committee, ‘Annex 2: Summary of Requests by NAMMCO 
Council to the Scientific Committee and Responses by the Scientific Committee’. 
473 NAMMCO-JCNB, ‘Report of the Joint Scientific Working Group on Narwhal and 
Beluga’ [2017] NAMMCO. 
474 NAMMCO, ‘Report of the Meeting of the Management Committee for Cetaceans’. 
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distribution of narwhals after seismic testing was performed in 2013 in 

Greenland. There is also an order from the SC to regulate the hunting of 

the narwhal from 2016. For the future, it is recommended that there be 

new surveys of the narwhal stocks in East Greenland Melville Bay, and 

also more satellite tagging of the stocks in West Greenland and Eastern 

Canada in order to gain more information about their migration between 

summer aggregations and „information for availability bias for survey 

correction factors.‟
475

  

The Joint Scientific Working Group on Narwhal and Beluga (JWG) 

reported in 2017 that the updated assessment „noted that the distribution 

of narwhals may be changing due to environmental changes and the JWG 

recommends more information on distribution and movements.‟
476

 It is 

also reported that narwhals‟ response to shipping activities are not yet 

well understood, but it is assumed that the whales abandon the area of 

disturbance and thus a worry is that this leads to habitat loss. It is further 

estimated that 123 narwhals might be in the path of ships per year and 

consequently be at risk of ship strikes. Regarding further information on 

how various aspects of climate change may affect the narwhals, a 

workshop is recommended by the JWG.
477

 

Lastly, Greenland has also requested an investigation be done by the SC 

on the relationship between humpback whales summering in West 

Greenland and other areas. And moreover, to incorporate the gained 

knowledge into their estimates regarding sustainable yields of West 
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Greenland humpbacks.
478

 Greenland also requested advice from the SC 

on future catch levels of humpback whales. According to recent updates, 

the assessments of these requests are still on-going.
479

 However, there are 

updates on the recommendations, and one recommendation is that a strike 

of no more than 25 humpback whales is considered sustainable between 

the years of 2019 and 2024 due to the population size estimate – which is 

not certain.
480

 

Concerning the gray whale, it is not covered in the NAMMCO range as it 

is only found in the North Pacific today since the North Atlantic 

population became extinct. Consequently, the gray whale is not discussed 

in the report or considered in this section with NAMMCO.  

The SC of NAMMCO gives scientific advice on request from the 

Council, and they make use of the best scientific information available to 

date. The Rules of Procedure govern the functions of the SC, whose 

members are appointed by the four member states. The SC has working 

groups to address specific issues that arise and need attention. External 

experts can also be used, if necessary. Moreover, the SC has joint 

working groups with various organisations, such as the IWC and NAFO. 

The SC meets annually and every year a report is released that is publicly 

available. The last meeting of the SC was held in Reykjavik, Iceland in 

                                                             

478 The large whale assessment of 2015 provided sustainable yields for West 
Greenland humpback whales. See the report page 4 (footnote 163) for more 
detailed information.  
479 NAMMCO Scientific Committee, ‘Annex 2: Summary of Requests by NAMMCO 
Council to the Scientific Committee and Responses by the Scientific Committee’; 
NAMMCO Scientific Committee, ‘Draft Agenda 24th Meeting NAMMCO Scientific 
Committee’ [2017] NAMMCO. 
480 NAMMCO Scientific Committee, ‘Report of the NAMMCO Scientific Committee 
Working Group Assessment’ [2017] NAMMCO. 
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November of 2017.
481

 The report is long and the author will only include 

the latest information gathered regarding the six whales included in this 

thesis. Starting with the killer whale, the report states that the last „review 

of the killer whales in the North Atlantic were in 1987.‟
482

 Therefore, the 

SC recommends new research gathering all recent information regarding 

abundance, stock structure and the movement of the killer whales in the 

North Atlantic.
483

  

Concerning the beluga whale and the narwhal the report generally refers 

to another report issued by the SC.
484

 Recommendations from the SC‟s 

Working Group on the Population Status of Narwhal and Beluga in the 

North Atlantic (WGNB), according to the 24
th

 SC report, include „genetic 

analysis for stock identity [of beluga whales] of the summer takes in 

Greenland…reiterated its past recommendation that more accurate, and 

recent, struck and lost data is needed.‟
485

 The struck and lost data is 

naturally more needed in areas where the quotas are small, so these hunts 

should have the priority regarding data collection.
486

  

The WGNB reveals that „whole-genome sequencing is a potentially very 

helpful tool.‟
487

 Such a tool could be used to gain further understanding of 

the stocks of beluga and narwhals, and more importantly for this thesis, 

                                                             

481 NAMMCO Scientific Committee, ‘Report of the 24th Scientific Committee 
Meeting’. 
482 ibid 10. 
483 ibid. For more details about the status of the killer whale stocks in the various 
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on how they have adapted to environmental changes in the past, and 

consequently, how they might be able to adapt to environmental changes 

in the future, such as all the changes caused by climate change.
488

 To date, 

only mtDNA (mitochondrial DNA) and microsatellite studies have been 

carried out.
489

  

Moving from the beluga and the narwhal to the third of the resident 

whales, the bowhead, the report has some updates on this species as well. 

One new recommendation from the SC is that a request from Greenland 

regarding gathering „information on sustainable yield based on new 

abundance estimates expected from TNASS2015 for all large baleen 

whales in West Greenland waters,‟
490

 is that the request be removed 

concerning bowhead whales as it does not apply to that species.
491

 There 

is also an update on a collaborative study between Greenland Institute for 

Natural Research (GINR) and Russia in the Fram Strait between May and 

June of 2017. 16 satellite tags were used and 10 biopsies were collected 

for the purpose of genetic analysis. The results so far show that the 

bowhead whales have spread out in the entire distributional area for this 

stock from the southern end of eastern Greenland and all the way into 

Franz Josef Land in Russia.
492

 There were also many sightings of 

bowhead whales during the winter of 2017 off the coast of North East 

Greenland at the NEW (North East Water) polynya, but no estimates are 
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available to date, but may be presented during 2018. Moreover, Disco 

Bay‟s tagging efforts are on-going.
493

  

In Canada 180 skin biopsies were collected from bowhead whales and 

photographs were taken using drones in the Cumberland Sound „as part of 

developing genetic mark-recapture and photo-id catalogues to study 

abundance and life history characteristics.‟
494

  

The report reveals that several studies done on bowhead and humpback 

whales have shown that satellite tracking has an enormous potential for 

gathering information about the whale biology – though cost needs to 

decrease and the success rate needs to be higher for it to be widely 

acceptable.
495

 But when that challenge has been solved, this method will 

likely be very useful, also for gaining answers regarding the affects 

climate change has on the whales‟ biology.  

The final whale for this section is the humpback whale, and the SC 

recommends that no more than 25 annual strikes are made between 2019 

and 2024 off West Greenland to keep it sustainable. It is also reported that 

an increase of humpback and killer whales being caught in herring 

fisheries have increased. The Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries
496

 is 

working to reduce the risk for these whales by limiting vessel size in the 

fjords and training the crew in disentanglement operations.
497

 Moreover, 

data from Norway shows that humpback whales have been seen further 
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north during the summer than in previous years – they have been spotted 

as far north as the Barents Sea.
498

 Unlike most of the treaties or bodies 

represented in the international section above, NAMMCO does a lot of 

research that is directly aimed at the whales.  

NORTHWEST ATLANTIC FISHERIES ORGANIZATION (NAFO) 

NAFO is a regional intergovernmental fisheries, science and management 

body with 12 contracting parties at present.
499

 NAFO was founded in 

1979 as the successor to ICNAF (International Commission of the 

Northwest Atlantic Fisheries) which was founded in 1949. The aim of 

NAFO „is to contribute through consultation and cooperation to the 

optimum utilization, rational management and conservation of the fishery 

resources of the NAFO Convention Area.‟
500

 The area covered by NAFO 

can be seen in Figure 19 below.  

                                                             

498 ibid. 
499 The 12 members are Canada, Cuba, Denmark (Faroe Islands and Greenland), EU, 
France (St. Pierre et Miquelon), Iceland, Japan, Norway, Republic of China, Russian 
Federation, Ukraine and the United States of America. The status of the number of 
members were checked on the 15th of March 2018 at www.nafo.int/About-us  
500 NAFO, ‘About Us’ (NAFO, 2017) <https://www.nafo.int/About-us> accessed 17 
May 2017. 
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Figure 19 NAFO area. Source: Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization. Map of 

NAFO area of application.   

The NAFO area encompasses a large portion of the Atlantic Ocean, but 

the management by NAFO applies only to areas straddling and outside of 

the 200nm EEZs belonging to the coastal states. Still, this area known as 
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NAFO‟s Regulatory Area, is 2,707,895 km
2
.
501

 It is important to note, 

however, that „[t]he NAFO Convention on Future Multilateral 

Cooperation in the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries applies to most fishery 

resources of the Northwest Atlantic except salmon, tunas/marlins, whales, 

and sedentary species (e.g. shellfish).‟
502

 Hence, NAFO does not apply to 

whales, but it is included in the regional bodies because of the 

competition fisheries represent for the whales and their increased 

challenge with prey availability.  

The original ICNAF Convention will be covered briefly in this section, as 

it is still the main text of NAFO. Moreover, the latest „Conservation and 

Enforcement Measures‟ from 2017 will briefly be examined. The author 

chose the original convention text and the latest report from 2017 because 

there are numerous reports and documents available on the websites of 

NAFO, and the two texts will yield sufficient information to give a good 

enough idea of NAFO and the area they manage.   

Because fisheries in the Northwest Atlantic Ocean showed signs of 

depletion after World War II, the US convened a conference inviting 11 

countries and the result was the ICNAF Convention that was signed in 

February of 1949.
503

 The Preamble of the Convention states that the 

purpose of the Convention is „for the investigation, protection and 

conservation of the fisheries of the Northwest Atlantic Ocean, in order to 

make possible the maintenance of a maximum sustainable catch from 
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503 ICNAF, ‘International Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries’ [1974] 
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those fisheries‟.
504

 Article I declares the area for the treaty, and the five 

subareas that the main area is divided into.
505

 Most of the Articles in the 

Convention are of no greater importance for the content of this thesis, so 

only the few that have some importance for the whales‟ present and future 

wellbeing, will be included. For instance, Article VI dictates that the 

Commission shall be responsible for scientific investigation and for the 

gathering of information in order to make sure that the fish stocks in the 

areas remain viable. Moreover, the parties should research any type of 

marine life in the area that is deemed necessary, collect information about 

the trends of the resources, i.e. the fish stocks, study and gain knowledge 

about the most fruitful methods for maintaining and increasing the fish 

stocks in the areas of the Convention, perform fishing operations in the 

areas for the purpose of research, and publish their findings.
506

  

The treaty decrees the establishment of a Commission
507

 and a Panel
508

 

for each of the five subareas, and according to Article VIII the 

Commission can, on the recommendations of one of the Panels, establish 

and open and close seasons for fishing, close an area of one of the five 

subareas if it is deemed to consist mostly of immature fish for instance, or 

if it is an spawning area, establish the size limit for any of the species, 

decide which type of fishing gear is allowed in which area, and set the 

overall catch limit for the species in the area.
509

  

                                                             

504 ibid Preamble 9. 
505 ibid, see Article I and the Annex for more detailed information about the area 
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507 ibid Article II. 
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The latest Conservation and Enforcement Measures (CEM) document 

from NAFO is dated 2017. The CEM has 55 articles and 4 annexes, and 

the articles are divided into 8 chapters. For the scope of this thesis it is 

mainly chapters 1 and 2 that are of some importance. Chapter I headlines 

„conservation and management measures‟ and chapter II „protection of 

the vulnerable marine ecosystems (VMEs) in the regulatory area from 

bottom fishing activities‟. Article 6 of Chapter I deals with bycatch. 

However, it only has regulations pertaining to bycatch of fish species, and 

not marine mammals. However, attempting to regulate bycatch of various 

fish stocks and species affects the whales as the target fish of the fisheries 

compete with the whales for food.
510

 There are also cod (Gadus 

morhua)
511

 and halibut (Hippoglossus stenolepis)
512

 recovery plans in 

place, and directives regarding shrimp.
513

 Moreover, the CEM regulates 

the catching of squid,
514

 has a recovery plan for redfish,
515

 and 

conservation and management measures for sharks.
516

 There are also 

directions for fishing gear and mesh size
517

 and the minimum fish size 

required for catch.
518

  

Chapter II covers the protection of VMEs from bottom fishing, and the 

reason the author found this section of some importance, is that gray, 

beluga, bowhead and humpback whales feed at the bottom, either as 

                                                             

510 NAFO Secretariat, ‘Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization Conservation and 
Enforcement Measures’ [2017] NAFO Article 6. 
511 ibid Article 7. 
512 ibid Article 10. 
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516 ibid Article 12. 
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primary feeding method or as additional feeding strategy.
519

 Thus, the 

protection of VMEs and regulations on bottom fishing are important for 

the wellbeing and future of the bottom feeding whales, and especially the 

gray whale and the beluga whale that primarily bottom-feed. Existing 

bottom fishing areas in the NAFO Regulatory Area are given in Figure 2 

of the CEM.
520

 However, bottom fishing locations in the NAFO area are 

generally in the waters off Canada. There are also areas where no bottom 

fishing is allowed until 31
st
 December 2020, and all the coordinates are 

given in the CEM.
521

 In the area where bottom fishing is still permitted, 

there are directions given in the CEM. For example, Article 18 directs that 

in order for exploratory bottom fishing to take place, there has to have 

been a prior exploration conducted in the area, and it has to follow the 

protocol of Annex I.E.
522

 Annex I.E directs that the exploratory protocol 

needs to contain a harvesting plan for the various species, the dates of 

exploration, the areas of exploration, a mitigation plan to prevent 

significant impact to the environment in question, a catch monitoring plan 

that reports all species caught, and a data collection plan in order to 

identify the vulnerability of the marine ecosystem in the area of 

exploration and the species belonging to it.
523

 Moreover, an assessment 

has to be made and it should contain, among other things, types of fish 

fished or contemplated fishing, the area of fishing, potential bycatch, 

harvest plan, existing information about baseline ecosystems, 

                                                             

519 See chapter 2 of this thesis for information about each of the whales and where 
they feed and on what. 
520 ibid Article 16. 
521 See ibid Article 17 and tables 5, 6 and 7 for detailed information. 
522 ibid Article 18. 
523 ibid Annex I.E Article I; see page 93-7 for forms and examples of the data to 
collect regarding exploration of bottom fishing. 
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identification and information about the VMEs, data and methods used to 

describe, identify and assess the impact of the activity, gaps in 

knowledge, risk assessment, and mitigation proposition and management 

measures to ensure the prevention of adverse impacts on the VMEs.
524

  

In addition to the Convention and the various reports, the NAFO website 

also has a science section.
525

 The science covers such areas as stocks 

advice, ecosystem approach and ocean climate. The ecosystem approach 

of NAFO is directed towards the development and management of the 

fisheries in order to address the needs of societies, both at present and in 

the future.  

The ecosystem approach is an extension of the conventional 

principles for sustainable development to cover the ecosystem 

as a whole. The aim is to ensure that, despite variability, 

uncertainty and likely natural changes in the ecosystem, the 

capacity of the ecosystem to produce food, revenues, 

employment and, more generally, other essential services and 

livelihood, is maintained indefinitely for the benefit of the 

present and future generations.
526

  

NAFO began the implementation of the ecosystem approach after the 

„FAO Guidelines on Deep sea Fisheries‟ was published, and in 2008 the 

Working Group on the Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries Management 

(WG-EAFM)
527

 was established in order „to identify and delineate marine 

                                                             

524 ibid Article V. 
525 NAFO, ‘Ocean Climate’ (NAFO, 2017) 
<https://www.nafo.int/Science/Ecosystem/Ocean-Climate> accessed 13 June 
2017. 
526 NAFO, ‘Ecosystem Approach’ (NAFO, 2017) 
<https://www.nafo.int/Science/Frameworks/Ecosystem-Approach> accessed 13 
June 2017. 
527 In 2013 the working group changed its name to the Working Group on 
Ecosystem Science and Assessment (WG-ESA). 
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benthic habitats subject to significant adverse impacts and in need of 

protection.‟
528

  

In addition a joint Commission and Scientific Council 

Working Group on the Ecosystem Approach Framework to 

Fisheries Management (WG-EAFFM) was established to 

report ecosystem developments and the work of WG-ESA, to 

both the Commission and Scientific Council, to consider the 

advice of Scientific Council, and to provide recommendations 

to the Commission.
529

 

Regarding ocean climate, the website offers links to several documents on 

oceanography. It is not pertinent for this thesis to take a look at any of the 

documents, but together they cover the NAFO area and climate 

highlights.
530

  

Hence, though NAFO does not deal directly with marine mammals or 

whales, marine mammals are an integral components of the ecosystem, 

and any organisation that purports to have an ecosystem approach to 

fisheries regulation must surely take account of the fact that whales eat 

other things, sometimes target species, in the ocean. NAFO is such an 

organisation, and is well rounded and does cover more than simply 

fisheries. They also deal with various scientific studies of the environment 

as a whole in order to get the complete picture of the area under their 

jurisdiction.  

 

 

                                                             

528 ibid. 
529 ibid. 
530 See NAFO, ‘Ocean Climate’ for list and link to documents. 
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THE NORTH-EAST ATLANTIC FISHERIES COMMISSION (NEAFC) 

NEAFC is the regional fisheries agreement for the Northeast Atlantic. 

There are currently five contracting parties: Denmark (on behalf of 

Greenland and the Faroe Islands), the EU, Iceland, Norway and the 

Russian Federation. Additionally, there are five cooperating non-

contracting parties: Bahamas, Canada, Liberia, New Zealand and St. Kitts 

and Nevis.
531

  

Below is a map of the NEAFC Regulatory Area: 

                                                             

531 NEAFC, ‘North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission | Managing Fisheries in the 
North East Atlantic’ [2011] NEAFC <https://www.neafc.org/> accessed 14 June 
2017. 
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Figure 20 NEAFC area. Source: North-East Atlantic Fisheries Commission. Map of 

NEAFC area of application. The area regulated by NEAFC is the area within the 

red outline, while the orange areas are the areas outside of national legislation, 

i.e. beyond the EEZs of the coastal states. 

The official title of the NEAFC Convention is the „Convention on future 

multilateral cooperation in North-East Atlantic fisheries‟. The treaty was 

signed in London in 1980 and entered into force in 1982. The objective of 

the agreement is to: 
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promote the conservation and optimum utilisation of the 

fishery resources of the North-East Atlantic area within a 

framework appropriate to the regime of extended coastal state 

jurisdiction over fisheries, and accordingly to encourage 

international cooperation and consultation with respect to 

these resources”. Also, to promote the exchange of scientific 

information and data on the state of the fishery resources in 

the area and on management policies.
532

  

The NEAFC Convention replaced the original North-East Atlantic 

Fisheries Convention of 1959, which in turn replaced the Convention for 

the Regulation of Meshes and Fishing Nets and the Size Limits of Fish 

from 1946.
533

 Only the latest of the agreements will be covered in this 

text, and only the parts that in some way affect the whales and their 

environment and their future chances of survival. It is only the Preamble, 

Articles 2 and 7 that have anything at all to do with something that can be 

related to the whales and the ecosystem they exist in.  

The Preamble states that it is the intention of the contracting parties „to 

safeguard the marine ecosystems in which the recourses occur.‟
534

 The 

statement is of course intended for the fruitfulness of fisheries now and in 

the future first and foremost, but nonetheless, if the marine ecosystems 

are safeguarded, it benefits all the species living in it and what they need 

in terms of habitat and food. Article 2 makes a similar statement as the 

section quoted above from the Preamble: „The objective of this 

Convention is to ensure the long-term conservation and optimum 

                                                             

532 EU Treaties Office Database, ‘TREATIES OFFICE DATABASE’ (EU, 2010) 
<http://ec.europa.eu/world/agreements/prepareCreateTreatiesWorkspace/treati
esGeneralData.do?step=0&redirect=true&treatyId=503> accessed 14 June 2017. 
533 ibid. 
534 NEAFC, ‘Convention on Future Multilateral Cooperation in the North-East 
Atlantic Fisheries’ [2004] NEAFC Preamble. 
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utilisation of the fishery resources in the Convention Area, providing 

sustainable economic, environmental and social benefits.‟
535

 This article 

is more oriented to societies‟ need in regards to fishing than the section 

drawn out from the Preamble, but in order to safeguard the future of 

fisheries, one has to take measurements today in order to prevent over-

fishing, for example, and that is fruitful for the whales as their prey is 

more available to them in the long run. Even if they have to compete with 

humans for their food, making sure fishing is done sustainably enables 

both humans and whales to have enough food now and in the future. The 

NEAFC Convention (and others like it) helps fisheries maintain a 

sustainable environment which benefits all beings in need of the resources 

available from the marine environment.  

Article 7 of the NEAFC Convention covers measures for the regulation of 

fishing gear and appliances, such as mesh size, size limits of the fish, 

closed seasons and areas, total allowable catch and their allocation, and 

regulating the total level of fishing effort allowed and the allocation.
536

 

Though this article is merely about fishing, regulating fishing with mesh 

size, catch limits and closed seasons and areas, definitely affect the 

whales that eat the same fish that the fisheries target. The more control 

fisheries are under, the more prey is available for the whales and the more 

chances they have to survive long term.  

Through the NEAFC Convention a Commission was established, and the 

Commission has legal personality and cooperates with other international 

organisations as well as within the national territories of the contracting 

                                                             

535 ibid Article 2. 
536 ibid Article 7. 
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parties to the multilateral agreement.
537

 In addition to the Committee there 

is also the Secretariat, three committees and three working groups. One of 

the working groups, Joint Advisory Group on Data Management 

(JAGDM) is a joint working group between NEAFC and NAFO for the 

purpose of harmonising data collection between the two organisations. 

The working group also offers technical advice to contracting parties and 

other RFMOs on request.
538

  

Like NAFO, NEAFC is not directly dealing with marine mammals or 

whales, but as the regional organisation sets catch quotas, mesh-size and 

closed seasons for fishing, this helps the whales as there is food also for 

them and possibly less chance of ending up as by-catch.  

 

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 

This chapter about the role of international law in the conservation of six 

species of Arctic whales has revealed that at present there is not that much 

international law has to offer for the protection and conservation of 

marine mammals and whales, as the treaties and agreements presented 

illustrate that they merely direct the states to cooperate and find the best 

ways possible to protect and conserve the environment. The international 

organisation that seems most beneficial regarding the whales and their 

conservation is the IWC with its „2016–2016 Strategic Plan‟, 

Conservation Committee and Scientific Committee. The IWC promotes 

                                                             

537 ibid Article 3. 
538 NEAFC, ‘NEAFC Committee and Working Group Information | North East Atlantic 
Fisheries Commission’ (NEAFC, 2011) <https://www.neafc.org/neafc-subsidiary-
bodies> accessed 16 June 2017. 
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significant research regarding whales and suggests regulations and 

restrictions regarding harvest, use and future measures for the protection 

and conservation of whales. Moreover, an important development on the 

international level is the new Polar Code of the IMO that came into force 

January 2017. The Polar Code introduces new and stricter regulations 

regarding ship safety, dumping of waste, environmental protection and 

pollution in Arctic waters, which will hopefully prove to aid in the 

protection of the Arctic marine environment.  

Similarly, the regional agreements put the onus on the states to cooperate 

and find solutions. The AC, for one, contributes to the protection of 

whales with research, assessments and recommendations regarding the 

protection and conservation of the Arctic environment. However, though 

the recommendations are made and the research done, it is up to the 

members to make use of the recommendations and change their domestic 

laws to incorporate the changes suggested by the working groups of the 

AC.  

Consequently, though there are positive recommendations and directions 

in international and regional treaties and agreements, it is ultimately the 

responsibility of the national legislations to change domestic laws and 

cooperate with other states to enable the protection and conservation of 

the Arctic environment and the whales in question.  

The next, and final chapter, sums up the role of international law towards 

the conservation of the migratory and resident Arctic whales, 

summarizing the known and unknown factors regarding climate change 

and the effects it has on the Arctic environment and the whales. Finally, it 
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concludes with the suggestion that creating one or more MPAs in the AO 

may the best solution we have at this point in time. 
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Chapter 5 The Role of International Law  

The four previous chapters of this dissertation have covered science, 

biology and policy, relating to the Arctic and the six whales chosen for 

this thesis. This final chapter will look at each of the three fields (science, 

biology and policy) lightly covered previously, and see to what extent 

more knowledge and research in the area are needed in order to aid in the 

conservation of the Arctic environment and the whales in question. 

Moreover, it will suggest that creating more Marine Protected Areas 

(MPAs) in the Arctic, might be a good way to go in order to create 

sufficient protection for a possible future for the Arctic ecosystem. There 

are currently MPAs in the Arctic, but in the High Arctic and the AO, it is 

mainly around the waters off Svalbard.
539

 If we look to the Southern 

Ocean, and the case of the Ross Sea region MPA, we can use that as an 

example of it being possible to create an MPA in a vast and remote 

region. However, as the Ross Sea region MPA is very recent, it is too 

soon to know whether the MPA is a success or not, so it is more the 

structure of the Ross Sea region MPA looked at in the final section of this 

chapter.  

KNOWN AND UNKNOWN 

Starting with the AO and what is known (with varying levels of 

certainty), the AO is less diverse than lower latitude areas, and many 

places in the AO are separated by sea ice, especially during winter. 

However, as was revealed at the onset of this thesis, in comparison with 

                                                             

539 Suzanne Lalonde, ‘Marine Protected Areas in the Arctic’ in Erik J Molenar, Alex G 
Oude Elferink and Donald R Rothwell (eds), The Law of the Sea and the Polar 
Regions (Brill/Nijhoff 2013). 
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the world‟s oceans, the central AO and its marginal seas are among the 

least known basins and bodies of water. Thus, further research in that area 

is could give more answers. Granted, the central AO and its marginal seas 

are challenging areas to research due to its remote location, cold climate 

most of the year, and the risk to vessels and human lives are factors. With 

climate change changing the conditions of the AO and its environment, 

the area is slowly becoming more accessible for at least some period of 

the year. Increased shipping also makes it possible to direct more studies 

at the central AO and its marginal seas in order for this important area of 

the world to catch up with the knowledge we have of the rest of the 

world‟s oceans. However, one part of the AO that is quite well researched 

is the Norwegian and Barents Seas.
540

 Even though these areas are also 

demanding to study, due to ice cover in the winter, research has been 

possible.  

Regarding the effects of climate change in the Arctic, there are many gaps 

in knowledge as there generally are concerning climate change and the 

effects it has on the land, the oceans and seas, and the atmosphere. Since 

climate change is an on-going process, we are still learning the effects and 

do not have a complete picture.
541

 One uncertainly that eventually might 

affect the AO gravely, is changes in the MOC (see Figure 5) and AMOC 

(see Figure 4), and the affects they will have on the world‟s oceans, 

including the Atlantic and the AO. As revealed previously in this thesis, 

little is yet to known about the ocean currents in regards to climate 

                                                             

540 Norwegian Ministry of the Environment, ‘First Update of the Integrated 
Management Plan for the Marine Environment of the Barents Sea−Lofoten Area’, 
vol 10 (2011). 
541 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.  
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change, and the effects climate change will have on the MOC and the 

ecosystems inhabiting the waters of the world. What is deemed very 

likely is that the AMOC will weaken during the 21
st
 Century.

542
 

Measurements taken since the AR4 indicate some changes, but numbers 

are not severe enough to indicate an abrupt change within this century. 

However, it is recognised that the observational period of the AMOC 

variability has been short and thus, there is insufficient data to support a 

finding of change in the AMOC. Consequently, further study, and more 

long term observations of the AMOC variability is important in order to 

gain more information, and certainty as to whether the changes are 

happening and at what speed. 

Furthermore, there is no certainty regarding whether the total uptake of 

carbon by the oceans has in fact increased, though there is (some) 

confidence that ocean acidification is happening, as there are multiple 

lines of independent evidence from various areas. Regarding the AO 

however, the implications of ocean acidification are still not known, as 

very little research has been done on the subject in the area. 

On the other hand, there are quite few things we can be fairly confident 

about when thinking about climate change and the changes that are 

occurring due to it. One thing the scientific community is clear about, is 

the human influence on climate change and also that the recent emissions 

of GHGs are the highest in history – and anthropogenic emissions are 

likely the most probable cause. Each of the last few decades has been 

increasingly warmer at the Earth‟s surface. What scientists also have 

uncovered is that the majority of the increase in energy storage is 
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happening in the oceans (as much as 93%), and this not only warms the 

oceans, but makes it more acidic. The highest increase of warming of the 

oceans is happening in the upper 700m of the ocean surface. Concerning 

the AO it can be stated with medium confidence that the ocean is the 

warmest it has been in the last 1500 years.
543

 There are, however, 

uncertainties about the warming of the subsurface ocean, and whether it is 

due to climate change or natural variations, and the greater uncertainty the 

deeper one goes as it is more challenging to collect samples. Hence, 

attempting to find a way of collecting samples for the deeper layers of the 

oceans would be good in order to understand whether these changes are 

due to climate change or simply natural fluctuations. If this was achieved, 

the uncertainty about whether the ocean temperature has increased less 

between 2003 and 2010 than in previous years at depths beyond 700m
544

 

might be turned into certainty.  

The ocean is capable of storing up to 50 times the amount of carbon 

compared to the atmosphere, and this will eventually affect the pH level 

of the oceans. There is some evidence suggesting that the North Atlantic 

has seen the biggest drop in pH.
545

 The AO is seen as being prone to 

ocean acidification with the significant loss of sea ice and pack ice that is 

happening and will likely continue to happen – though acidification is not 

believed to happen uniformly across the AO. 

Concerning the whales, there are both things in which scientists and 

biologists are more or less certain, and also facts we still do not have. 
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There are general uncertainties regarding the effects of climate change 

and the future wellbeing and continued increase of the whale stocks. More 

specifically, we do not have many answers concerning issues such as the 

effects of the changes in the MOC and AMOC to the marine ecosystem 

and thus also the marine mammals, including the whales. There is also a 

lack of knowledge regarding what the changes in acidity will do, and 

especially for the whales feeding on benthos and other shell forming 

organisms. If the ocean becomes so acidic that these organisms cannot 

form shells, they will likely die as larvae or in early stages of life, and this 

will mean insufficient feeding opportunities for the species feeding on 

those organisms. Thus, unless they are generalist feeders and can find 

alternative prey, a challenge in getting sufficient nutrition will likely be a 

reality for these species. Consequently, further studies on ocean 

acidification and its implications on the marine environment will aid in 

closing the knowledge gap and subsequently decide what to do in order to 

protect the ecosystem as much as we can.  

Regarding the warming of the oceans and declining sea ice, it is feared 

that the changes will greatly affect the polar specialists, as has been seen 

already, with loss of habitat and refuge from predators. If for example 

polynyas disappear, all three resident Arctic whales are in trouble.
546

 

Moreover, as yet unknown due to warming oceans and melting sea ice, is 

what affects the new and increased human traffic in the Polar Regions 

will have on the marine environment. We already know to some extent 

that the increased human traffic and shipping in the Arctic will have 

                                                             

546 Scientific Committee, ‘Report of the Workshop on Small Cetaceans and Climate 
Change’. 
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various effects
547

 on the marine environment, and the whales, but we are 

not yet sure about the scope of the disturbance and effect it will have in 

the long run. Hence, further research in this area could give more 

information on how to best manage the increased human activity, such as 

fishing, shipping, and tourism, and thus conserve the marine ecosystem.  

For the whale species, in addition to the general concerns and gaps in 

knowledge, there are also individual gaps and unknowns. If we follow the 

order of the second chapter and go into more specifics about each chosen 

whale species, and thus start with the gray whale, we find that a lot of 

information is gathered about that particular species, and it is therefore 

quite well researched. One unknown factor though, is the whereabouts of 

the western stock‟s breeding and calving ground. One suggestion is that it 

is possibly off the waters of southern China, but no certainty has been 

obtained.  

For the humpback whale there are still unanswered questions, and as the 

species have long migrations and are long-lived, studies to gain more 

information will likely yield more results if they are long-term. However, 

the humpback whale is one of the most well-studied of the whales and 

quite a lot of research has been gathered, as seen in chapter 2. 

Concerning the killer whale it seems the biggest individual unknown is 

the estimation of a total number of killer whales worldwide. However, the 

species is regarded as abundant in general, and their survival as a species 

is not threatened. Some of the killer whale subpopulations are quite well 

                                                             

547 Such as ship strikes, pollution, noise pollution, destruction of habitat and 
protection, pray competition and so on. See chapter 3 for more detailed 
information. 
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researched, for instance the Southern Resident killer whales,
548

 but it is 

naturally easier to study a small group
549

 of killer whales than the 

worldwide population of the species.  

Regarding the Arctic resident whales, starting with the beluga, overall 

trends regarding numbers are not available for the beluga subpopulations, 

though it is seen as abundant in general. For the narwhal it seems that 

population trends are difficult to establish for the general population, even 

though population estimates are available for most of the narwhal 

subpopulations. As with the two previous species, also for the bowhead 

whale there is uncertainty regarding the bowhead trends in population and 

distribution. One big challenge in collecting this data is the fact that the 

bowheads‟ habitat is so remote from humans. Moreover, regarding both 

the narwhal and the bowhead, more knowledge is needed about direct 

effects of warming oceans and the effects it might have on the whales. As 

mentioned in chapter 3, these two species of whales seem the most 

affected by the warming waters, but there are still some pieces missing for 

us to gain more confidence about this matter, and what we can do for their 

future growth, and for their conservation. Regarding the six effects of 

climate change highlighted in chapters 1 and 3, there are gaps concerning 

the whales within all six effects. This can simply be said to be due to the 

                                                             

548 Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Recovery Strategy for the Northern and Southern 
Resident Killer Whales ( Orcinus Orca ) in Canada (2008); NOAA, ‘Species in the 
Spotlight Priority Actions : 2016-2020 Southern Resident Killer Whale DPS Orcinus 
Orca’ [2016] National Marine Fisheries Service 2016; REG 10 US EPA, ‘Southern 
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Southern Resident Killer Whales & Conservation’. 
549 The Southern Resident killer whales are today estimated to be between 70 and 
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uncertainties about climate change and the effects it may have on the 

whales in the time ahead. 

Furthermore, and this is not a gap per se, but there is also no real 

confidence concerning the positive opportunities that might befall the 

whales, both the migratory and the resident Arctic whales, as a result of 

climate change. Some positive trends have been seen and mentioned 

regarding the killer whales, as outlined in chapter 3. However, for the 

other whale species additional research is desirable both regarding 

challenges and opportunities afforded by climate change and all the 

effects it brings with it. What is fairly certain is that the migratory whales 

will have an easier time with the changes brought on by climate change 

than the Arctic resident whales who are ice dependant for habitat and 

shelter, and even their breeding might be affected, and consequently the 

thriving of the populations.
550

 The polar specialists are thus more 

vulnerable to the changes that are already happening as they spend the 

entire year in the Arctic and the continuation of the changes, such as more 

and more sea ice melting and increased human activity in the Arctic for 

longer periods of the year. As for the migratory whales, the temperate 

marine mammals show greater adaptability, and though that is positive for 

them, it also yields increasing pressure for, in this case, Arctic species, as 

it generates more competition for prey, and may also possibly introduce 

formerly unknown diseases to the more pristine, cold area of the Arctic.
551

 

However, a challenge for the temperate, migratory whales (particularly 

the baleen whales) might be the change in the time of the plankton bloom 

                                                             

550 Mark P Simmonds and Stephen J Isaac, ‘Review The Impacts of Climate Change 
on Marine Mammals : Early Signs of Significant Problems’ (2007) 41 19. 
551 ACIA. 
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and the possible decrease of zooplankton. They have a long migration and 

have been fasting for months, and rely on the feeding grounds in the north 

to feed them during the summer so they can increase their layer of 

blubber and have energy storage for the next fasting period in warmer, 

southern waters.  

In order to see the gaps in research and monitoring and thus in knowledge 

in the Arctic environment more clearly, figures 21-24 below are included. 

The figures are presented on CAFF‟s webpage
552

 and the author chose to 

use these four figures as they represent the marine environment from the 

smallest sea ice biota to the big whales. Because the sea ice biota is an 

important part of the whales‟ food chain, a figure on the research and 

monitoring illustrating that status was included.  

 

                                                             

552 CAFF, ‘Monitoring: Status and Advice - Arctic Biodiversity, Conservation of Arctic 
Flora and Fauna (CAFF)’. 
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Figure 21 Sea ice biota. Source: CAFF. The figure shows areas in Arctic and the 

status of trends in diversity for sea ice biota. 

As Figure 21 shows the Arctic marine environment has been divided into 

8 different areas in these figures. This is different than the division used 

for the AO in this thesis
553

 but that does not matter as the important 

information is easily understood from the figures, and all the main Arctic 

                                                             

553 See chapter 1, section Arctic Ocean for further information about this matter. 
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areas are included in the information given in the figures. What Figure 21 

reveals is that there is currently no study or monitoring of sea ice biota in 

general in most of the areas of the Arctic, and very little information has 

been gathered about this level of the food chain. Consequently, it is 

challenging to understand what happens in the higher trophic levels of the 

food chain, and thus understanding the effects on the whales regarding 

their feeding possibilities and how they are affected by climate change in 

various levels is almost impossible to determine. The next Figure, 22, 

goes up one trophic level and shows the status of monitoring and research 

of plankton.  
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Figure 22 Plankton. Source: CAFF. The figure illustrates trends in abundance for 

plankton in the various areas of the Arctic.  

From Figure 22 we see that while most of the areas have no trends to 

report, there is some knowledge from the Pacific-Arctic, Beaufort and the 

Atlantic Arctic. In the first two areas the zooplankton, which is the main 

food source for the baleen whales, are increasing. In the third area, the 

Atlantic Arctic, however, the trend shows increase, stability and decrease, 

indicating that this information is taken from various areas of the Atlantic 
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Arctic. However, the important factor is that some information has been 

obtained and some trends can be shown. Moving up one more level, 

Figure 23 illustrates that more information is available.  

Figure 23 State of monitoring. Source: CAFF. This figure shows state of 

monitoring for the trophic levels in areas of the Arctic.  

In general Figure 23 reveals that there is some research and monitoring 

going on for some of the species in most of the areas, but as far as the 

marine mammals are concerned, it is not as good as many of the other 
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species. None of the areas are good, but at least there are sporadic and 

moderate information gathered in most of the areas. The poorest covered 

area according to this information is the Arctic Basin. This means that the 

whales are not very well monitored in the Arctic as a whole, but that there 

is some information to be had in some of other areas of the Arctic. The 

information given in previous chapters of this thesis reveals the same.  

The last figure, Figure 24, shows a few chosen species of Arctic marine 

mammals, including the three resident Arctic whales, the bowhead, 

narwhal and the beluga.  
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Figure 24 Marine mammals. Source: CAFF. The figure illustrates trends in 

abundance for Arctic marine mammals in areas of the Arctic.  

Figure 24 correlates to the information found through the research 

presented in this thesis; that there are still many gaps of knowledge to be 

filled regarding the whales and their pray, habitat, and population trends. 

According to Figure 24 it seems we can infer that most research and 

monitoring are done on the bowhead whale, as it shows an increase in five 

of the eight areas. Of course this increase does not mean that a lot of 

information is known about the bowhead whales, but that there merely is 
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an increase of research and monitoring going on in some areas. The 

information, however, might not have been collected and processed to 

date. Again we see that the Arctic Basin is poorly lacking, and also 

Atlantic Arctic and the Kara-Laptev in regards to the bowhead whale. 

However, the reason information is lacking from the Kara-Laptev areas, is 

very likely because the bowhead whales are not often to be seen in 

there
554

 and thus less research or monitoring is probably necessary. 

Moreover, regarding the Atlantic Arctic, the main areas for the bowheads 

are surrounding Svalbard and Greenland, and we already know from 

chapter two and three that more information is needed from these areas. 

From Figure 13 we also see that the range of the bowhead whales do not 

really enter into the Arctic Basin, so it is also naturally that little or no 

information is gathered from that area.  

Concerning the narwhal in Figure 24, we see that no information is 

available from four of the eight areas, and of the four remaining two are 

unknown and two are stable/unknown. A quick glance back at figures 11 

and 12 can reveal that the four areas where there is no information at all, 

the narwhals are not generally to be found – though Figure 12 indicates a 

possible winter ground in the Laptev area.  

The four remaining areas, however, are areas where narwhals are to be 

found, and thus continued research and monitoring is vital, as the 

information we have is too poor. Last, but not least, the beluga whale, as 

shown on Figure 24, is a little bit better monitored at the moment than the 

narwhal. Of the three Arctic resident whales the beluga is the most 

                                                             

554 See Figure 13 in chapter 2 of this thesis.  
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widespread, and the only area in Figure 24 where there is no information 

to be found, is in the Arctic Basin. This is likely because the beluga is not 

generally present in that area of the Arctic. Four of the seven remaining 

areas have some information about the trend, but added research and 

monitoring in these areas could reveal information we do not have 

currently. Such as information about the beluga whales and how they may 

already be and might be affected by climate change in the years to come.  

In 2017 NAMMCO published a report
555

 covering the most recent 

research on beluga whales and narwhals, and in the report one can read 

that quite a lot of studies have been done on both species and on most of 

the stocks.
556

 However, even with a lot of research being done, abundance 

and trend estimates are generally unknown. However, it was agreed that 

because of climate change, increased human activity is the main concern 

for the two species, both globally and regionally.
557

 This concern is also 

very likely for the bowhead whale, and also possibly for the three 

migratory whales. 

Let us now move from the known and unknown regarding the marine 

environment and focus on the legal part. The following section will 

review the treaties and agreements dealt with in the previous chapter in 

order to gain some understanding of the role of international law towards 

the conservation of the whales and their environment. Staying with the 

structure of the legal chapter, the multilateral treaty law first is reviewed 

                                                             

555 Report of the Global Review of Monodontids 
556 It is not deemed necessary to use the report in detail at this point, but for a 
deeper look, see NAMMCO, ‘Report of the Global Review of Monodontids’. 
557 ibid. 
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first. The international treaties included here are the LOSC, MARPOL, 

CITES, CBD, CMS, ICRW, and the IMO‟s Polar Code.   

THE LEGAL SITUATION 

The LOSC, CITES, CBD and CMS all merely give directions to states 

regarding protection and conservation measurements of the marine 

mammals and their environment, either domestically or through 

international or regional cooperation. Arguably, we can state that there are 

good reasons for this regarding the LOSC and CITES. The LOSC is an 

overarching international treaty regarding the use of the oceans and seas 

of the world, focusing more on the rights and duties of states and the 

delineation of the ocean boundaries. Though there are two articles in the 

LOSC that embrace marine mammals directly,
558

 and there are provisions 

in the LOSC that affect the whales indirectly. For example, Section 4
559

 of 

Part XII
560

 of the LOSC covers the protection and preservation of the 

marine environment. Section 4 has three articles, 204–206. Together, 

these articles cover prior and on-going assessment of activities that might 

pollute or cause harmful changes to the marine environment.
561

 According 

to Article 204 states shall endeavour to, directly or through competent 

international organisations, measure, observe, evaluate and analyse the 

risks of pollution to the environment.
562

 Article 206 denotes that when 

                                                             

558 Article 64 Highly Migratory Species and Article 65 Marine Mammals. See United 
Nations, ‘The 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea’. 
559 Monitoring and Environmental Assessment. 
560 Protection and Preservation of the Marine Environment. 
561 ibid; Robin Warner, ‘Environmental Assessments in the Marine Areas of the 
Polar Regions’ in Erik J Molenar, Alex G Oude Elferink and Donald R Rothwell (eds), 
The Law of the Sea and the Polar Regions (Brill/Nijhoff 2013). 
562 United Nations Part XII, Section 4, Article 204. 
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states have reasonable grounds to believe that planned activities have the 

potential of significantly harming the marine environment, they shall 

assess the potential affects and report the results as per Article 205 of the 

LOSC.
563

 Lastly, Article 205 simple states that states shall report the 

results obtained to competent international organisations at appropriate 

intervals.
564

 Hence, the LOSC does also have some provisions that 

indirectly protect the whales, as it protects their environment. However, 

also articles 204–206 all state that states shall follow these provisions as 

far as practical. This means that states are not obliged to assess, observe 

and report at certain times or to a certain international organisation. 

Hence, though there are provisions for the protection of the marine 

mammals and their environment, again the states are directed to do so 

directly or through cooperation, as far as practical. 

As seen in the previous chapter, MARPOL is the main international 

convention for the prevention of the pollution from ships. As such, it does 

not cover the marine ecosystem directly, but naturally offers a necessary 

set of tools for the protection of the marine ecosystems‟ current and future 

health and prosperity. Because the treaty covers pollution from oil, 

chemicals, garbage and sewage, and harmful substances in package form, 

it is important for the Arctic environment, as the area is changing due to 

climate change and experiences increased shipping and human activity, 

such as fishing, tourism, testing and research of various kinds. With 

increased shipping and human activity the Arctic ecosystem may be 

introduced to pollutants that are extremely challenging to recover from 

                                                             

563 ibid, Article 206. 
564 ibid, Article 205. 
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seeing that the environment is very cold and remote. Though the 

behaviour of oil in cold water conditions is still a gap needed to be filled 

and well understood,
565

 it is well known that the Polar Regions are remote 

areas that are impossible to reach quickly if a disaster such as an oil spill 

should occur.
566

 Thus, a treaty such as MARPOL is a significant tool for 

the prevention of such a disaster.  

Concerning CITES, this convention only deals with the international trade 

of animals or part of animals, and despite the six whales chosen for this 

thesis being included in either Appendix I or II, the treaty might remove 

some added pressures on the whales. Otherwise, it too, merely forwards 

the responsibility to the individual states and does not give enough direct 

provisions that states have to follow. 

Both the CBD and the CMS deal more directly with the marine mammals 

and their environment than the LOSC and CITES. Still, however, these 

two treaties give directions to states regarding research, measures and 

assessments for the conservation and protection of the marine 

environment and the species in question. There are some good directives, 

such as sustainable use of biological diversity, and the precautionary 

principle, but the treaties do not directly give guidelines as they only offer 

guidelines for states to follow – as far as it is possible or accessible. 

Hence, it is up to the individual states‟ national jurisdiction to enforce the 

provisions of the treaties in their domestic legislation and also regarding 

                                                             

565 NAMMCO Scientific Committee, ‘Report of the 23rd Meeting of the NAMMCO 
Scientific Committee’ [2016] NAMMCO. 
566 Though the Arctic Council do have the Agreement on Cooperation on Marine 
Pollution Preparedness and Response in the Arctic, a legally binding agreement 
from 2013.   
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the cooperation states are encourage to partake in on an international and 

regional level so to follow the directions of the treaties.  

In the Arctic, the new Polar Code of the IMO is a very important 

instrument for the protection of the marine life and the entire ecosystem. 

Thus, even though the Polar Code has nothing to do with the whales 

directly, it is important for the environment they live in. The Convention 

gives vital regulations for ships, such as ice-strengthening, regarding 

pollution, and also staying updated on marine mammals and areas with 

dense amount of mammals, speed recommendations for ships in areas of 

migration or habitat of mammals, seasonal migration routes and areas, 

areas that are remote from search and rescue in case of accidents or 

incidents, and national or international protected areas.  

Lastly, the IWC is an international body set up under the ICRW. The 

IWC does not merely deal with the regulation of whaling, but organises a 

major amount of scientific research, monitoring and assessment for the 

improved protection, conservation and management of the marine 

environment and the whale stocks. The IWC naturally consists of member 

states, but still, it is, as far as this thesis is concerned, the international 

body (this term here includes the international treaties above) that offers 

the best set of direct directions for the protection, conservation and 

management of the whales and the environment they live in.  

Having said that though, it can be quite assertively stated that even if 

there is an international legal framework in place for the protection, 

conservation and management of the whales and the marine environment, 

Chapter 4 has illustrated that this legal framework has significant 

limitations. Gaps regarding the Arctic environment seem to be 
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particularly lacking within the international legal framework. In six of the 

seven treaties there is no mention of Arctic whatsoever.
567

 MARPOL 

makes a few mentions of Antarctica, but not the Arctic. Another quick 

search through the treaties also reveals that the word „polar‟ yields no 

matches. In the LOSC there is Article 234 Ice-Covered Areas,
568

 which is 

the only Article that can cover the Arctic in the overarching legal 

framework for the world‟s oceans and seas.  

A possible defence for the limitations of international law regarding the 

conservation of whales is the fact that the issue of climate change as we 

experience it today is very recent, and a full understanding of the issue is 

challenging. Consequently, finding ways to protect the environment when 

there are still so many uncertainties and possible outcomes poses a few 

obstacles to conquer. Though, the situation regarding climate change is 

complex with many gaps in knowledge, research is being done, but it 

seems that some of the research, does not appear to have been translated 

into policies as of yet. This is seen in the numerous reports being 

published by the AC working groups, by IWC, NAMMCO and OSPAR, 

for example that are still not seen in treaties or regulations.  

Whether there are good reasons or not, there is a gap in the role played by 

international law for the conservation of the whales and the marine 

environment they inhabit. The treaties and agreements looked at here, are 

too soft in their directions, as terms such as „as far as possible‟ and „as far 

as reasonable and practicable‟ are used. The use of the more direct „shall‟ 

                                                             

567 The fifth treaty, the ICRW, does of course have several mentions of whales and 
the conservation and development of whale stocks since it is a treaty designed for 
the regulation of whaling. 
568 United Nations Part XII, Section 8, Article 234. 
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is not applied as much, as hence, the states have a much greater leeway 

regarding which lengths they go to for the implementation of the 

directions set by the treaties, both domestically and internationally.  

There is also the regional level, and the previous chapter looked into five 

regional initiatives, namely OSPAR, NAMMCO, NAFO, NEAFC, and 

the AC. Going chronologically in the order stated, OSPAR does not, in 

the „Annual Report 2016/2017‟ give any direct mention of any of the six 

whale species dealt with in this thesis, but „marine mammal‟ is mentioned 

in the context of the top predators being indicators of the condition the 

marine ecosystem is in. Moreover, it states that understanding trends 

regarding cetaceans (thus also whales) requires long term studies, and in 

the future, „OSPAR aims to combine pressure assessments (e.g. noise and 

contaminants) with impacts on marine mammals.‟
569

 Also, on their 

website, one can read about areas the Commission work in, and 

„Implementation of species and habitat Recommendations‟ and „Mapping 

habitats on the OSPAR List of Threatened and/or Declining Species and 

Habitats‟, are two of the working areas.
570

 They have worked out a list of 

threatened and/or declining species
571

 in the five areas of OSPAR. Of the 

six whales chosen for this thesis, only the bowhead is on that list, and it is 

listed in Region I (Arctic waters) of OSPAR. OSPAR is working towards 

ensuring the protection of the species and habitats that are on the list of 

species in their five regions, and this is done either through separate 

                                                             

569 OSPAR Commission, ‘Annual Report 2016/2017’ [2017] OSPAR Commission 52 
<www.rihed.seameo.org>. 
570 OSPAR Commission, ‘Species & Habitats | OSPAR Commission’. 
571 It can be found here: ibid. 
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programs or measures. The recommendation made by OSPAR has been 

adopted by the member states.
572

 

OSPAR does not, in the Convention, deal directly with climate change, 

but as its goals are the management of pollution and protection of the 

marine environment, climate change has become part of OSPARs focus in 

more recent years, as it highly affects the marine environment.
573

 

Consequently, though the Convention does not directly mention whales or 

climate change, in later years OSPAR has done a lot of work towards the 

protection of the marine environment and the marine mammals. 

Additionally, an important part of the Convention, is the „precautionary 

principle‟ and the „polluter pays‟ principle. Both these principles are 

positive for the environment and all the species inhabiting it. The five 

regions covered in the OSPAR agreement is quite a large area, and it 

benefits the species registered in the total area and the species on the 

threatened and/or declining list, including the bowhead whale.  

Also NAMMCO does good work towards the protection and conservation 

of whales and marine mammals. Their main focus is on studying the 

marine environment holistically in order to gain an understanding of the 

marine mammals‟ role in the marine ecosystem. All of the six whales 

except the gray whale are covered by the NAMMCO area, and there is 

research going on for all the species, to various extents.
574

 Though some 

understanding is gained about some of the many stocks of whales (for all 
                                                             

572 ibid. 
573 Two of their publications directly related to climate change, can be found here: 
OSPAR, ‘Publications | OSPAR Commission’ (OSPAR, 2018) 
<https://www.ospar.org/about/publications?q=climate change> accessed 20 
March 2018. 
574 See the previous chapter for more detailed information about this. 
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five species), there are still several stocks that are still mostly unknown, 

and abundance trends are lacking for many of the stocks. Also, 

knowledge about how climate change is affecting and will affect the 

stocks is also mostly still unknown. There is a high level of concern for 

the whales for the future as the ice is slowly decreasing in the Arctic, and 

studies are recommended in order to gain more insight.  

Regarding NAFO and NEAFC, they are both regional intergovernmental 

organisations dealing with fisheries, and are thus not directly dealing with 

marine mammals or whales. But, as they set various restriction and 

regulations for fishing, they naturally affect the whales positively as it 

limits the competition for food and offers some protection, such as lower 

chances for the whales to end up as by-catch or injured or dead as a result 

of ship strikes.  

Concerning the AC, it is the main body for Arctic conservation, and a lot 

of research is done through the six working groups on the various trophic 

levels in the Arctic, and numerous reports are published that offer 

valuable information. And, there is also the Circumpolar Biodiversity 

Monitoring Programme (CBMP) which „is an international network of 

scientists, governments, Indigenous organizations and conservation 

groups working to harmonize and integrate efforts to monitor the Arctic's 

living resources.‟
575

 The goal of this cooperation is to facilitate faster 

detection, have better communication, and respond better to significant 

trends regarding biodiversity and the various pressures which are 

                                                             

575 CAFF, ‘CAFF - Monitoring: The CBMP’ (CAFF, 2018) 
<https://www.caff.is/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=387&Itemi
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affecting the Arctic. The CBMP covers the major ecosystems; marine, 

freshwater, coastal and terrestrial.
576

 

However, as the previous chapter revealed, with all the research and data 

collecting happening, there are still gaps in knowledge regarding the 

whales; gaps such as trends in abundance and stock estimates, and more 

importantly, how climate change does or might affect the whales and their 

habitat and chance of survival in the future. Though it is estimated with a 

fair amount of certainty that the Arctic species will be affected more 

severely than the more temperate species, many questions regarding the 

Arctic species and climate change, have no answer yet. This is not simply 

due to lack of research, though more research into this specific area could 

be beneficial, but also due to climate change being a relatively new issue. 

Also, the Arctic is a challenging place to study as the conditions are harsh 

and the area is remote, in most places. However, with the declining of the 

sea ice the area is becoming more accessible and it will likely be easier to 

collect data and do research – and hopefully the answers found will aid in 

the future health and survival of the whales and the other Arctic species.   

From this we can gather that the regional level is somewhat more 

successful in the conservation and protection of the Arctic and its species, 

but there is also a gap in the role the regional cooperation plays, as there 

are still too many gaps in knowledge and too little research being directed 

at climate change and the affects it has and will have on the marine 

ecosystem. Moreover, more research ought to be translated into policies 

with the aim of conservation of the whales and their habitat in the Arctic.  
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MARINE PROTECTED AREAS IN THE ARCTIC 

One suggestion that the author seconds, and thinks might be the best 

solution for the Arctic at this point in time, along with the treaties and 

agreements already in place, is the creation of one or more MPAs for the 

Arctic. There are a few reasons the author seconds this suggestion, and 

perhaps the most important one is that as more sea ice melts, and the 

earlier the shipping routes becomes available for traffic, the greater the 

chances of shipping to happen simultaneously with the migration of 

various whale species. Today, because of the ice situation, most of the 

ship traffic occurs after the whales have passed through the Bering Strait, 

the Lancaster Sound and the Kara Gate, but as the summer season arrives 

earlier and earlier, it is merely a question of time before the major 

shipping activity coincides with the migration of the whales. With the 

creation of MPA(s) in the „hot-spot‟ areas for both the marine life and the 

human life (commercial shipping, fishing, and tourism), stricter 

regulations and/or prohibitions might be enforced. Though one can 

naturally argue for the commercial value of increased shipping through 

the four main shipping routes, experts still worry that large-scale shipping 

will have too severe negative impacts on the Arctic environment. It was 

found that cetaceans in shallow waters, estuaries and Arctic waters were 

at the greatest risk facing the changes of climate change – those already 

happening and the changes the ecosystem is facing in the future.
577

 

Additionally, as was noted in the previous chapter, the JWG found that 

narwhals‟ response to shipping activities is assumed abandonment of the 

area as they are believed to be very sensitive to noise pollution. Thus 
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increased human activity might be detrimental for the narwhals, and also 

other species of whales, as they abandon feeding or breeding grounds, and 

this ultimately leads to habitat loss. Moreover, the increased risk of ship 

strikes for all whales in the Arctic as shipping increases is a big threat to 

the future survival of the whale stocks.   

Another reason for MPAs in the Arctic being a good idea is because the 

central AO is among the least known basins and bodies of water in the 

world. If we want to learn about it as it is currently, it should be shielded 

from as much human traffic and intervention as possible. Shipping, 

fishing, seismic testing and tourism in the Arctic changes the area and the 

environment, and the longer this is happening, the more it is likely to 

change. Hence, it should be protected from as much human activity as 

possible in order to maintain its uniqueness, preserve the ecosystem, and 

for us to learn about central AO before it changes too much. For instance, 

being able to document changes and trends in abundance and distribution 

of marine mammals requires long-term study. Moreover, there are still 

many uncertainties regarding climate change and how it will affect the 

marine environment, and also this will require long-term study. From 

chapter 2 we remember that for instance documenting changes in 

abundance and distribution of marine mammals requires commitment and 

research and long-time scales.
578

 If one could perform these studies under 

strict regulations, like in Svalbard for example, one could focus on the 

most necessary research areas and protect the environment 

simultaneously. 
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There are already marine protected areas in the Arctic, for instance in 

Canadian, the US, and Norwegian waters (around Svalbard in particular), 

and also within the OSPAR regions. In order to keep it relatively brief, 

the focus below will be on the Svalbard and OSPAR regions.  

There are quite a few Norwegian laws and regulations directing the 

protection of areas in Svalbard: the Nature Diversity Act 2009 

(Naturmangfoldloven), the Wildlife Act 1981 (Viltloven), the Nature 

Conservation Act 1970 (Naturvernloven), the Nature Conservation Act 

1954 (Lov om naturvern), law of Jan Mayen 1930 (Lov om Jan Mayen), 

and the Act on Nature Conservation 1910 (Lov om naturfredning).
579

 

Additionally, there is protection under legislation on Svalbard as well: the 

Svalbard Act of 1925 (Svalbardloven) and the Svalbard Environmental 

Protection Act from 2002 (updated in 2016) (Svalbardmiljøloven).
580

  

The latter regulation „brings together all environmental regulations for 

Svalbard under one act and, among other things, gives protection to sea 

mammal species „belonging to the ecosystem‟ which includes belugas.‟
581

 

The Nature Diversity Act states that unnecessary damage to habitat shall 

be avoided, and neither shall needless hunting be carried out. Moreover, if 

a species‟ survival is threatened in any way, no hunting is permitted.
582

 

According to the Svalbard Environmental Protection Act all species 

                                                             

579 More detailed information about the laws can be found at www.lovdata.no  
580 Miljødirektoratet, ‘Miljødirektoratet - Kartkatalog’ (Miljødirektoratet) 
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Whales (1st edn, Earthscan 2005). 
582 The only whale hunted in Norway is the minke whale, as it is the only whale 
species deemed plentiful enough to handle sustainable whaling.  
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native to Svalbard (thus, migratory species are not included) and their 

habitat are protected. Any kind of interference, such as introducing new 

species, moving habitats, destroying habitats or moving species, chasing 

or hunting marine species, is prohibited; and one cannot use the horn on 

ships, fire shots or make other types of loud noise in the protected 

areas.
583

  

Below is a map over Svalbard, the nature reserves and the protected areas: 
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Figure 25 Svalbard. Source: Norsk Polarinstitutt (the Norwegian Polar Institute) 

2010. The map shows that most of Svalbard’s landmass and immediate marine 

area, the territorial sea, is protected. The areas drawn with green are nature 

parks, while the red areas are the nature reserves. 65% (39800 km2) of the 

terrestrial area is protected while 86.5% (78000 km2) of the territorial sea 

surrounding the islands of Svalbard is protected.584 
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The protection of the environment on and around Svalbard started in the 

1900s. However, serious acts to protect the environment started in the 

1960s and the first cultural heritage regulation was established in 1974.
585

 

In the „Protected areas in Svalbard – Securing International Valuable 

Cultural and Natural Heritage‟ publication, it states that the purpose of the 

protected areas of Svalbard can be summed up thus:  

• to safeguard large, unbroken and mainly pristine and 

beautiful areas on land and at sea; 

• to secure a representative selection of habitats; 

• to secure key areas for ecology (for example, important 

breeding and grazing areas); and 

• to safeguard the habitats of endangered and vulnerable 

species.
586

 

There are 29 protected areas in Svalbard and together the areas „embrace 

the diversity of the natural history and cultural heritage. They also help to 

fulfil the aim that Svalbard should be one of the best managed wilderness 

areas in the world.‟
587

  

As seen on Figure 25 much of the land is protected either by being a 

natural park or nature reserve, and even more so regarding the 12nm TS. 

The definition used for national park states that:  

[L]arge, more or less undisturbed areas which have high 

scientific value or may be of great significance for enjoying 

the natural and cultural heritage of Svalbard. The natural 

                                                                                                                                                      

Polarinstitutt/Riksantikvaren/Sysselmannen Svalbard, ‘Protected Areas in 
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environment and cultural heritage relics in the parks must be 

protected from changes and destruction. The landscape and 

any seabed, plants, animal life and geological deposits or 

features must be protected from development, constructions, 

pollution and other activities, including traffic that may 

influence or disturb the natural environment. The regulations 

drawn up for each national park detail the activities permitted 

in that particular park.
588

 

The definition of a nature reserve is as follows:  

[A]reas whose natural history is undisturbed or almost 

undisturbed. They may have special or vulnerable ecosystems, 

great scientific value or be particularly important for animal 

and plant life. They may also have special geological deposits 

or features. A nature reserve may be totally protected, or have 

special provisions to protect cultural heritage relics. The 

activities permitted in nature reserves vary, but in general they 

are more stringent than in national parks. Nature reserve is the 

strictest form of protection and is used when the natural 

environment is of particularly high value.
589

 

Hence, a nature reserve is more stringent and in some ways better for the 

environment as it is less interference from human activity. As mentioned 

above there are many protected areas in Svalbard, and the biggest one is 

called Nordaust-Svalbard
590

 Nature Reserve (Nordaust-Svalbard 

naturreservat) and covers a land area of 18663 km
2 

and marine areas of 

36691 km
2
. Svalbard has very strict environment legislation that regulates 

most of the activities taking place in the archipelago. The Norwegian 

Polar Institute (Norsk Polarinstitutt) has the task of mapping, monitoring, 

advising and doing research in the archipelago. For researchers to be able 
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to work in Svalbard, the nature of the research is such that it cannot be 

equally done in any other place. However, Svalbard is a popular place for 

researchers, both Norwegian and international. One challenge for the 

control and patrol is the increasing tourism, and especially in the 

protected marine areas, and more studies are planned in that area.
591

  

Common whales in the waters off Svalbard (among the six species in this 

thesis) are beluga, narwhal, killer whale and humpback whale. It was 

estimated that between the 1700s and the 1960s more than 15000 belugas 

were taken – which could have depleted the stock. However, today the 

beluga around Svalbard is considered to be fairly healthy and it is the 

most commonly sighted whale in Svalbard.
592

 Moreover, „[t]he sea bed is 

protected against catching or gathering by diving or by use of bottom 

trawl or scrape … Mammals or birds and their habitat and nests are 

protected against damage and destruction of any kind that are not due to 

ordinary traffic.‟
593

 According to Erich Hoyt, „Svalbard is on its way to 

becoming the dreamed-of „best-managed Arctic wilderness‟.
594

 

The Svalbard stock of bowhead whales was nearly depleted by whaling 

and for a long time it was thought that the stock was extinct. However, in 

the last decade or so a few sightings and acoustic surveillance indicates 

that the stock is increasing again, and was not extinct.
595

 Since 2007 the 
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Norwegian Polar Institute has had acoustic equipment
596

 in the Fram 

Strait at about 80 metres depth. The results show that the bowhead whale 

is in the area year round, and even bowhead song was recorded (the males 

sing in connection with breeding, but females do also sing, as heard for 

instance in the waters off Greenland). The results were similar from year 

to year, and indicate that the bowhead whale is a constant presence in the 

Fram Strait.
597

 A clear increase has been seen, and the Norwegian Polar 

Institute states that it is likely due to two factors: one is that the bowhead 

whales have been, and still are, protected in Svalbard, and are thus 

increasing, but the increase could possibly also be because of migration 

from other stocks (genetic material has been gathered for studies) as well 

as an increase of the resident stock. From what the acoustic research 

could reveal, an estimate of between 150 and 800 animals were made – 

which are a much higher number than anticipated.
598

 The narwhal is also 

under the protection of the rules and regulations of Svalbard, and though 

not many narwhals have been seen in the area, the acoustic research also 

revealed a surprisingly large number of narwhals. This species is also 

thought to have increased around Svalbard and the Fram Strait.
599

  

One reason Norway has taken great measures to protect Svalbard is 

because the Arctic is a very important part of the nation‟s equation. 10% 

of the population lives above the Arctic Circle, 80% of the Norwegian 

                                                             

596 In Norwegian we call it lyttebøye and it is a kind of buoy with acoustic 
equipment.  
597 Norsk Polarinstitutt, ‘Nytt Om Grønlandshval Og Narhval I Svalbardområdet - 
Norsk Polarinstitutt’ (Norsk Polarinstitutt, 2018) 
<http://www.npolar.no/no/kronikker/2017/10-16-nytt-om-gronlandshval.html> 
accessed 18 April 2018. 
598 ibid. 
599 ibid. 
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seas are above the Arctic Circle, 80% of Arctic maritime traffic passes 

through Norwegian waters, and the Arctic part of Norway sees a higher 

level of economic growth than the rest of the country.
600

 Moreover, 

Norway regards the Arctic as an area with major opportunities, but also 

an area that yields great responsibilities and needs safeguarding (as seen 

with Svalbard). In addition to the vast amount of protected areas in 

Svalbard, 17% of the mainland Norway is also under some sort of 

protection (this includes both land and sea). 
601

 

There are examples of protective measures being successful in other areas 

of the Arctic as well. One example, as mentioned previously in the thesis, 

is the North Atlantic right whale. Ship strikes had a significant impact on 

this species, so measures were taken:  

In 2003 the traffic separation scheme in the lower Bay of 

Fundy (Canada) was modified to avoid an area with recurrent 

large concentrations of right whales in summer and fall 

(Knowlton and Brown 2007) and in 2006 the International 

Maritime Organization also approved a modification of the 

shipping lanes into Boston harbor to avoid an area of right 

whale concentration on Stellwagen Bank (Marine Mammal 

Commission [MMC] 2006).
602

 

Moreover, as of „December 2008 the U.S. National Marine Fisheries 

Service implemented a 5 yr rule requiring that within areas where North 

Atlantic right whales are likely to occur, large ships restrict their speed to 

10 knots [ ] and preliminary analyses indicated it was effective [ ]. The 

                                                             

600 Utenriksdepartementet, ‘Norges Politikk I Arktis’ 
<https://www.regjeringen.no/no/aktuelt/arktis_norge/id2422677/> accessed 25 
April 2018. 
601 ibid. 
602 Thomas, Reeves and Brownell 686. 
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rule was extended indefinitely in 2013.‟
603

 Though no MPA was created 

for the purpose of the protection and reduction of ship strikes concerning 

the North Atlantic right whale, it indicates that measures taken were 

effective and reduced the number of ship strikes. Hence, measures taken 

in the form of MPAs in the Arctic may also prove effective for the 

protection of the whales and their habitat.  

On the other hand though, according to Andrew M. Gormley et al, as of 

2012, there was little of no empirical evidence to support the fact „that 

MPAs have been effective for improving demographic parameters in 

marine mammal populations.‟
604

 However, though the indications are that 

no studies empirically examine the efficiency of the MPAs, Gormley et al 

used the example of the Hector‟s dolphins (Cephalorhynchus hectori) and 

found their study „provides evidence that area-based protection measures 

can be effective for marine mammals.‟
605

 The Hector‟s dolphins are a 

small and endangered species resident to the coastal waters of New 

Zealand. A high level of bycatch severely threatened the dolphins and 

regulations for gillnetting were established. Commercial gillnetting was 

banned and amateur gillnetting was restricted to specific times and places. 

Initially, the team (Gormley et al) found that „no comparable estimates of 

bycatch for the region before and after the sanctuary‟s establishment with 

which to assess its efficacy.
606

 Consequently, the team did their own 

                                                             

603 ibid. 
604 Andrew M Gormley and others, ‘First Evidence That Marine Protected Areas Can 
Work for Marine Mammals’ (2012) 49 Journal of Applied Ecology 474. 
605 ibid 479. 
606 ibid 475. 
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research
607

 and found that the measures taken for the protection of the 

Hector‟s dolphins had in fact been successful. The regulations regarding 

gillnetting had reduced the bycatch numbers and the corresponding 

population growth was estimated at 6% - which is quite significant.
608

 

However, as it states in the concluding remarks of the article (Gormley et 

al) their „study is a before–after design without controls or replicates 

[and] a long-term study, such as this one, requires a very substantial 

commitment in time and funding, and duplication of it, in an area without 

gillnet restrictions, would have been unrealistic.‟
609

  

The article by Gormley et al is from 2012, and though that is a few years 

old, the author deemed it important to include as it dealt with the lack of 

empirical evidence supporting the effect of the MPAs protection of the 

marine environment. It was also included because the author found it 

challenging to find empirical evidence and/or studies to show the positive 

effects of the OSPAR network of MPAs. For Svalbard some data was 

collected, but there were no certainties, but rather assumptions, as stated 

above.  

However, since 2012 more evidence for the success of MPAs seems to 

have been gathered because according to PAME‟s report „Area-based 

Conservation Measures and Ecological Connectivity‟ from 2017, 

„[c]onservation science has documented well the ways in which MPAs 

                                                             

607 It is very complicated and the author is not able to summarise the research as it 
is too complicated and mathematical. But see footnote 608 for the article and it is 
page 475 onwards. 
608 Gormley et al. 
609 ibid 479. 
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contribute to effective and long-term biodiversity conservation.‟
610

 With 

or without empirical evidence, it is a fact that the Arctic is a unique 

environment:  

Effects of Arctic change are already leading to range shifts for 

whole populations, such as some fish species, and more 

changes are forecasted. Protecting these populations, their 

pathways, and their “new” habitat from additional pressures is 

one of the most important contributions to bolstering the 

adaptive capacity of Arctic marine ecosystems.
611

  

The report from 2017 is quite extensive and includes key species found in 

the Arctic marine ecosystem, and what type of protection they are in need 

of. Of the six species of whales chosen for this thesis, all but the gray 

whale are listed. Regarding the whales they generally need protection 

from shipping, fishing (trawling), over-harvesting, and oil and gas 

exploration and infrastructure. They all (though the gray whale is not 

listed, it too needs protection) need protection during feeding and 

breeding seasons and migration, as well as habitat and prey availability.
612

 

Furthermore, the report also reveals that all eight Arctic states have a 

minimum of two MPAs within their EEZ. This is a positive indicator that 

the Arctic states might be positive to the proposal for a wider range of 

MPAs in the AO.  

The other example of MPAs in the Arctic is through OSPAR. „Since 

2005, all 12 [currently 16] CPs [Contracting Parties] bordering the North‐

East Atlantic have nominated sites to the OSPAR Network of MPAs in 

                                                             

610 PAME, ‘Area-Based Conservation Measures and Ecological Connectivity’ [2017] 
Arctic Council 5; as far as the author could see the article did not extrapolate that 
statement further. 
611 ibid 9. 
612 ibid 36-40. 
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their national waters as well as collectively in Areas Beyond National 

Jurisdiction (ABNJ).‟
613

 As of October 2016
614

 „the OSPAR Network of 

MPAs comprised 448 MPAs, including 7 MPAs situated in ABNJ. 

Collectively, these sites have a total surface area of 806,472 km2 covering 

5.9 % of the OSPAR Maritime Area.‟
615

 We remember that there are five 

regions within the OSPAR area, and Region I, the Arctic Waters, has the 

lowest percentage of protected areas with 1.9%.
616

 

From 2012 it was decided that the network of MPAs should be 

ecologically coherent, and that includes all MPAs in all the five regions of 

OSPAR. For the creation of an MPA, and for the assessment of it being 

ecologically coherent, there are five OSPAR principles used for 

assessment of the coherence of the network, with three – termed the 

„Madrid Criteria‟ also „used for the current assessment of ecological 

coherence and the underlying OSPAR network principle(s) each one 

relates to.‟
617

  

OSPAR Region I, Arctic waters, is the Region with considerable gaps 

concerning MPAs, while Region V, Wider Atlantic, the MPAs in the 

ABNJ
618

 have contributed to the overall percentage of OSPAR MPAs, but 

                                                             

613 Janos Hennicke, ‘2016 Status Report on the OSPAR Network of Marine Protected 
Areas’ [2016] OSPAR Commission 1. 
614 The author was not able to find a more recent report on the status of the OSPAR 
MPAs. 
615 Hennicke. 
616 ibid; Region II, the Greater North Sea has the highest MPA coverage with 14.7%. 
It is in the territorial waters in which most of the MPAs are found, with 16.7%, 
while the lowest coverage is found in the CP’s EEZs with only 2.3%. 
617 ibid 18. See page 17 onwards in Hennicke for more details about the five 
principles and the Madrid criteria. 
618 Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction.  
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there are still gaps to be filled, and especially in the north, west and 

southwest of the Region.
619

 

The reason the two cases, Svalbard and OSPAR, were used as examples 

of the creation of MPAs is because a vast amount of the area has been 

protected (Svalbard) and an immense increase in the number of MPAs has 

been seen in a very short amount of time (OSPAR). Svalbard
620

 is a good 

example of vast amounts of the terrestrial and marine areas being 

protected under either the label „nature reserves‟ or „nature parks‟. It also 

seems that the measures are successful as all three resident Arctic whales 

are increasing, though certainty has not been expressed. Similar numbers 

were not found regarding the OSPAR MPAs, but the author still deems it 

a good example due to the rapid increase in areas to come under the 

scheme of MPAs. Conclusive results might not yet be available, but 

regulations in place appear more favourable for the conservation and/or 

protection of the whale stocks than no regulations, other than the treaties 

and bodies that have been seen to be somewhat lacking.  

According to Suzanne Lalonde, „[m]arine protected areas are increasingly 

recognized as a valuable complement to traditional management strategies 

to protect the biological diversity and integrity of the world‟s oceans and 

seas, including in the Arctic.‟
621

 Nevertheless, making most of the AO 

into MPAs is obviously not without many challenges, including 

                                                             

619 Hennicke 20. 
620 It might of course be argued that Svalbard is a special case because of the 
Svalbard Treaty (1920), which for instance puts an obligation on Norway to protect 
its natural environment. However, as was seen in the text about Svalbard, Norway 
has several laws concerning the protection and management of the species that 
come under their legislation, both marine and terrestrial, in place for the Kingdom 
of Norway as a whole – not just Svalbard.  
621 Lalonde 85. 
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increasing commercial interest in the Arctic as the melting sea ice opens 

up new opportunities. Commercial interests are, for instance, shipping via 

the four Arctic routes, tourism, oil and gas exploration (though this is 

generally done in the EEZs), and increased fishing. However, if we look 

to the Ross Sea region MPA in Antarctica
622

, we see that it can be done.  

With 1.55 million km
2 

the Ross Sea region MPA is the largest high seas 

MPA in the world. 1.12million km
2
 is fully protected

623
 and 72% of this 

vast area is closed to fishing.
624

 However, so-called „research fishing‟ is 

permitted in the area closed for fishing. There are several reasons why the 

Ross Sea region is a special area and worthy of protection: more than 

30% of all the Adélie penguins (Pygoscelis adeliae) and about one quarter 

of all the emperor penguins (Aptenodytes forsteri) have the region as their 

home, and the same goes for about 30% of all Antarctic petrels 

(Thalassoica Antarctica) and about half the Ross Sea killer whales. 

Additionally, the area is year-round home to more than half of the 

population of South Pacific Weddell seals (Leptonychotes weddellii). 

Moreover, the MPA is also home to rare types of sponges and benthic 

species, and it is an important breeding ground and also habitat for the 

                                                             

622 Regulated under the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine 
Living Resoources and it came into force on the 1st of December 2017. 
623 Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade New Zealand, ‘Aid & Development | New 
Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade’ (2018) 
<https://www.mfat.govt.nz/en/environment/antarctica/ross-sea-region-marine-
protected-area/> accessed 26 March 2018; A Dunn and M Vacchi, ‘The Ross Sea 
Region Marine Protected Area Research and Monitoring Plan’ [2017] CCAMLR. 
624 Julia Jabour and Danielle Smith, ‘The Ross Sea region Marine Protected Area: Can it be 

successfully managed? Ocean Yearbook Vol . 32 Brill  (in press 2018)  4-5. 
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Antarctic toothfish.
625

 It therefore „balances environmental protection, 

sustainable fishing and science interests.‟
626

  

The Ross Sea MPA is divided into areas with codes according to the level 

of protection: GPZ – General Protection Zone, KRZ – Krill Research 

Zone, and SRZ – Special Research Zone. There are three of the first 

zones, combined 1.117 million km
2
, one area of the second zone of 

325.000 km
2
,
 
and also one of the SRZ with 110.000 km

2
.
627

 In the SRZ no 

fishing is allowed, in the KRZ controlled fishing (for krill) for research is 

allowed, and in the SRZ limited fishing for krill and toothfish is allowed 

for research purposes.
628

 Figure 26 below shows the Ross Sea region 

MPA.  

                                                             

625 New Zealand. 
626 ibid. 
627 Jabour and Smith 9-10. 
628 New Zealand. 
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Figure 26 Ross Sea region MPA. Source: the Government of New Zealand. The 

map shows the three GPZ zones, and the KRZ and SRZ zones in the Ross Sea 

region. The dotted white line indicates the CCAMLR boundary.  

Research is an important component of the Ross Sea region MPA, and the 

MPA has three objectives ensuring the effective protection of the MPA 

over time: the MPA should offer protection for the ecosystem (threat 

mitigation), the protection of an adequate proportion of the marine 

environment in the region (representativeness), and the requirement of 
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areas with little or fishing in order to gain an understanding of how an 

intact ecosystem works over time (scientific reference).
629

 Moreover, 

„Conservation Measure (CM) 91-05 requires that research and monitoring 

associated with the Ross Sea region Marine Protected Area (RSRMPA) 

deliver scientific knowledge sufficient to allow the Scientific Committee 

to advise the Commission on.‟
630

 There are three points to this: „(i) the 

degree to which the specific objectives of the MPA are being achieved, 

(ii) the degree to which the MPA objectives are still relevant in different 

areas of the MPA, [and] (iii) what management actions may be required 

to improve the achievement of the objectives for this MPA.
631

  

For the Arctic, one solution could, for instance, be to cooperate through 

the OSPAR Commission on creating more MPAs in the Arctic. Already, 

as we saw above, the increase of OSPAR MPAs from 2010 to 2016 is 

quite impressive. Of the eight Arctic states, five
632

 are members of 

OSPAR, but to include the remaining three,
633

 and also other states with 

an interest in the protection of the Arctic, and one could also utilise the 

AC. For the creation of the Ross Sea region MPA, the US and New 

Zealand created a joint proposal that eventually got unanimous support. 

Thus, perhaps something similar is possible in the Arctic, particularly 

considering that many of the states that contributed to this consensus are 

also Arctic states (e.g. Norway, Russia, Finland).   

                                                             

629 ibid; Dunn and Vacchi. 
630 ibid 1. 
631 ibid; For more detailed information about how the Ross Sea region MPA is 
managed, see Dunn and Vacchi. 
632 Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden. 
633 Canada, Russia and the USA.  
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If it is a possibility to make use of the OSPAR MPA system, more MPAs 

can be legally adopted. Article 2 of the OSPAR Convention states that the 

member states „shall take the necessary measures to protect the maritime 

area against the adverse effects of human activities so as to safeguard 

human health and to conserve marine ecosystems and, when practicable, 

restore marine areas which have been adversely affected.‟
634

 In order to 

follow these objectives, Article 2 decrees that states „shall, individually 

and jointly, adopt programmes and measures and shall harmonise their 

policies and strategies.‟
635

 Moreover, under Article 10 of the OSPAR 

Convention, it states „that the Commission has duties (a) to supervise the 

implementation of the Convention, and (b) generally to review the 

condition of the maritime area, the effectiveness of the measures being 

adopted the priorities and the need for any additional or different 

measures.‟
636

 Article 22 of the Convention requires the member states to 

report to the Commission at regular intervals on legal, regulatory and 

various measures taken for the implementation of the objectives of the 

Convention;
637

 which is to prevent and eliminate pollution, protect the 

marine environment from human activity, and the contracting parties 

shall, individually or jointly take measures to ensure that the objectives 

are met.  

                                                             

634 OSPAR Commission, ‘Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment 
of the North-East Atlantic’ 1 <http://www.ospar.org/convention> Article 2. 
635 ibid. 
636 Lalonde 105; OSPAR Commission, ‘Convention for the Protection of the Marine 
Environment of the North-East Atlantic’ 1 <http://www.ospar.org/convention> 
Article 10. 
637 ibid Article 22. 
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All members of OSPAR have nominated sites to the OSPAR network of 

MPAs, both in their national waters and in the ABNJ. By October 2016 

there were 7 MPAs in the ABNJ,
638

 and though this is very positive, more 

nominations for this area can be made – and especially in the AO. The 

1.9% in OSPAR Region I is almost entirely due to the nomination made 

by Norway for three vast areas around Svalbard.
639

 With approximately 

40% of the OSPAR Maritime Area being beyond the jurisdiction of 

coastal states, there are vast areas to cover under MPAs.
640

 

Hence, it seems there are enough objectives under the OSPAR 

Convention to support further creation of MPAs, and the members are 

legally bound by the Convention to carry out the necessary steps to 

protect the environment within the OSPAR regions. The Convention‟s 

use of the word „shall‟ is positive and lays a stricter obligation on the 

contracting parties. Therefore, for the members of OSPAR there are 

sufficient directives in the Convention to support further steps to protect 

the marine environment in the AO. Even if three of the Arctic states are 

not members of OSPAR, the region with the least protected areas – 

Region I, Arctic waters – is mostly either within the EEZs of one or more 

of the Arctic states that are members, or it is the high seas.  

As mentioned above, it might be a possibility to create MPAs in the AO 

through the AC. The AC is a soft law body, but to date they have 

negotiated three important, and legally binding, agreements among the 

                                                             

638 Hennicke. 
639 Lalonde. 
640 Of these 40% today only the ‘banana hole’ in the Norwegian Sea, the ‘loop hole’ 
in the Barents Sea, and an area north of Svalbard are covered by the protection of 
MPAs. 
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Arctic States: 1) Agreement on Enhancing International Arctic Scientific 

Cooperation (signed 2017), 2) Agreement on Cooperation on Marine Oil 

Pollution Preparedness and Response in the Arctic (signed 2013), and 3) 

Agreement on Cooperation on Aeronautical and Maritime Search and 

Rescue in the Arctic (signed 2011). 
641

 Consequently, it is possible for the 

AC to propose and negotiate a legally binding agreement for the creation 

of MPAs in the AO beyond national waters.  

As of 2017 OSPAR is an observer to the AC, and this is an important step 

as OSPAR Region I is the Arctic waters. The Secretariat of OSPAR has 

shared the Commission‟s work with PAME and EPPR. Moreover, 

representatives from PAME and EPPR have also been to OSPAR 

Committees
642

 to share their work.
643

 Consequently, PAME and EPPR 

could make a proposal based on research from OSPAR and also the AC 

working groups concerning the AO, and present it to the AC. The 

working groups of the AC are assigned to do research in various areas 

regarding the Arctic, and science will be the way forward in establishing 

MPAs in the Arctic. As stated by Alfredsson et al (2013), „[i]t is science 

that has established that our globe is warming, and therefore that its 

climate has changed in numerous ways, it is therefore also science that we 

have to rely on (in large part) when deciding measures on climate 

                                                             

641 Arctic Council, ‘Agreements - Arctic Council’ (Arctic Council, 2018) 
<https://www.arctic-council.org/index.php/en/our-work/agreements> accessed 
27 March 2018. 
642 the OSPAR Offshore Industry Committee and Radioactive Substance Committee. 
643 Arctic Council, ‘New Observer: OSPAR - Arctic Council’ (Arctic Council, 2017) 
<https://www.arctic-council.org/index.php/en/our-work2/8-news-and-
events/463-observer-ospar> accessed 17 April 2018. 
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change.‟
644

 Similarly, science will also reveal where and to what extent 

MPAs should be created in the Arctic. The task of researching could be 

given to PAME and EPPR as they are already cooperating and sharing 

with OSPAR regarding information about the Arctic waters. Moreover, 

the working groups and OSPAR can complement each other and work 

together. We have seen in the past that the AC has made a tremendous 

impact regarding research in the Arctic, with, for example, the 2004 

„Arctic Climate Impact Assessment‟ (ACIA) and the 2009 „Arctic Marine 

Shipping Assessment‟ (AMSA).
645

 

Another reason why PAME would be a good working group to lead the 

research for the creation of the Arctic MPA(s) is the fact that PAME 

already has done quite extensive work regarding MPAs in the Arctic.
646

 In 

recent years PAME has published two report concerning MPAs in the 

Arctic; ‘Framework for a Pan-Arctic Network of Marine Protected Areas‟ 

2015 and „Area-based Conservation Measures and Ecological 

Connectivity‟ 2017. Moreover, in collaboration with CAFF, PAME also 

published the „Arctic Protected Areas Indicator Report‟ 2017.
647

  

                                                             

644 Alfredsson and others. 
645 ibid. 
646 From what the author could find EPPR only has one project concerning MPAs in 
the Arctic, and that is the cooperation with PAME for the Framework Plan for 
Cooperation on Prevention of Oil Pollution from Petroleum and Maritime Activities 
in the Marine areas of the Arctic. Hence, only PAME will be used as an example in 
the main text of the thesis.  
647 PAME, ‘Framework for a Pan-Arctic Network of Marine Protected Areas’ [2015] 
Arctic Council; PAME, ‘Area-Based Conservation Measures and Ecological 
Connectivity’; Tom Barry, Holmgrimur Helgason and Soffia Gudmundsdottir, ‘Arctic 
Protected Areas Indicator Report 2017’ [2017] CAFF and PAME. Some of the 
content of these reports were presented briefly above, and will thus not be dealt 
with any further. 

https://oaarchive.arctic-council.org/handle/11374/609
https://oaarchive.arctic-council.org/handle/11374/609
https://oaarchive.arctic-council.org/handle/11374/609
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If or when a proposal for Arctic MPA(s) is presented to the AC, it cannot 

be a treaty for the eight Arctic states only. The Arctic has interest for the 

international community, and an Arctic treaty for the creation of MPAs 

without, for example, China being involved seems improbable as they 

have huge interest in commercial shipping through the Arctic. Hence, a 

treaty open to the Arctic states, the observers and possibly the PPs
648

 as 

well as the international community appears more likely.  

For the creation of one or more AO MPAs one can follow the directions 

of the Ross Sea region MPA and have three different zones. There can be 

a GRZ, a SRZ and instead of a KRZ, one could have a fishing research 

zone (FRZ). The same regulations could be used with the majority of the 

MPA being closed to fishing and other activity, but could be allowed for 

research purposes only. If this were initiated, areas where the whales, and 

other marine mammals, are most dense – have their breeding grounds, 

migration routes and habitat – could be within a SRZ. If we look back at 

Figure 7 Arctic Shipping Routes, we see that only the TSR goes through 

the AO in areas of high seas. The other three routes, NWP, NSR and ABR 

go through areas closer to coastlines where most of the whales are 

feeding, breeding and have their habitat. If one could regulate the activity 

in a more stringent manner, one could offer better protection for the 

marine mammals and the marine environment in general. From Figure 9 – 

13 we see that areas where the NWP go, are areas with stocks of all three 

                                                             

648 The PPs are not states, and it is unlikely that they would be invited to become 
signatories. However, the MPAs will affect their livelihoods, and thus they ought to 
be invited for the discussions concerning the creation of MPAs and where and to 
what to degree protection should be awarded in the different areas. 
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resident Arctic whales, both winter and summer distribution and 

migration routes. Thus, as the sea ice keeps decreasing, shipping and 

migration will soon intertwine. For the whales this is not a good prospect 

for future thriving and survival of the various stocks.  

From Figure 16 we remember that already there are numerous incidents 

and accidents yearly between ships and marine life. All three resident 

Arctic whales have habitat or migration routes through the areas where 

incidents and accidents already happen in far too great numbers, so 

creating MPAs in these areas for their protection, can be pertinent. In 

these areas with dense populations of whales, one could have a FRZ 

where a certain amount of fishing is allowed (seeing that the areas in 

question also are within states‟ EEZ), both commercial and research. But 

shipping activities could be restricted to a much stronger degree than it 

currently is – except for research purposes.  

In the Bering Sea, where all shipping routes, except the ABR, pass 

through, there could also be part of an MPA. The area is under national 

legislation of the US and Russia, but include international waters known 

as „the Donut Hole‟. There is already one convention in place, the 

Convention on the Conservation and Management of the Pollock 

Resources in the Central Bering Sea,
649

 for the protection and 

conservation of pollock, mainly. However, by establishing an MPA in the 

area with a GRZ, one can protect more than the Pollock – one can protect 

the entire ecosystem, including the species migrating through the Bering 

Strait and the Bering Sea.  

                                                             

649 This convention is signed and ratified by six nations: China, Japan, Korea, Poland, 
Russia and the US, and it entered into force in 1995. 
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For the areas suggested above, one cannot use the OSPAR network of 

MPAs to create more MPAs as that is outside of the OSPAR areas. 

However, the network could be established either through the AC or 

through the CBD. All Arctic states are members to the CBD except for 

the US – they have signed, but not ratified the treaty. „The CBD contains 

a strong emphasis on the establishment of protected areas.‟
650

 Article 8 

imposes on their member states that they shall, „as far as possible and 

appropriate,‟
651

 „[e]stablish a system of protected areas or areas where 

special measures need to be taken to conserve biological diversity‟.
652

 

Annex I can be used to aid member states in creating MPAs, as it states 

that „[e]cosystems and habitats: containing high diversity, large numbers 

of resident or threatened species, or wilderness; required by migratory 

species‟.
653

 Consequently, it is possible to utilise the CBD for the creation 

of MPAs in the Arctic in areas where there is the most stress on the 

whales from human activity.  

CHAPTER SUMMARY 

This chapter has summarised the gaps and more likely impacts of climate 

change, the Arctic environment and the whales, and how they are affected 

by the changes that are happening. Moreover, it dealt with MPAs in the 

Arctic, existing MPAs and the possibility of one or more MPAs in the 

Arctic for the future conservation and/or protection of the whales and the 

environment they are part of.  

                                                             

650 Lalonde 92. 
651 ibid Article 8. 
652 ibid (a). 
653 ibid Annex I (1). 
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CONCLUSION 

To date, concerning climate change and the effects it has and may 

continue to have on the marine environment and the whales in question, 

there are more concerns for the future than there are answers. The six 

whales chosen for this thesis have differing feeding methods and prey (to 

some extent) and they have various ranges and distribution in the Arctic. 

The three resident Arctic whales are effected more severely by the 

changes discussed (warming oceans, changes in ocean circulation, ocean 

acidification, change in salinity, declining sea-ice, and increased shipping 

and human activity) than the migratory whales. One major reason for this 

is the resident Arctic whales‟ ice dependency. They are dependent on ice 

for habitat, protection, prey, and rest. The migratory whales are not 

depending on ice in the same way, and thus they are less affected by the 

changes caused by climate change as the resident Arctic whales.  

The international and regional treaties and agreements discussed in 

chapter 4, do not display sufficient force in their legal framework to 

provide the conservation that is needed for the whales. Particularly with 

the international treaties, there are gaps in the role they play towards the 

conservation of the whales and the marine environment in general. By 

looking at the conventions we see that there are enough good objectives, 

but the wording of the articles is too weak and give the contracting parties 

too much individual discretion regarding how to follow the directives of 

the conventions. The same challenge is seen on the regional level 

concerning the treaties, but the regional bodies such as OSPAR, 

NAMMCO and AC are more focused on research aimed at protection 

and/or conservation of the marine environment. However, there are still 
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many gaps in knowledge regarding the AO, the environment and the 

whales – both the migratory and the resident Arctic whales.  

One possible solution suggested in the dissertation, is the creation of one 

MPA for the AO, or several MPAs throughout the Arctic marine 

environment in order to secure the thriving and survival of all the whale 

stocks that live or migrate in and out of the Arctic. One can follow the 

example of the Ross Sea region MPA in Antarctica, and/or make use of 

the OSPAR MPA network, establishing MPAs either through the AC or 

the CBD. If one choses to go through the AC, it is a positive indicator that 

all eight Arctic states have already established national MPAs. From this 

the author deduces that all eight states would be positive to the creation of 

Arctic MPAs.
654

 It is likely simpler to create MPAs within national 

boundaries than in international waters, but from the information 

available, it seems possible that all eight Arctic states might be willing to 

at least consider a proposal from for example PAME and EPPR.  

If Svalbard is included, Norway is among the Arctic states with the 

greatest amount of MPAs, and so perhaps Norway could take the lead in 

making a proposal for Arctic MPA(s). Norway regards the Arctic as an 

area with major opportunities, but also an area that yields great 

responsibilities and needs safeguarding. As far as Norway sees it, the AC 

is a crucial component towards protecting the Arctic, as they are the best 

                                                             

654 The author attempted to get answers to the positions of the eight Arctic states 
regarding the creation of further Arctic MPAs, and particularly in the AO, but all 
attempts failed. Calls were made to the AC, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 
Norway, and PAME, but either no one had any answers or suggestions to articles, 
research, websites or persons who might have some answers, or no one answered 
the phone. Repeated attempts were made during a few days.  
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practice example of regional cooperation. The Arctic being important for 

Norway is not necessarily a good enough argument for suggesting 

Norway as a lead in creating MPAs in the Arctic, since it can be assumed 

that the Arctic is very important to all the Arctic states, and also many 

other nations. However, with the majority of TS around Svalbard being 

protected, Norway has experience and tradition in creating protected 

areas, and maintaining them.  

Though, as discussed briefly above, there might not be a huge amount of 

empirical evidence that the effects of MPAs are positive, the lack of 

empirical evidence does not mean that MPAs are not currently the better 

alternative. In addition to the international treaties and regional 

agreements, it might be the best alternative for further protection for the 

whales and the marine environment they inhabit. These are uncertain 

times for the whales, and MPAs with stricter regulations on human 

activity in the Arctic that lessons the noise pollution, decreases chances of 

ship strikes, less likelihood of whales ending up as bycatch, and having 

less competition for prey, appears to be a good way forward. Due to 

global warming, and thus warming oceans, which leads to a decrease in 

sea ice, habitat loss and increased human activity in the Arctic are major 

challenges for the whales. The creation of MPAs might not be able to 

protect the whales from global warming or warming oceans directly, and 

neither from ocean acidification, changes on ocean current circulation, or 

changes in salinity, because even if all GHG emissions ceased now, the 

effects might continue for centuries. However, long-term study, which 

seems more possible within the restrictions of MPAs, can give some ideas 

as to how to best protect the whales from the changes caused by ocean 

acidification, changes on ocean current circulation, increased salinity, and 
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warming oceans. Moreover, the creation of MPAs can protect the whales 

from increased shipping and human activity in the Arctic and the various 

effects that has on the whales. Stricter regulations will likely aid the 

whale stocks towards a continued healthy increase and give them a 

chance of long-term survival.  

Towards this end, viable options appear to be available; they simply have 

to be put to proper use before climate change and the various effects that 

follow, makes it exceedingly challenging to ensure the whales‟ future 

survival. The commercial whaling that went on for decades nearly 

decimated several whale species and stocks, so we should make sure that 

we do not allow climate change and human activity to threaten the 

survival of the whales in the future.  
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